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PREFACE 
Generating relations play an important role in the investigation of 
various useful properties of the special function which they generate. They 
are used as z-transform in solving certain classes of difference equations 
which arise in a wide variety of problems in operation research (including 
for examples, queuing theory and related stochastic processes). Generating 
relations can also be used with good effect for the determination of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the generated sequence (Special function) {f„}^ lo ^^  
n->oo by suitably adapting Darboux's method. And, furthermore the 
existence of generating function for a sequence {fn} of numbers or functions 
may be useful for finding ^ fii by such summability methods as these due 
0=0 
to Abel and Casero. 
This dissertation comprises Five Chapters : 
In Chapter 1 we have first discussed the several classes of special 
functions and generating relations. Hypergeometric functions of one, two 
and n-variables are given. The definitions of the classical orthogonal 
polynomials are also given, which we used in present dissertation. 
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In Chapter 2 we have discussed various interesting Theorems to 
obtain bilateral generating relations using series manipulation method. 
In Chapter 3 we have discussed the results which were obtained by 
group-theoretic methods by using the some technique (series manipulation) 
generally for Laguerre and generahzed Bessel polynomials. 
]/ Chapter 4 contains introduction of Jacobi polynomials of one, two 
three and m-variables and Bessel polynomial of several variables alongwith 
its integral representations and generating relations. 
In Chapter 5 we have discussed double generating relations of single 
hypergeometric polynomials using integral operators. 
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Bibliometrics 
Introduction 
Information science is a discipline that investigates the properties and 
behaviour of information, the forces governing the flow of information and the 
means for processing information for optimal accessibility and usability. It is 
concerned with that body of knowledge that relates to the organisation, storage, 
retrieval, interpretation, transmission, transformation and utilization of 
information. This includes the investigation of information, representation in 
both natural and artificial systems. It occurs individually as well as in 
combination with other words such as information analysis, information service, 
information source, scientific and technological information and so on. 
Information may be defined as : "Information is the message conveyed or 
intended to be conveyed by a systematised body of ideas or its accepted or 
acceptable substitute." 
• According to D. Bell (1970)* 
"Information is news, facts, statistics, reports, legislation, text lodes, 
judicial decision, resolution and the like." 
• According to Machlup (1983)^  
"Information is the peacemeal, fragmented, timely, transitory ... flow 
of messages." 
• AccordingtoJ. H. Shera(1972)^ 
"Information is the input of knowledge, and is always received 
through the senses." 
' BELL (D). Social framework of infcHmation theory, ed by M. L. Dmouzos and J. Moses. 1979. The 
computer age, a twenty year view. MIT press, Cambridge. P 163-211. 
^ MACHLUP (F) and MANSFIELD (U). study of information, interdisciplinary messages. 1983. Wiley, 
New York. P743. 
^ SHERA (J H). Foundation of educatiwi for librarianship. 1972. Becker ad Hayes, NewYwk. P. 175. 
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CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Special functions have a wide application in the field of 
mathematics. Most of these applications lie in the field of Statistics, 
Physics Engineering, Theory of elasticity, Quantum theory and Lie 
theory. 
Special functions provide a unique tool for developing simplified 
yet realistic models of physical problems. A vast mathematical literature 
has been devoted to the theory of these fimctions as constnicted in the 
works of Eular, Gauss, Legendre, Hermite, Riemaim, Chebyshev, Hardy, 
Watson, Ramanujan and other classical authors, for example Erdelyi, 
Magnus, Oberhettinger and Tricomi [14], [35], [36], Mc Bride [58], 
Rainville [68], Titchmarsh [89] and Watson [91], [92]. Brief historical 
synopses can be found in Aksenov [2], Chihara [14], Klien [50], 
Lavrent'ev and Shabat [56], Miller [59], Whittakar and Watson [96]. 
This preliminaries chapter contains the theoretical background of 
special fimctions like hypergeometric functions, their generalization and 
orthogonal polynomials used in our present work. Some of them are 
treated extensively with their conditions of convergence and others 
barely mentioned. A concept of generating functions is also included. 
The term information science was coined first in USA in 1959. The most 
significant use of the term is to be seen in changing of the name of the American 
Documentation Institute (ADI) to American Society for Information Science 
(ASIS) in 1968. The title of its journal, "American Documentation" was also 
changed to "Journal of the American society for Information Science 
(JASISy inl970. 
Information science is a discipline concerned with the study of property 
and behaviour of information as well as the factors influencing the flow of 
information. 
1. Bibliometrics 
Bibliometircs is of recent origin and is a relatively new branch of 
information science. It lies between the border areas of the Social Science 
and the Physical Science. It has emerged as a research fi-ont in its own right 
in information science. It is now being vigorously pursued and with the 
result, it has been found that one-fourth of all the articles published in 
Library and Information science periodicals are on bibliometrics and its 
related topics. 
Bibliometricii has been derived fi-om the two words, 'Biblion' means 
'Book' and 'Metric' means 'Measurement'. So, bibliometrics generally 
means, 'measurement pertaining to books.' 
The basic: units of bibliometrics are all facets of written 
communication such as Primary and Secondary Periodicals, articles and 
abstracts published in them, bibliographies of articles, books, monographs 
and other media of communication. 
It implies the use of quantitative or statistical method to study the 
behaviour of Information. 
1.2 GENERATING RELATIONS OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
The special functions are the classes of functionst listed below in 
(1) _ (4)^  (other terms such as higher transcendental functions, are 
sometimes used): 
(1) The Gamma function and related fimctions. 
(2) Fresnel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic integral and 
other fimctions that can be expressed as indefmite integrals and 
other fimctions that can be expressed as indefmite integrals of 
elementary functions. 
(3) Elliptic fimctions. 
(4) Solutions of linear ordinary differential equations of the second 
order derived by separating certain partial differential equations 
e.g. Laplace's equation in various curvilinear coordinates. 
(1) The Gamma Function : The fimction Fx was defined by L. Euler 
(1729) as the infmite product. 
'i.^' 
n 
Legendre later called it the Gamma fimction or Euler's integral of second 
Kind. The later name is based on the fact that for positive real x, we have 
r(x)=r e-'t''',dt 
Jo 
1.1 Origin and History 
First study regarding bibliometrics was conducted in 1917 by 'Cole' 
and Bales'* on the "The History of Comparative Anatomy, Part I: A 
statistical Analysis". First term used for this was "Statistical Analysis." 
The second study done by Hulme^ in 1923 used the term 'Statistical 
Bibliography' and later it was used by Henkle (1938)^ in his article "The 
Periodical literature of Biochemistry", Gosnell (1943/ 1944)^, Barker 
(1966)* also used the same term i.e. 'Statistical Bibliography.' 
Gross & Gross study is considered to be the third in the field based 
on citations. In 1968, Pritchard^ initially used the term 'Statistical 
Bibliography' in his work but he analysed the term and found it could be 
confused with 'Statistics' itself or 'Bibliographies on Statistics'. Therefore he 
coined another term i.e. "Bibliometrics" in 1969'* .^ 
Hence, the term bibliometrics has a very recent origin. The terms 
'Librametrics', 'Seientometrics' and 'Informetrics' are also used in the 
literature. Bibliometrics is analogous to Rangnathan's 'Librametrics', 
Russian Concept 'Seientometrics', FID's 'Informetrics' and also to some 
other well established sub-disciplines like 'Econometrics', 'Psychometrics', 
'Sociometrics' and 'Biometrics' etc. 
•* COLE (F J) and BALES (N B). The history of Comparative Anatomy Part I: A statistical analysis of 
Literature. Science Progress 11; April 1917; 578 - 96. 
* HULME (E Wyndham). Statistical bibliography in relaticm to the growth of modem civilizaticn. 1923. 
Butler and Tanner Grailon, London. P. 29. 
* HENKLE (R H.). The periodical literature of Biochemistry. Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association. 27; 1938; 139 -147. 
' GOSNELL (Chas F). The rate of obsolescence in College Library Book collection as determined by 
the analysis of three select List of Books for College libraries. New York University Dissertaticxi .5; 
1943; 115-125. 
* BARKER (Dale Lockard). Characteristics of the scientitic Literature. Cited by the chemists of the 
Soviet Union. Dissertation (University of Illinois). 1966. 
' PRITCHARD (Alan). Computers, Statistical Bibliography and Abastracting services. 
Unpublished. 1968. 
"^  PRITCHARD (Alan) Statistical Bibliography: An Interim biblic^r^y. 1969. New Western 
Polytechnic School of Lils-arienship, Londcn. p 139. 
This function satisfies the functional relation 
r(x+i) = xr(x) 
and hence for positive integral x, we have 
r(x+i) = x! 
C.F. Gauss denoted the fimction r(x+l) by x! even when x is not a 
positive integer. The fimction x! is also called the factorial function. 
(2) Functions of Confluent type : If some singularities of an 
ordinary differential equation of Fuchsian type are confluent to each 
other, we obtain a confluent differential equation whose solutions are 
called functions of confluent type. The equations that appear frequently 
in practical problems are the confluent hypergeometric differential 
equations. 
z—-5- + ( Y - Z ) - — a w = 0 (1.2.1) 
dz dz 
Equation (1.2.1) corresponds to the hypergeometric differential equation 
for which a regular singular point coincides with the point at infinity and 
is an irregular singular point of class 1. For (1), z = 0 is a regular singular 
point. 
(3) Elliptic Functions : Let ^(z) be a polynomial in z of degree 3 or 4 
with complex coefficients and R(z, co), a rational function in z and co. 
We can say that bibliometrics is a methodological sub-discipline of 
Library Science, including the complex of mathematical and statistical 
methods, used for analysis of scientific documents and non-scientific 
documents. 
1.2 Definitions: 
Bibliometrics is that branch of science which studies the behaviour of 
information. 
We can also say that. "Bibliometrics" is that branch of information 
theory that attempts to analyse quantitatively the properties and behaviour of 
recorded knowledge. 
It has been defined by different people in different ways -
Hulme (1923): 
''The purpose of statistical Bibliography is to 'shed light on the process of 
written communication and of the nature and course of development of a 
discipline by means of counting and analysis its various facets of written 
communicatioi?^'. 
Raising (1962): 
"The assembling and interpretation of statistics relating to books and 
periodicals . . .to demonstrate historical movements, to determine national and 
universal research, use of books and journals and to ascertain in many local 
situation the general use of books and journals."'^ 
" HULME (E wyndham). Statistical bibliography in relation to the growth of modem civilizaticm. 1923. 
Butler and Tanno- Q-afton, Londoi. P. 9. 
'^  RAISING (L Miks). Statistical Bibliogra{Ay in the Health sciences. Bulletin of the Medical Library 
Association. 50: 1962; 450 - 461. 
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Then R(Z, ^ <j)(z) ) is called on elliptic inational function. An integral of 
the type f R.dz is called an elliptic integral. The origin of die name 
comes from the integral that appeared in calculating the arc length of an 
ellipse. Any elliptic integral may be expressed by a suitable change of 
variables as a sum of elementary fimctions and elliptic integral of the 
following three kinds: 
These three kinds of integrals are called elliptic integral of the first, 
second and third kind respectively, in Legendre Jacobi standard form. 
Class (4) is further divided into the following three types, 
according to the character of the singular points of the differential 
equations of which the functions are solutions. 
(a) Special Functions of Hypergeometric type : These are solution 
of differential equations with three regular singular points on the 
Riemaim sphere. Examples are the hypergeometric functions and 
Legendre functions. Any fimction of this type reduces to a 
hypergeometric fimction through a simple transformation. 
(b) Special Functions of Confluent type : These are solutions of 
differential equations that are derived from hypergeometric differential 
equations by the confluence of two regular singular points, that is by 
Pritchard (1969): 
"The application of mathematical methods to books and other media of 
communication." 
Fairthorne (1969); 
"Quantitative treatment of the properties of recorded discourse and 
behaviour appertaining to it." '^' 
Hawkins (1977): 
"The quantitative analysis of the bibliographical features of a body of 
literature."'^ 
Potter (1981): 
"Bibliomterics is the study and measurement of the publication patterns 
of all forms of written communication and their authorship."'^ 
Schrader (1981): 
"Bibliometrics is the scientific study of recorded discourse." 
Broadus: 
"Bibliometrics is the quantitative study of physical published units or of 
Bibliographic units or of surrogates of either." 
Sengupta (1990): 
"Organisation, classification and quantitative evaluation of publication 
patterns of all macro and micro communications along with their authorship by 
mathematical and statistical calculus."'^ 
" PRITCHARD (Alan). Statistical Bibliography: An interim bibliography. 1969. New Western 
Polytechnic School of Librarianship, London. P. 349. 
'" FAIRTHRONE (R A). Emperical hyberbolic distributicais (&adford-Zipf-mandelbort) for 
Bibliometric description and prediction. Journal of documentation. 25; 1969; 319 
'^  HAWKINS (D J), unconventional uses of on-line information Retrievel systems: online biblianetric 
^ui^es. Journal of American Society for Information Science.T^, 1; 1977; 13-18. 
'* POTTER (W G). bitroduction to Bibliometrics. Library Trends. 30; 1981; 151. 
'^  SCHRADER (Alvin M). Teaching Bibliometrics. Library Trends. 30; 1981; 151. 
'* BROADUS (RN). Definition of Bibliometrics, Scientcxnetrics. 12; 1987; 373-398 
5 
making one of the regular singular points tend to the other one so that the 
resulting singularity is an irregular point of class 1. 
(c) Special Functions of Ellipsoidal type : These are solution of 
differential equations with four or five regular singular points, some of 
which may be confluent to become irregular singular points. Examples 
are Lame functions, Mathieu functions and spheroidal wave functions. In 
contrast to type (a) and (b), functions of type (c) are difficult to 
characterize by means of difference differential equations and have not 
been fully explored. Sometimes the term special function in its narrow 
sense is not applied to them. 
GENERATING RELATIONS 
The name generating relation was introduced by Laplace in 1812, 
Since then, the theory of generating relations has been developed in to 
various directions and found wide applications in various branches of 
science and technology. Many authors choose to define the special 
functions in terms of generating relations. Also it may be used to 
determine a pure recurrence relation or a differential recurrence relation, 
to evaluate certain integral, etc. 
There are numerous ways for obtaining generating functions 
(series manipulation methods, Rainville's method, The Weisner method 
etc.). Several papers recently appeared in which Weisner [93] and Miller 
5 
The British Standard Institute Glossary of Documentation of 
Terms (1976): 
"The study of the use of documents and patterns of publication which 
mathematical and statistical methods have been applied." 
2. Bibliometrics -ItsScope 
The scope of bibliometric includes the studying of relationship within 
a literature or describing a literature. Typically these descriptions focus on 
consistent patterns involving Authors, Monographs, Journals, Subject, 
Language,Forms. 
Bibliometric studies fall mainly into two broad groups: 
a) Descriptive Studies 
Those describing the characteristics or features of literature. 
b) Behavioural Studies 
Those examining the relationship formed between components of 
literature. 
The techniques of bibliometrics are simple to complex in nature. The 
basic units of bibliometrics are all facets of written communications, such as 
Primary and Secondary Periodicals, Articles and Abstracts, Books, 
Monographs and other media of communication. Bibliometric techniques 
have extensively applied equally in sociological studies of science 
Information Management, Librarianship, History of Science including 
science policy, study of science and scientists and also different branches of 
" SENGUPTA (I N). Bibliometrics and its application In: Information Science and Lita-aries» ^ by 
Puspa E*yani. 1990. Attantic, New Delhi. P 256. 
^° BRITISH STANDARD INSTITUTION. British Standard of Documentation Terms. 1976. BSI, 
London. P 7. 
[60] methods for obtaining generating function are used. One may refer 
to the works of Weisner [94-95], Chatterjea [9-12], Jain & Manocha 
[48], Das [20-23], Shaha and Chaterjea [18], [69], Viswanatha [90], 
Manocha [51], Pathan and Khan [65], Subuhi Khan [87]. 
LINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Consider a two variable fimction F(x, t) which possesses a formal 
(not necessarily convergent for t ^ ) power series expansion in t such that 
F(x,t) = X f„(x)t» (1.2.2) 
n=0 
where each member of the co-efficient set (f„(x )}*,(, is independent oft. 
Then the expansion (1.2.2) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set 
{f„(x)} and F(x, t) is called a linear generating function (or simply, a 
generating fimction) for the set {f„(x)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating 
function of the type 
G(x,t) = | ; C„g„(x)t- (1.2.3) 
n=0 
where the sequence {Cj};;^ may contain the parameters of the set g„(x) 
but is independent of x and t. 
social science. Bibliometric laws are useful in understanding some of the 
information phenomenon and may help in planning many of the Library 
activities, as they indicate certain basic patterns, and relationships governing 
information items and activities. The study mostly relates to quantification 
of items and then pattern of distribution. Hyperbolic distribution and 
exponential growth are the prominent trends underlying information and 
document phenomenon. The studies throw light on the pattern of growth of 
literature, productivity and influence of authors, inter relationship among 
different branches of knowledge, distribution of terms in information storage 
and retrieval pattern of collection build up, their use and the like. 
2.1 Purpose of Bibliometrics 
Pritchard in 1969, assigned its purpose as'to shed light on the 
process of written commimication and of the nature and course of 
development of a descriptive means of counting and analyzing the various 
facets of written communication.' 
"The purpose of Bibliometrics is to provide quantitative analysis of the 
phenomenon going with documents, their organization, use and services in 
Library and Information Centres and Systems. It offers to the information 
worker a type of statistical technique for the study of characteristics and 
attributes of literature and that of cummunication media." 
The main purpose of Bibliometric study is: 
• To find out major form of literature. 
• To prepare a ranked list of Journals. 
• To make a comparison between ranked journals. 
• To identify the country with greatest library output. 
• To find out the chronological scattering of all cited literature. 
If Cn and g„(x) in (1.2.3) are prescribed, and if we can formally 
determine the sum function G(x, t) in terms of known special functions, 
we shall say that the generating function G(x, t) has been found. 
BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
If a three-variable function F(x, y, t) possesses a formal power 
series expansion in t such that 
F(x,y,t)=£r„f„(x)f„(y)t-' (1.2.4) 
where the sequence {y„} is independent of x, y, and t, then F(x, y, t) is 
called a bilinear generating function for the set {fn(x)}. 
More generally, if F (x, y, t) can be expanded in powers oft in the 
form 
F(x,y,t)=f;y.f„^„,(x)fp,./y)f (1.2.5) 
n=0 
where a(n) and (3(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal, 
we shall still call F(x, y, t) a bilinear generating function for the set 
{fn(x)}. 
BILATERAL GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Suppose that a three-variable function H(x, y, t) has a formal 
power series expansion in t such that 
• To ascertain the amount of utilization of language. 
Some other purposes are: 
• To develop norms and Standardization. 
• To regulate inflow of Information and Communication. 
• To identify authorship and its trends in documents of different subjects. 
• To measure useful news of adhoc and retrospective SDI services and so on. 
3. Applications/ Utility of Bibliometrics in Research. 
BIBLIOMETRICS is a recent development in Library and 
Information Science. At present, Bibliometircs work often provides the 
background for a more practical task. Perhaps the most obvious use for 
Bibliometric data is to improve bibliographic control. It has therefore, been 
able to involve scholars from many of these disciplines. Consequently it has 
attracted scholars from different disciplines or their respective fields. Day by 
day, it is attaining sophistication and complexity having National, 
International and Interdisciplinary character. It has established itself as a 
viable and distinctive research technique for studying science of science 
based on bibliographic data. As a matter of fact, its backbone lies in its 
sound theoretical foundation most efficiently and effectively laid by some 
pioneers like GROSS, LOTKA, BRADFORD, ZIPF, DEREK J. de SOLLA 
PRICE, BOOKSTEIN, MASSAVESIK, COLEBrother, PRITCHARD, 
GARFIELD, HULME, FAIRTHORNE and many others who are all not 
basically librarians, but belong to different branches of knowledge. 
The techniques evolved by these pioneers are capable of throwing 
light on various complicated problems faced by many while handling 
information to quantify the process of written communication. It has 
established itself as a viable and distinctive research tool for quantitative 
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H(x,y,t)=;^h„f„(x)g„(y)f (1.2.6) 
where the sequence {hn}n is independent of x, y & t and the sets of 
functions {f„(x)}*^ oand {g„(x)}^^ are different. Then H(x, y, t) is called a 
bilateral generating function for the set {fn(x)} or {g„ (y)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating functions may be 
extended to include bilateral generating fiinction of the type. 
H(x,y,t)=XY„f„<„,(x)gp,„,(y)f (1.2.7) 
0=0 
where the sequence {yn} is independent of x, y & t, the set of functions 
{f„ (x)}J^ (, and {g„(g)}r=o are different and a(n) and p(n) are function of n 
which are not necessarily equal. 
MULTIVARIABLE GENERATING FUNCTION 
In each of the above definitions, the sets generated are functions 
of only one variable. Suppose now that G(xi, , Xr, t) is a function of 
(r+1) variables, which has a formal expansion in powers oft such that 
G{^,, ,x, ; t)=2; C.g„(x„ ,xjt ' ' (1.2.8) 
n=0 
where the sequence {€„} is independent of the variables xi, , Xr and 
t. Then we shall say that G(xi, , x^; t) is a generating function for the 
set {g„ (x,, , X, )}J^ o corresponding to the non zero co-efFicients Cn. 
measurement of human knowledge. Data analysis both of Citations and of 
volume of publications year by year can be useful in planning retrospective 
bibliographies. 
Bibliometrics also provides information about the structure of 
knowledge. Its classification studies give information about the subject, 
language and country relationship which is based on literary warrant. 
Bibliometrics is very useful in any field of research or in any discipline or it 
can be used in small and manageable ways, by individuals, to improve some 
part of a library or information service. 
Bibliometric techniques are now being consistently used to get factual 
and accurate data for information handling and transfer. Some of the areas 
where Bibliometric techniques may be used, enumerated as follows: 
1. To study quantitative growth of a discipline and its literature quantitatively. 
2. To evaluate the quality of research of an individual, of an institution or of a 
country. 
3. To assess the research output i.e. productivity study of an individual 
scientist, an entire organisation or of a country. 
4. To undertake sociological studies of science and scientists. 
5. To study science of science and scientists. 
6. To predict past, present and future of scientific classics. 
7. To estimate comprehensiveness of secondary periodicals. 
8. To regulate inflow of information and communication. 
9. To develop norms of standardization etc. 
10. To find out the trends in research activities. 
4. Laws of Bibliometrics: 
f 
It is not difficult to extend the definitions of bilinear and bilateral 
generating functions to include such multivariable generating functions 
as 
f(x,,...., X, ;y,,...., y, ; t ) = ^ y. f„(„)(x,,...., xjfp(„^(y,,...., y j t° 
n=0 
(1.2.9) 
and 
00 
H(X, ,...., X, ;y,,...., y, ; t )=2 ] h„ f„(„)(x,,...., xjfp(„)(y,,...., y j t" 
n=0 
(1.2.10) 
respectively. 
MULTILINEAR AND MULTILATERAL GENERATING 
FUNCTIONS 
A multivariable generating function G (xi, , Xr ; t) given by 
(1.2.8) is said to be multilinear generating function if 
g(x,,...., x,)=f„_(„)(x,)....f„^(„)(xj (1.2.11) 
where ai(n), , ar(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily 
equal. More generally, if the functions occurring on the right-hand side 
of (1.2.11) are all different, the multivariable generating function (1.2.8) 
will be called multilateral generating functions. 
There are three fundamental laws which laid the foundation of 
bibliometrics: 
1. Lotka's Inverse Square Law of Scientific Productivity (1926). 
2. Bradford's Law of Scattering (1934). 
3. Zipfs Law of word Occurrence (1949). 
4.1 AlfredJ. Lotka's Inverse Square Law (1926): 
This law was put forth by 'Alfred J. Lotka' in 1926. It relates to the 
productivity of scientists in terms of number of papers published by them. 
The fi-equency of distribution of productivity of authors of scientific 
papers was first studied by Alfi-ed Lotka, who proposed that the number of 
authors making 'n' contributions is about '1/n ' of those making one 
contribution, and the proportion of all contributors who make a single 
contribution is about 60 percent, or a(n) = k/n 
Where, 'a' is the number of authors producing 'n' papers and 'k' is a constant. 
In other words, it revealed that the productivity of scientists 
confirmed to inverse square law, that for every 100 authors contributing one 
article, 25 will contribute 2 articles, 11 will contribute 3 articles and 6 will 
contribute 4 articles and so on. 
The original paper of the Lotka gave no suggestion to show that this 
was a universal law with applicability to all branches of knowledge, or even 
for that matter, to all the branches of science. 
4.2 Bradford's Law of Scattering (1934): 
Of all the Bibliometric laws, Bradford's law has received greatest 
attention in the literature of Library and Information science. 
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MULTIPLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
A natural further extension of the multivariable generating 
functions (1.2.8) is a multiple generating functions which may be defined 
formally by 
00 
M/(x, ,...., X, ,t,,...., t j= X C(n,,...., n,)r„_, ,,(x,,...., x,).t^....,t;'' 
n,...ii,=0 
(1.2.12) 
where the multiple sequence {C(ni, .... , Ur)} is independent of the 
variables xi, ,..., Xr and ti, ...., tr. 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS INVOLVING LAURENT 
SERIES 
We now extend our definition of a generating fimctions to include 
functions which possess Laurent series expansions. Thus, if the set 
{(f„(x)} is defined for n=0, ±1, ±2, ... , the definition (1.2.3) extended in 
term of the Laurent series expansion : 
F*(x, t)=^ y„f„(x)t'' (1.2.13) 
n=-» 
where the sequence {Y„}"^ „ is independent of x and t. Similar extensions 
of the generating function (1.2.8) and (1.2.12) are: 
G*(x,. '^^ ^ ;t)= 2 C„ g„(x„ ,xjt" (1.2.14) 
I l = — C O 
and 
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This law was given by 'S. C. Bradford' in 1934. Bradford, examined 
two bibliographies prepared in the science library on 'Applied Geophysics' 
and 'Lubrication' and he prepared lists of journals arranged by decreasing 
order of source items contributed by the journals to the Bibliographies. In 
this study he found out that 9 journals covered 429 articles and the next 59 
journals accounted for 499 articles, in other words first nine journals 
contributed for one-third of the articles found on the subject, the next 5x9 
journals accounted for another one third, and the next 5x9x9 journals for the 
remaining one third. 
He noticed that in each subject, there were a few very productive 
sources, large number of sources which were moderately productive and 
still a large number of sources of constantly diminishing productivity. In the 
list of periodicals ranked by diminishing productivity, Bradford identified 
three groups of periodicals that produced approximately the same number of 
articles on the subject, but the number of periodicals in these three equi-
productive zones increased by a constant factor. 
Based on this he stated this law as, "if scientific periodicals are 
arranged in order of decreasing productivity of articles on a given subject 
that my be divided into a nucleus of periodicals more particularly devoted to 
the subject and several groups or zones containing the same number of 
articles as the nucleus when the number of periodicals in the nucleus and 
succeeding zones will be given as: 
1 : n : n^  
Where, '1' is the number of journals in the nucleus, and 
'n' is a multiplier 
4.3 Zipf s Law of word Occurrence (1949): 
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V|/*(x,,....,x,;t„....,tJ= X C(n„....,n,)r.^ .,(x,,...., x,).C,...,C 
n, , . . . , i i ,=-«> 
(1.2.15) 
respectively. 
1.3 HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
The term 'hypergeometric' was first used by Wallis in Oxford as 
easily as 1655 in his work 'Arithmatrica Infinitorum', when referring to 
any series which could be regarded as a generalization of the ordinary 
geometric series. 
I ; z"=l+z + z'+.... (1.3.1) 
0=0 
but the main systematic development of what is now regarded as the 
hypergeometric series of one variables 
,F,(a,b,c;z) = | ; ^ ^ ^ ^ (1.3.2) 
«^ (c)„ n! 
was under taken by Gauss in 1812. 
The Pochhamer Sjmibol (a)a, where 'a' denotes any number, real 
or complex and 'n' any integer positive, negative or zero, is defined by 
( ) -I ^ if n = 0 
^^^°"|a(a+l) (a + n-1) ifn>l ^ '^^ -^ ^ 
and 
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This law was given by Zipf in 1933. Zipf developed and extended an 
empirical law, as observed by ESTOUP governing a relation between the 
rank of a word and the frequency of its appearance in a long text. 
If V is the rank of a word and 'f is its frequency, then mathematically 
Zipf s law can be stated as follows: 
f a l 
r 
or, fxr = C 
Where 'C is a constant. 
He found that by multiplying the numerical value of each rank (r) by 
its corresponding frequency (f) he obtained product (c) which is constant 
throughout its text. 
This law states that, "in a long textual matter if words are arranged in 
their decreasing order of frequency, then the rank of any given word of the 
text will be inversely proportional to the frequency of the occurrence of the 
word." 
e.g. 
Rank 
(r) 
Frequency 
(f) 
Product 
rf=c 
1 400 400 
2 200 400 
3 133 399 
4 100 400 
5 80 400 
6 66 396 
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(-1)" 
( a ) _ . = 7 M r for n<0 
(1.3.4) 
In particular, (1)„ = n !, hence the symbol (a)„ is also referred as the 
factorial function. 
In term of Gamma function, we have 
( a ) „ = M a ^ 0 , - l , - 2 
r(a) 
Furthermore, the binomial co-efficient may be expressed as 
(1.3.5) 
^a^ 
v^y 
a(a-l) (a-n + 1) (-l)°(-a), 
n! n! 
Equation (1.3.5) also yields 
(a)m+n = (a)m (a+m)n 
also we have 
0 - a - n ) , 
for a = 1 
(1.3.6) 
(1.3.7) 
(1.3.8) 
n-k!=v \" ' 0 <k<n 
(-n)k 
which may alternatively be written in the form 
(-n) .= 
(-l)^n. 
(n-k)! 0<k<n 
0 k > n 
(1.3.9) 
(1.3.10) 
In (1.3.2) a, b and c are parameters and z is a variable (real or 
complex) of the series. All four of these quantities may be any numbers 
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The above table shows distribution of words inversely proportional to 
the frequency of occurrence of the word. 
Thus, these three laws are respectively based on: 
i) Number of authors contributing in a discipline or other field; 
ii) Distributionof articles in a set of journals; 
iii) Ranking of word frequency in a particular set of documents. 
Some Other Laws 
4.4 Price's Square Root Law of Scientific Productivity. 
This law was given by Derek J. de SoHa Price in 1971. This law 
states that, "half of the scientific papers are contributed by the square root of 
the total number of scientific authors." 
4.5 Garfield's Law of Concentration: 
This law was enunciated by 'Eugene Garfield' in 1971. This law 
states that, "a basic concentration of journals is the common core of nucleus 
of all fields." 
4.6 Sengupta's Law of Bibliometrics: 
This law has been put forward by I. N. Sengupta in 1973 which is 
also known as, "off setting weightage formula" for re-ranking periodicals to 
avoid discrimination against new joumalswhich necessarily have fewer 
citation credits. This is basically an extension of the Bradford law. 
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real or complex. However (1.3.2) is not defined if c is a non positive 
integer i.e. c^ O^, -1, -2 unless one of the 'a' or *b' is also negative integer 
such that -c < -a. In general if either of the numerator parameters is a 
negative integer, the series terminates. 
The series given by (1.3.2) is convergent when j z | < |, 
when z = 1 provided that Re (c-a-b) > 0 and when z = -1, provided Re 
(c-a-b)>-l, 
GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
A natural generalization of the hypergeometric series 2F1 is the 
generalized hypergeometric fimcrion, which is defined as 
a, ,82 , . . . . ,ap 
pF, 
bj , b 2 , . . . . , b ' ~h (b,).,....,(bj/n! 
p 
T^ — = E M ^ — (1-3.11) 
a=0 
where (ai)n is Pochammer's symbol given by 
. \ _r(ai+n) 
Here p and q are positive integers or zero. The numerator 
parameters ai, a2, , ap and the denominator parameters bi, b2, , bq 
taken on complex values, provided that 
bj^0,-l ,-2, j = l , 2 , q 
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It states that, "during phases of rapid growth of knowledge in a 
scientific discipline, articles of interest to that discipline appear in increasing 
number of periodicals distant from that field." 
Mathematically this law stands in the following form: 
f (x + y) = a + b log (x + y) 
Where, 'f (x + y)' is the cumulative number of references as contained in 
the first (x + y) most productive journals, 'x' indicates number of journals in 
the same discipline and 'y' stands for number of journals of unrelated 
disciplines (y > x) and 'a' and 'b' are two constants. 
5. Subdivisions of Bibliometrics: 
- operation Research (Linear Programming Transport Problems) 
- Statistics (Multivariable techniques, trends, correlation) 
- Bibliometric laws (Laws of Zipf, Lotka and Bradford). 
- Citation Analysis (Networks, Science Policy). 
- Circulation Theory (Models). 
- Information Theory 
- Theoretical Aspects of Information and Retrieval. 
6. Application of Bibliometrics: 
As bibliometrics lies between the border areas of Social Sciences and 
Physical Sciences, its techniques have extensive applications equally in 
Sociological Studies of Science, information management, librarianship, 
history of Science and also in some other branches of Social Science and 
Sciences. Some of the areas where bibliometric; techniques are consistently 
being applied are enumerated below: 
• To Design information service 
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CONVERGENCE OF pFq 
(i) If p < q, the series converges for all finite z i.e. | z | < oo (real or 
complex) and diverges absolutely when | z | = 1 
(ii) If p = q + 1, the series converges for | z | < 1 and diverges for 
l z | > l . 
(iii) If p < q + 1, the series converges only when z = 0 and diverges 
when z 5t 0. 
(iv) If p = q + 1, the series is absolutely convergent on circle | z j = 1 
i.e. 
Re X bj-X a. >0 for z = 1 
Re 2 b,-X a^  >-l 
V J=' J=i J 
for z = -1 
SPECIAL CASES 
(I) When p = q = 1 in (1.3.11) reduces to the confluent 
hypergeometric series iFi named as Kummer's series given by 
E.E. Kumar [54]. 
lim ,F, 
|b|->oo ^ ' 
a,b;c; — = ,F, (a,c,z) 
=z (4 z-0 ( 4 n' (1.3.12) 
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In Library Management 
Evolution of indexing services and retrieval system. 
Weeding and Stacking Policy 
To find out core journals by applying Bradford's Law. 
To find out trends in research activities 
To find out trends in authorship. 
To find out the distribution of scientific articles or scattering of articles 
by applying Bradford's Law. 
To find out the productivity of scientists by applying Lotka's Law. 
To lead the reader to fiirther studies in the field. 
Help in preparation of Bibliographies. 
To find out the relative use of different languages. 
To study the use of literature fi*om different countries. 
To study the scattering of subject. 
To study the rate of collaborative research 
7. Limitations in Application: 
Though most of the studies tend to support the Bradford distribution 
some other researcher could not get the satisfactory results. Gross found 
that the scatter of research papers among physics deviated fi^om that 
predicted by Bradford's Law. 
Out of 50 bibliographies studied by Chonez, only six followed the 
law, he calls it as 'Pseudo-scientific law*. 
7.1 Lotka's Law: 
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(II) When p = 2, q = 1 in (1.3.11) reduces to the Gaussian 
Hypergeometric series. 
,F , (a .b .c ;z ) - | : < ^ ^ 
^ (c)„ n! 
Put z = 1, we get Gauss theorem 
re r(c-a-b) 
,F, (a,b,c;z): 
r (c-a)r (c-b) 
(1.3.13) 
(1.3.14) 
NOTE (1.3.1) 
If a homogeneous linear differential equation of second order has 
at most three singularities, we may assume that there are at 0, oo, 1. If all 
of these singularities are 'regular', then the equation can be reduced to 
the form 
z(l-z)—:r + fc-(a + b + l)z1 abu=0 (1.3.15) 
where a, b, c (independent of z) are parameters of the equation. Equation 
(1.3.15) is called the hypergeometric equation having (1.3.12). 
CONFLUENT HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Since, the Gauss fimction 2F1 (a, b ; c ; z)is a solution of 
differential equation (1.3.15). Replacing z by z/b in (1.3.15), we have 
1 — 
z l d ' u 
bjdz^ c- 1 + 
l + a \ 
b J 
du 
dz au = 0 
(1.3.16) 
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In the case of Lotka's law it was found to fit in the most cases. 
However, the value of indexing was found to vary for different groups of 
scientists. 
Another problem with Lotka's law is that it totally ignores the 
potential authors who have not produced any publication so far. 
Because of the above limitation the empirical nature of these laws, 
are generally questioned. 
8. Conclusion: 
Bibliometric studies have enabled to develop a body of theoretical 
knowledge and a group of techniques and have facilitated its application for 
the further growth of knowledge based on bibliographical data. Bibliometric 
has emerged as the most active field of Library and Information Science 
during the past few decades. It is estimated that literature on this topic 
occupies more than 25 % of the total contribution in Library and 
information science. Citation analysis studies form a major portion of it, 
pertains to the application of bibliometric laws. However, there is a long 
way to go in achieving perfection in the studies. Even the spread of 
computers for retrieval, counting and analysis are unlikely to achieve 
perfection in the studies. This study is merely a method, not a theory. To 
make it a theory and more useful, researcher must concentrate on the casual 
factors underlying Bibliometric phenomenon. 
Bibliometric data provides precise and accurate observations 
particularly in the study of science. The obvious use of this technique is to 
improve bibliographical control, as it is not possible to start efficient 
services without analysing the size and character of the literature. 
So, Bibliometrics is that branch of information theory that attempts to 
analyse, quantitatively the properties and behaviour of recorded knowledge. 
It also provides information about the structure of knowledge. 
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Obviously 2F1 (a, b ; c ; z/b) is a solution of (1.3.16). As | b | ->• 00 
|b|-»a) 
^ z^ a , b ; c , ^ =,F,(a,c;z) (1.3.17) 
b V 
is a solution of differential equation 
z - ^ + ( c - z ) ^ - a u = 0 (1.3.18) 
dz dz 
iFi (a ; c ; z) is called confluent hypergeometric fiinction and it is also 
denoted by Humbert's symbol <{> (a ; c ; z). 
The integral representation of <t> (a, c ; z) is given by 
(^(a,c,z)= i ; r e - u - ( l - u r - ' d u 
ra r (c -a j •"> 
R e c > R e a > 0 (1.3.19) 
Another possible choice is 
V/(a;c;z) = ^ f e ^ f ' ( l + t )—' dt 
R e a > 0 (1.3.20) 
Furdier, an important relation between ^ - function and 4^  - fimction 
([34]; P. 257) 
vt/(a;c;z) = - - 4 — ^ <|)(a;c;z)+ \^ ^ z'"" <|)(a-c + l ;z-c;z) 
r(a - c +1) Fa 
(1.3.21) 
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Chapter 2 
1.4 HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO, THREE 
AND SEVERAL VARIABLES 
APPELL'S FUNCTION 
On 1880, Appell [4] was introduced four double hypergeometric 
series, which are given below : 
m,ii=0 m! n! 
y (aL(bL p 
m-O (4 2*1 
a + m, b' 
c + m 
for I X I < 1 , I y I < 1 
m! 
(1.4.1) 
F J a , b , b ^ c , c ^ x , y ] = i % % > 1 . ^ . 4 
^^ (cL(c). m! n! 
^ (a)„(b)„ p 
iJi=0 V^/m 
"a + m, b' 
c' 
y 
3 
x" 
m! 
for 1 X 1 + 1 y 1 < ; i (1. 
F3[a,a',b,b';c;x,y]= Y, (a)„ (a'X (b)„ (b'). X- y-
m,ii=0 (4 m! n! 
ro=0 
(a)„ (b), (4 m T7 
a ' , b ' ; 
c + m ; 
X " 
m! 
for I X I < 1 , I y I < 1 (1.4.3) 
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Haematology 
Introduction 
Haematology refers to the study of blood and its disorders. The study of 
blood has a long history. Humankind probably always has been interested in the 
blood because it is likely that even primitive peoples realised that loss of blood, 
if sufficient great, was associated with death. In biblical references, 'to shed 
blood meant to kill.-
Blood is a fluid containing various chemicals in solution and a variety of 
cells in suspension. It is a specialised connective tissue in which there is a liquid 
intercellular substance known as Plasma and formed elements, the red blood 
cells, the white blood cells and the platelets, suspended in the plasma. The 
specific gravity of whole blood varies from 1.055 to 1.060. When fresh shed, 
blood is a red, thick. Opaque and slightly alkaline. It circulates throughout all 
the blood vessels of the body and participates in all human activities. It provides 
the means for Respiration and Nutrition and for the control of infection and of 
haemorrhage. 
In short, it is the essence of life and it is not surprising that blood has 
been regarded with awe since human life itself began. 
1. Functions of Blood: 
1.1 Transport of Respiratory Gases: 
It carries oxygen from the lungs to the tissue and CO2 from the 
tissues to the lungs 
' BENTWIZH (Z), et al. Laboratory investigatiais in clinical immunology: Methods, Paitfalls, and 
Clinical indicaticais. A second lUIS/ WHO Report. 49; 1988; 478-497. 
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F „ ( a . b . c . c ' , K . y ] = 2 % # - - ^ - 4 n^o (cL(c)„ m! n! 
m=0 
(a). (b)„ 
zF, 
a + m, b + m ; X 
nii 
for V N +>/|yi <i (1.4.4) 
Here as usual, the denominator parameter c and c' are neither zero 
nor a negative integer. 
THE KAMP'E DE F'ERIET FUNCTION 
The four Appell series are unified and generalized by Kamp'e de 
F"eriet (1921) who defined a general double hypergeometric series 
([4]; P. 150 (29). Kamp'e de F'eriet functions, denoted by ¥^:^ and is 
defmed as follows ([83]; P. 60) 
•(aj:(b,);(cj; 
pp:r; l t 
M:ni;n 
.(ae):(pJ;(Yo); x,y 
. n (a.L fi (hi n (c.i 
y^ j=i ti ti nk n X y 
j=i 
= S (k)L.((b,l((cJ). X i ( W L . ((P)L ((r)). n,! n! ^ • ^ (1.4.5) 
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1.2 Transport of Nutrition: 
It carries digested food material absorbed from the intestine to the 
tissue cells for utilisation. 
1.3 It acts as a vehicle: 
Through which the harmones, the vitamins and other essential 
chemicals are brought to their places of activity. 
1.4 Drainage of waste products: 
It carries the waste products of cellular activity and brings them to 
the organ of excretion, viz., kidney, lungs, intestine, etc. 
1.5 Maintenance of water balance: 
1.6 Maintenance of acid-base equilibrium: 
1.7 Maintenance of ion balance: 
Between the cells and the surrounding fluid. 
1.8 Regulation of body temperature: 
1.9 Defensive action: 
Blood acts as a great defensive mechanism in two ways. 
a) It develops antibodies which combat toxic agents. 
b) The white cells due to their phagocytic properties engulf bacteria and 
foreign particles. 
1.10 By the property of Coagulation it guards against haemorrhage: 
1.11 Regulation of blood pressure: 
2. Composition of Blood: 
Blood is a highly complex fluid which is composed of two parts - a 
liquid, called PLASMA and different types of CELLS which remain 
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where for convergence 
(i) 
(ii) 
p + q < / + m + l , p + k < / + n + l , | x |<oo , | y | < o o 
Also when p + q = / + m + l , p + k = / + n + l and 
1 1 
|x|(P-') + |y | (P-0<l if p>/ 
max{|x| , |y |} if p</ 
on the same line Kamp'e de F'eriet function of several variable is 
defined as 
pA:B';...;B<"' f 1 pA:B';...;! A: .. ;B*» 
(n) 
(a);(b');. . ,(bj 
(c):(d');..;(dj X] , . . . , X , 
A ((aL.......„„((bOL. (^% x r - x r -
..^^0 ((c)),...^((d')L....((d^"^i„ m! m„! 
(1.4.6) 
NOTE (1.4.1) 
The Appell functions are special cases of Kamp'e de F'eriet 
function as follows 
^l:0;0 ^1 
p0:2;2 _ p 
^1:0;0 "^^3 
F'^'-'=F 
p2:0;0 _ p 
(1.4.7) 
NOTE (1.4.2) 
The Kamp'e de F'eriet series (14.5) can be expressed in term of 
generalized Hypergeometric series. 
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suspended in the plasma. The cells are called the Blood Corpuscles. The 
plasma constitutes about 55 %, and the cells about 45 % of the total volume 
of human blood. 
The general composition of the whole blood is as follows: 
2.1 Whole Blood: 
A). Cells: 
Blood consists of three formed elements, the Red Blood Corpuscles 
(RB.C.) or Erythrocytes white cells or Leucocytes and Platelets or 
Thrombocytes, suspended in a fluid medium, the plasma. 
3. Erythrocytes or Red Blood Corpuscles (RB.C) 
The mature human erythrocyte is a circular, biconcave, non-
nucleated discoid cells filled with hemoglobin, the major protein that binds 
oxygen. The erythrocytes transport the respiratory gases. Oxygen and 
Carbon dioxide. 
The mature red cells is soft and flexible and can readily squeeze 
through narrow capillaries. Inside the corpuscles there is a framework, 
chiefly composed of proteins and lipids. 
3.1 Chemical Composition 
The red cell is comprised of about 61 % water, 28 % hemoglobin, 7 
% lipid and 3 % carbohydrate, electrolytes, enzyme protein and metabolites. 
3.2 Life Span of the Red Cell 
The average life span of the red cell i.e. the time between release of 
the cell from the bone marrow and its disappearance from the blood is 
between 100-120 days. 
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pp:O;0 a, , . . . ,ap:-;- ; 
x ,y pF, 
a,,. . . ,a, 
P,, .,P, 
; x ,y (1.4.8) 
pO:p;i • , (X | , . . . , c i p . Y] j . - ^ Y f , 
- ;P, , ,P, 8,, - ,8,; x ,y pF, 
a, ,...,ap 
P,,-,P, 
,F. 
y , , •,Y. 
8, ,...,8, ;y 
pp:i:i a, ,...,ap;Y;p, 
P i i - ' j P q •'•>'•> 
x ,x = F p+i q 
a, ,...,ap,Y + P; 
P„...,P,; ' 
(1.4.9) 
(1.4.10) 
LAURICELLA FUNCTION OF n-VARIABLES 
Lauricella [53], further generalized the four Appell series 
Fi,..., F4 to series in n-variables and defined his multiple hypergeometric 
series as follows 
Fl°'[a,b, , . . . ,b„,c,, . . . ,c„;x,, . . . ,xj 
(a)m......m. (b,L, •• ( b j ^ xp x^ 
m,,„.,m„-0 (cL. (c.)^ m! • m. 
fo r | x i | + . . . | x „ | < l (1.4.11) 
Fl'^a,, -^a, ,b, ,...,b„ ;c, ;x, , . , . ,x j 
m,,..,n)„-0 (cL...... 
"•n 
m,! m j 
f o r m a x { | x , | , . . . , | x „ | } < l (1.4.12) 
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3.3 Nutritional Requirements for the Red Cell Production: 
A large number of substances are necessary for the formation of 
Erythrocyte. Most of these substances are available from the metabolic pool 
of the body. Some of them are as follows-
3.31 Amino Acids: 
An adequate amount of first class protein in the diet is essential to 
supply amino-acids for the synthesis of the globin of haemoglobin. 
3.32 Iron: 
iron is essential element of all living cells. The importance of iron in 
human metabolism is its central role in Eiythropoiesis, and in many 
intracellular redox reactions. Iron is required for the synthesis of haem of 
haemoglobin. 
3.33 Vitamin B12 and Folate: 
These play an essential and important role in the synthesis of nucleic 
acid. Deficiency of either of these substances causes a disturbance of the 
Deoxyribose nuclei acid (DNA) metabolism of the developing nucleated red 
cells resulting in Megaloblastic Erythropoiesis and a Megaloblastic 
Anaemia. 
3.34 Vitamin C: 
It plays a part in folate metabolism and may act as a contributing 
factor in some megaloblastic anaemia. 
3.35 Trace Metals like Copper and Cobalt: 
Copper is almost certainly essential for haemopoiesis in man. Copper 
deficiency causes anaemia similar to that due to iron deficiency. Cobalt is an 
essential constituent of the vitamin B12 molecule. 
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F<"'[a,b;c„...,c„;x,,...,xJ 
• ^ \^/mi +... +111. v'^/in, +... +m„ X, Xp 
™ n (c) ...(c„) m,! • mJ 
.., m„=0 V^/m, \ n/m„ 1 n 
m,,..., m„=0 
for/KI+. . .VKI<l (1-413) 
F^'"[a,b,,,,.,b„,c;x, , . . . ,xj 
(a) (b.) ...(b ) v"' x"^ 
formax{|x, | , . . . , | x „ | } < l (1.4.14) 
SPECIAL CASES 
(I) If n = 2, these four fimctions reduces to Appel functions 
Fl '^ = F, ; F^^ ' = F3 ; F<^> = F, and F^ > = F. 
(II) If n = 1, all four functions become the Gauss Hypergeometric 
fimctions 2F1. 
F<') - F<'^  - F^ '> - F<'^  - F 
(III) An interesting reductions formula which is due to Lauricella 
himself ( [55]; P. 150) and ([83]; P. 116) 
I^->[a,b„...,b.,c;l,...,l ] ^ L' \ ^ ' ; r ' K l ° \ a 4 1 5 ) 
r(c-a) r(c-b, . . .b j 
Where c?t 0, -1 -2 ... and Re (c - a - bi ... b„) > 0 
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3.4 Functions of RBiC: 
3.41 Respiratory: 
Red cells carry Oxygen and Carbon dioxide. 
3.42 Acid-base balance: 
They help to maintain acid-base balance. It is carried out by the 
buffering action of haemoglobin and other intra-cellular buffers. 
3.43 Red Ceils maintain ion balance: 
The red cells help to maintain balance of positive and negative ions 
in the blood. 
3.44 Viscosity of Blood: 
Red cells help to maintain the viscosity of Blood. 
4. Haemoglobin: 
It is the oxygen carrying red pigment of the blood. It is a 
chromoprotein consisting of two parts: 
One part (96 %) is a specific simple protein known as GLOBIN 
(Histone) and the other (4 %) is a non-specific prosthetic group- an iron 
containing pigment called HAEM. 
In the Erythrocyte, HAEMOGLOBIN is the main functioning 
constituent and has a molecular weight of approximately 66,000. The 
function of haemoglobin is the transportation of oxygen to the tissues, the 
removal of Carbon dioxide from the tissue and the buffering of blood. 
5. Leucocytes or White Blood Corpuscles (WRQ: 
White Blood corpuscles (W. B. C.) are an important variety of cells 
in the blood. There are two types of white cells: 
Many other multiple hypergeometric ftincrions exists as Lauricella ([55]; 
P. 114) introduced 14 complete hypergeometric series in three variables 
of second order, denoted by the symbol Fi, F2 , ... , F^ including 
Lauricella series Ff' =F^ '> = F^" and F^ '^  (for n = 3). The definition and 
convergence conditions are given in the H. Exton ([39]; P. 65 - 68). 
CONFLUENT FORMS OF LAURICELLA FUNCTION 
Two important confluent hypergeometric functions of n variables 
are the functions (j)*/' and vj/*,"* defined by 
(b,L (b.L x"' x? (|.r[b.,...,b„,c,x,,...,xj= X 
. (A 
nii-m„ 
and 
0 (cL,.....„„ m,!" mj 
(1.4.16) 
( a ) X •"' X •"" 
\ /mi+. . .+ m- '^i ^ -<>[a;c, , . . . ,c , ;x,, . . ,xj= J ] ( ^ T \ ^ — ^ 
(1,4.17) 
Clearly, we have 
where <j>2 and ^2 are Humbert's confluent hypergeometric functions of 
two variables. 
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GRANULOCYTES - those possessing, in their cytoplasm, large 
granules that stain different colors and AGRANULOCYTES - those lacking 
granules. It includes monocytes and lymphocytes. 
5.1 Chemistry or Chemical Composition: 
Leucocytes are rich in nucleoprotein and also contain lipids, 
Glycogen, Cholesterol, ascorbic acid and a variety of en2ymes, specially 
proteolytic. The average total number of white cells is 6,000 to 8,000 per cu. 
mm, the normal range being 4,000-11,000 per cu. mm. For one W. B. C 
there are 700 R. B. C. 
5.2 Life Span: 
The generation time of the neutrophil granulocytes i.e. the time from 
division of the early primitive cell in the marrow until a resulting mature 
cell appears in the blood is about 10 days. 
5.3 Function ofW.BlC: 
Leukocytes are the primary effector cells against infection and tissue 
damage. They not only neutralize or destroy organisms, but also acts as 
Scavengers, cleaning up damaged cells by phagocytosis. 
5.3.1 Manufacture of Trephones: 
Leukocytes manufacture certain substances from plasma proteins 
which exert great influence on the nutrition, growth and repair of tissues. 
These substances are called, 'Trephones.' 
5.3.2 Formation of Fibroblasts: 
It is believed that the lymphocytes may be converted into fibroblasts 
in an area of inflammation and thus help the process of repair. 
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TRIPLE HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
A General triple hypergeometric series F^ [x, y, z] given by 
Srivastava is defined as follows 
F^lx,y,z]^ (a)::(b),(b');(b''):(c);(c');(c''); (e)::(g);(g');(g'):(h);(h');(h'); x,y,z 
HI D __P 
. X y T' J ] A(m,ii,p) 
m,n,p=o m! n! p! 
where, for convenience, 
fi (aji..., n (bit. fi ^'L, n ("O,.. 
n (ej.,.-, n fe.l.. n fell, n («:), 
j=i j=i j=i j=i 
'p+m 
n (c,)., n (c;). n ( 4 
j=> .i=i j=l 
fi ("il fi (h;). n (hi), 
j=i j=i j=i 
(1.4.18) 
(1.4.19) 
where (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters aj, ..., aA with similar 
interpretations for (b), (b'), (b") etc. The triple hypergeometric series in 
(1.4.15) converges absolutely when 
l + E + G + G' + H-A-B-B ' -C >0 
l + E + G + G' + H ' -A-B-B ' -C > 0 
1 + E + G' + G'' + H''-A-B'-B''-C''>0 
(1.4.20) 
where the equalities hold true for suitably constrained values of | x | , | y 
and! z 1. 
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5.3.3 Secretion of heparin: 
The basophil Leukocytes are supposed to secrete 'heparin' which 
prevents intravascular. 
6. Platelets or Thrombocytes: 
Platelets are non-nucleated round or oval, biconvex discs having 
various size and covered by unit membrane. Platelets contain dense 
granules, a cytoplasm rich in glycogen, mitochondria and a complex 
membrane - tabular system and vescicles, the platelets membrane contains 
35 % lipids, 57 % protein and 8 % Carbohydrate. Platelets derive most of 
their energy from oxidative glycolysis. The average size of platelets is 2.5 
[im in diameter but show wide variation in shape from round to elongated, 
cigar-shaped forms. 
6.1 Life Span: 
The life span of platelets once they enter the circulation is about 8 -
10 days. 
6.2 Functionff Thrombocytes: 
6.2.1 Initiate Blood Clotting: 
Blood platelets are essential for the proper coagulation of shed blood. 
When blood is shed, the platelets disintegrate and liberate thromboplastin 
which activates prothrombin into thrombin. 
6.2.2 Repair Capillary endothelium: 
While in the circulation, the platelets adhere to the damaged 
endothelial lining of the Capillaries and thus bring about a speedy repair. 
6.2.3 Haemostatic Mechanism: 
The cessation of blood flow from ruptured blood vessels takes place 
through simultaneous Coagulation and agglutination by platelets. 
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GENERALIZED LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
A generalized Laguerre polynomials L "^'(x) is defined by the 
relation 
L(«)(x) = fil^ ,F, [-n,l + a ;x] (1.5.12) 
n! 
puta = 0in(1.5.12) 
L„(x)= ,F. [-n,l;x] (1.5.13) 
A series representation of L*„">(x) for n be a non negative integer 
( - y ^ r ^ ; ^ ' x^  (I-5.14) &o (n-k)! (a-k)!k! 
NOTE (1.5.1) 
We define the class of modified Laguerre polynomials b(n) 
L"^ °'(x) where b(n) and a(n) are fimction of n independent of x. We have 
the following cases -
(I) If b(n) = 1 and a(n) = 0, we have simple Laguerre polynomials 
L„(x). 
(H) If b(n) = 1 ^ d a(n) = a where a is non negative constant we have 
the generalized Laguerre polynomials L "^^ (x). 
(IH) If B(n) = (-1)" and a(n) = -p-n where p is constant. We have the 
set |(-l)''L"f°} and is called simply modified Laguerre 
poljoiomials denoted by f„ (^x). 
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B. Plasma: 
Plasma is the fluid component of blood and comprises approximately 
55% of the whole blood volume in health. It is complex liquid consisting of 
proteins in a dilute aqueous solution of salts. The plasma proteins are 
important in regulating blood volume and the fluid balance of the body and 
they contribute to blood viscosity. An interrelationship of red cells and the 
plasma proteins determines the sedimentation rate of blood. In normal 
individuals, total amount of plasma protein varies 6.5 - 7.5 and average is 
about 7.0 %. 
7.1 Chemical Composition: 
i) Proteins, 7.5 % Serum albumin, Serum globulin, fibrinogen etc. 
ii) Fats Neutral Fat, Phospholipid, cholesterol, etc. 
iii) Carbohydrates. Glucose etc. 
iv) Other substances and various enzymes. 
v) 0.9 % sodium, potassium. Calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, iron, 
copper etc. 
7.2 Functions of Plasma Proteins: 
7.2.1 Essential for Blood Clotting: 
Fibrinogen and prothrombin are essential for Coagulation of blood. 
7.2.2 Act as Buffers: 
They act as buffers in maintaining acid base balance. 
7.2.3 Act as a Protein reserve: 
The plasma proteins serve as a store house of proteins fi-om which the 
tissue can draw during starvation or inadequate protein diet. 
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LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
Legendre polynomials of first kind P„(x) is define by 
K ± p„(x)t"=(l-2xt + t ^ P 
n=0 
(1.5.15) 
for 1XI < 1 and 111 < 1 
A series representation of pn(x) is defmed by 
. . ^ (-iy(2n-2k) 
Pn(x) = 2 . ^-^-^ -
n-2k 
T'o 2"k!n-k! n-2k! 
(1.5.16) 
where 
n 
2" 
n-1 
I 2 
if n is even 
if n is odd 
GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
Gagenbauer polynomials of degree n and order X, C^  (x) is 
defined by the generating relation 
£ c : ( x ) f =(i-2xt + t^)- (1.5.17) 
n=0 
f o r l t | < l , | x | < l and?.> - 1/2 
In power series form, we have 
&M-Y ( -0 ' r(n-k->-X) . 
" ^ ^ ' ^ r(X)k!(n-2k)! ^^"^^ (1.5.18) 
we note 
r ( n ^ 2 X ) ^ 
n! r(23 )^ ' ' -n,n + 2X; X + - ; 2 2 
(1.5.19) 
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7.2.4 Help CO2 Carriage by Carbamino Proteins: 
7.2.5 Help Transport of certain substances in blood: 
Plasma proteins combine with certain substances and help to carry 
them in the blood stream. 
7.2.6 Haemopoiesis or Blood Formation: 
Blood comprises about 8% of the total body weight. In health the 
cellular component is approximately 45 % and the fluid component 55 %. 
The cells are derived from 'Haemopoietic' organs namely Bone Marrow, 
Spleen, Liver and Lymphnodes; the process by which cells proliferate, 
mature and ultimately reach the circulating blood is termed 
'HAEMOPOLESIS'. Red cells develop by, 'ERYTHROPOIESIS' and white 
cells by 'LEUCOPOIESIS.' Blood formation or Haemopoiesis normally 
occurs in the Bone Marrow which is a mixture of fat and blood forming 
cells. 
8. Coagulation of Blood or Clotting of Blood: 
When blood is shed it loses its fluidity in a few minutes and sets into 
a semisolid jelly. This phenomenon is called 'COAGULATION' or 
•CLOTTING.' 
Coagulation is the property of plasma alone. The red and white cells 
do not take part in it Blood platelets take some part in the process of 
coagulation. 
8.1 Importance of Coagulation of Blood: 
The phenomenon of coagulation is of enormous physiological 
importance. Its purpose is to stop further HAEMORRHAGE. When 
bleeding occurs, the shed blood coagulates and the bleeding vessels become 
plugged off by the clot. The retraction of the clot compresses the ruptured 
vessels further and in this way bleeding is stopped 
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JACOBI POLYNOMIAL 
The Jacobi polynomial pl"^ > (x) is defined by ([68]; P. 254) 
pr^x): 0+a)a r.( 1-x jF, -n , l+a + P + n;l + a ; ' n! V 2 ; (1.5.20) 
for Re (a) > -1, Re (P) > - I and n be a non negative integers. 
SPECIAL CASES 
(1) When a = P = 0, the polynomials in (1.5.20) become the Legendre 
polynomials. 
(II) If X = 1 in (1.5.20) then pf ^^  (1) = (a.P)/,^_0 + a)« 
(III) If p = a in (1.5.20) then p^""' (x) is called the Ultraspherical 
polynomials. 
A series representation of (1.5.20) are given in ([68]; p. 255) 
pr^(x)=2: (l + a) .( l + a + p), a+k ^X-O" 
k=0 k! n-k!(l + a)k(l + a + p)„ 
(1.5.21) 
V ^ y 
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9. Disorders of the Blood: 
Following are the some of the disorders of blood which causes 
various diseases, such as 
- ANAEMIA 
- LEUKEMIA 
9.1 Anaemia: 
Deficiency of RBCs in blood causes anaemia. It exists when 
haemoglobin content is less than that required to provide the oxygen 
demands of the body. It may be defined as a reduction in the concentration 
of haemoglobin in the peripheral blood below the normal for the age and sex 
of the patient. Anaemia is not a disease; it is a symptom of various diseases. 
9.1.1 Signs and Symptoms: 
Tiredness, Pallor of skin, Fingernail beds, and mucous membranes; 
weakness; Headache; sore tongue; Dyspnea; Palpitation; Gastrointestinal 
disturbances; Amenorrhea; Slight fever etc. PALLOR is the most prominent 
and characteristics sign. It may be seen in the skin. Nail beds, mucous 
membranes. Muscular weakness is the most common and often the earliest 
symptoms of anaemia. Cetrain diseases like malaria and syphilis caused 
increased destruction of RBC. 
Anaemia may result from either excessive blood loss, increased 
destruction of R. B. C. (Haemolysis). It might also result from either 
defective formation in bone marrow (Aplastic anaemia) or deficiency of 
maturating factor or nutritional defects. 
9.1.2 Hemolytic: 
Anaemia due to excessive blood cell destruction occurs in hemolytic 
disease or hypersplenism. 
9.1.3 Macrocytic Anaemia: 
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CHAPTER-2 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING HERMITE, 
LAGUERRE AND GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
An interesting generalization of the classical Hermite polynomials 
(1.5.8) is due to Gould and Hopper [44] who introduced the polynomials, 
Hi(x,a,p) = (-l)" x-"exp(px^)D: {x« exp(-px^)} (2.1.1) 
In fact, in terms of classical Hermite polynomials it is easily seen 
that 
H : ( X , 0 , 1 ) = H . ( X ) (n = 0,l,2...) (2.1.2) 
Making use of the group theoretic methods ([58]; Chaps 2 and 3 ; 
[72] chap 6), Srivastava and Kaur [82] established two theorems on 
bilateral generating relations involving the Gould Hopper generalized 
Hermite polynomial (2.1.1), the Laguerre polynomials L^  (X) (1.5.12) 
and the Gegenbauer polynomials C^ (x) (1.5.17). We were led in this 
manner to the various generalizations of each of their theorems [49] 
which we shall present in section 2.3 and 2.4. We shall also give several 
interesting application of our main class of bilateral generating relations 
(1.2.6) 
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Anaemia due to decreased blood formation may result from defective 
nucleoprotein synthesis; deficiency of iron in the diet; inhibition of bone-
marrow; loss of bone marrow; or bone marrow failure. 
9.1.4 Normochromic: 
Anaemia in which the red blood cells contain the normal amount of 
haemoglobin. 
9.1.5 Pure Red Cell aplasia: 
Anaemia due to decreased production of red cells. 
9.1.6 Aplastic: 
Anaemia caused by aplasia of bone marrow or its destruction by 
chemical agents. 
9.1.7 Septic: 
Anaemia due to severe infection. 
9.1.8 Sickle Cell: 
A hereditary, chronic hemolytic anaemia characterized by presence 
of large numbers of Crescent or Sickle-shaped red blood cells in the blood. 
9.1.9 Hypochromic: 
Anaemia in which there is a haemoglobin deficiency and mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin concentration is less than normal. 
9.1.10 Megaloblastic: 
Anaemia in which megaloblasts are found in the blood. 
9.1.11 Myelopathic: 
Anaemia caused by disruption in bone marrow function. 
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2.2 RESULTS ON BILATERAL GENERATING RELATIONS 
We consider here the main results of Srivastava and Kaur [82] in 
the following modified, corrected and substantially improved form 
THEOREM 2.2.1 
In terms of the Gould Hopper polynomials defmed by (2.1.1), let 
FK (x,y,t) = 2; a„ H: (x,a,p)L<^-> (y) f (a„ ;^ 0) (2.2.1) 
11=0 
where a, P, y and X are arbitrary (real or complex) parameters. Also let 
inin(ra.n) ( i\k m-k ^^n-l; 
f..„(z,«,x)= 2 ^ ; , ,^ a„. HL„,,(x,a,p) 
^ k! n-k! 
(2.2.2) 
Then 
X f^ „ (z,(o,x)L<r' (y)t" =x « (x-o))" exp(p{c^  -(x-coy}-t) 
m,n=0 
F^ , (x-(o,y + t,zt) (2.2.3) 
provided that each member exists. 
Proof : For the sake of convenience, let A denote left hand side of 
(2.2.3). Then by substituting for the polynomials fn,,n (z, co x) fi-om (2.2.2) 
in to (2.2.3) and inverting the order of summation involved, we obtain. 
o" ^ , . .„ . . . (-t)' 
m=o 0=0 r i ! t_o K! 
(2.2.4) 
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9.1.12 Normcytic: 
Anaemia in which size and haemoglobin content of red blood cells 
remain normal. 
10. Leukemia: 
This is a malignant disease of one or other variety of the WBC, the 
number of which are greatly increased. It is a chronic or acute disease of 
unregulated clonal proliferation of the stem cells of the blood-forming 
tissues. 
About 60 % of Leukemias are myelogenous and 80 % of these are 
acute myelogenous (A M L) type. 
10.1 Acute Myelogenous (AML): 
Malignant disease of hemopoeitic stem cells. The clinical features are 
Anaemia, Pallor, Bone pain. Predisposition of infections etc. 
10.2 Treatment 
Cytotoxic chemotherapy and bone marrow transplant after the 
patient's bone marrow has been treated with radiation. 
10.3 Chronic Myelogenous (CML): 
A neoplastic disease in which over 90 % of cases are associated with 
a unique chromosome abnormality called the 'Philadelphia Chromosome'. 
10.4 Symptoms: 
Anaemia, Night sweats, weight loss. Bone pain low exercise 
tolerance, Recurrent infections etc. 
10.5 Treatment 
Cytotoxic Chemotheraphy and bone marrow transplant. 
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Our direct proof of this theorem is based upon the known generating 
relation ([44]; P. 57 (5.3)). 
Z HL„(x,a,3) © ' 
n=0 
CO 
exp Px' 1-
H:(x-cD,a,P)(|t|<|x|) (2.2.5) 
and the well known identity ( [6]; P. 142 (1.8)) see also ( [85]; P. 172, 
Problem 22 (11)). 
L (^x + t) = i ; L<-"(x)£i£ (2.2.6) 
which follows immediately from Taylor's expansion, since 
D:^-' 'LUx)}=(-l)"e-' 'Lr'(x) (2.2.7) 
Two series in (2.2.4) can be summed up with help of (2.2.5) and (2.2.6), 
thus we have 
A = x-»(x-to)"exp(j3^^-(x-to)^}-t)^ a„ H:(x-co,a,p) 
m=0 
L r^*(y + t)e-' (2.2.8) 
which gives out right hand side of assertion (2.2.3) in view of definition 
(2.2.1) 
THEOREM 2.2.2 
Suppose that there exist a bilateral generating relation in the form 
GM.^  (x,y,t)=2: a„ Cr(x)L<r^ (y)t- (a„ ^o) 
n=0 
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(2.2.9) 
11. Purpura: 
In this disease there is diminution of platelets in the blood. 
Haemorrhage occurs beneath the skin and mucous membrane. The 
appearance of lesions vary with the type of purpura, the duration of lesions, 
and the acuteness of the onset. The colour is first red, becoming gradually 
darker, then purple, fading to a brownish yellow. It may result in permanent 
pigmentation or it may disappear in course of 2 or 3 weeks. The Coagulation 
time remains normal but the bleeding time is prolonged the clot does not 
retract. 
12. Haemophilia: 
It is a disease which is caused due to the lack of Antihaemophilic 
globulin (AHG>. Blood trans&sion temporarily supplies AHG and stops 
bleeding. In this disease, the coagulation or clotting time is abnormally 
prolonged. 
13. Conclusion: 
Blood is the essence of life. It is a fluid containing various chemicals 
in solution and a variety of cells in suspension. Blood consists of three 
formed elements, the Red cell, white cells and Platelets suspended in a fluid 
medium, the plasma. The cells are called the corpuscles. The plasma 
constitutes about 55%, and the cells about 45 %, of the total volume of 
human blood. 
Blood circulates throughout all the blood vessels of the body and 
participates in all human activities. It provides the means for Respiration 
and Nutrition and for the control of infection and of haemorrhage. 
Haematology is one of the most rapidly advancing fields in medicine todtty 
and it covers such diverse disease. 
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where v and a are arbitrary (real or complex) parameters. Also let 
g^„(z,(i),x)= 2) 
«n(ni,ii) ( i \k m-k n-k (-1)' Z CO 
k=0 k! n-k! 
a„.,(v + m-k)„_,C;r"-"'(x) 
(2.2.10) 
Then 
2 g^„ (z,o>,x)L<r"' (y)t" =(l-to)-""^ exp(-t)G^„ 
m,i>=0 
X ^ Zt 
= ,y + t , - — 
1-0) Vl-<a 
(2.2.11) 
provided that each member exists, 
Proof : This theorem can be proved in a similar manner by applying to 
the identity (2.2.6) and elementary results 
(V)„ . V . 2; ^cr(x)co-=(i-co)-'/^c; 
rS n! 
r ,, \ 
n=0 vr: 
( | t |< l ) (2.2.12) 
VVi-oy 
which is rather straight forward consequence of the hypergeometric 
representation ( [34]; P. 176 (3.15(8))) 
c;^(x)= ^{l.Y ,F, -N -N 1 
, + - ; l - v - N ; x 
2 2 2-
(2.2.13) 
We consider again left hand side of (2.2.11) and substitute the 
value of gm,„ (z, co, x) from (2.2.10) in it, we obtain 
8 = ia„(zt)- t t^ "-)-
m=0 1=0 n! k=o k! 
(2.2.14) 
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where we have inverted the order of summation involved. Now apply 
identity (2.2.6) and (2.2.12) to sum up the above series 
6 = (l-o))"'"^^exp(-t)2 a„c ; / „ ^ r 2x^ - ^ L<r""(y+t) 
(2.2.15) 
which in view of equation (2,2.9) provides the right hand side of the 
assertion (2.2.11). 
It may be of interest to remark in passing that the parameters M 
and N in the above theorems need not necessarily be constrained to take 
on non negative integer values. Thus, in general Theorem (2.2.1) and 
(2.2.2) hold true for the Laguerre (1.5.12) and Gagenbauer (or 
ultraspherical) functions (1.5.17). 
In its special case when 
an= 1 (n=0, 1,2, .... );co = t ;>. = 0 ; N = 0, 1,2, .... 
(2.2.16) 
Theorem (2.2.2) corresponds essentially to Theorem I of Srivastava and 
Kaur [82]. On the other hand. Theorem (2.2.2) with 
a „ = l ( n = 0, 1,2, . . . . ) ;© = 2t ;v = a = 0 ; M , N = 0, 1,2, .... 
(2.2.17) 
and with t in (2.2.11) replaced by co, would yield in the corrected version 
of Theorem II of Srivastava and Kaur [82]. 
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Bibliometrics: Objective and Methodology 
Bibliometrics is a quantitative and qualitative study based on statistical 
and mathematical method Bibliometrics have been extended today to cover not 
only the behaviour and properties of characteristics of documents but also of 
users in the library, use patterns, user's needs and so on. 
Due to interdisciplinary nature of research and trends towards 
specialization Librarians and information scientists are facing great problem in 
acquisition, organisation and dissemination of information. Therefore, to 
eliminate these problems there is a need of such type of study i.e. Bibliometric 
study. 
1. Objectives of the Study: 
This study aims at identifying some of the characteristics of 
Haematology literature, used by the researcher over a long period with a 
view to know the Place, Time, Subject and Country of origin, from where 
the documents are being published. 
More precisely the objective of the studies are as follows: 
a). Form of Documents: 
To find out the most used form of document i.e. periodical articles, 
research reports, conference proceedings, bulletin, case reportsetc. 
b). Geographical Studies: 
To know the most productive country/ countries, producing the 
literature on the subject. 
c). Language wise Distribution items: 
2.3 GENERALIZATIONS OF THEOREM 2.2.1 
A closer examination of our proof of Theorem 2.2.1 using the 
Gould Hopper result (2.2.5), would suggest the existence of much more 
general classes of bilateral generating relation of the type (2.2.3). As an 
illustration, consider a class of functions {S„(x); n = 0, 1, 2, ....} 
generated by ( [71]; P. 755 (1)). 
Z A^„ S_(X) t- = f(x, t) {g (x, t ) r S„ (h(x, t)) (2.3.1) 
where m is a non negative integer, the co-efficients Am,n are constant 
(real or complex) and f, g, h are suitable fimctions of x and t. The 
sequence {Sn (x)}, generated by (2.3.1) can indeed by specialized to 
yield a fairly wide variety of special functions (and polynomials) 
including for example, the Gould - Hopper polynomials (2.1.1) for 
which 
1 f tV 
A„,„=—, f(x,t)= 1 — exp 
n! V ^J 
^ f r tv 
p x N l - 1 - -
g(x, t )=l , h(x , t )=x- t andS„(x)=H:(x,a,P) 
by virtue of (2.2.5). 
Making use of the generating relation (2.3.1), mstead of its special 
case (2.2.5), it is not difficult to prove a generalization of Theorem 
(2.2.1) contained in the following theorem. 
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To know the language in which the most of the literature on the 
subject has been published. 
d). Ranking of Periodicals: 
To prepare a ranked list of journals and to find out the core journals. 
e). Ranking of Authors: 
To know the eminent authors in the field of'Haematology'. 
f). Subject Dispersions: 
To know the interdisciplinary character of the subject under study. 
g). Year wise distribution of items: 
To know the most productive year/ years of the literature on the 
subject. 
h). Application of Bibliometric laws: 
Bibliometric laws are applied on collected data to focus on the recent 
trends in 'Haematology.' 
2. Methodology of the Study; 
L. Egghe' proposed the methodology of Bibliometrics through the 
following diagram: 
Collection of Raw Data 
Structure of Data 
Analysis^nterpretation of Data 
Conclusion. 
2.1 Selection of Source Document: 
' EGGHE. (L) - Methodological aspect of Bibliography. Library Science and Slant to Documentation 
and Information studies, 25. 3; 1988 ; 179-91. 
THEOREM 2.3.1 
Corresponding to the functions Sn(x) generated by (2.3.1), let 
eN[x,y,t]=5; a„S„(x)L(r ' (x)t ' ' (a„^0) (2.3.2) 
n=0 
where A, is an arbitrary (real or complex) parameter. Suppose also that 
min(m,ii) / ^\^ 
0^„ (z,(o, x)= X \ ^ a„., A„.t„., z"-' o - ' S„,„.2t (x) 
k=o K ! 
(2.3.3) 
Then 
Z 0«.« (z,a,x)Lf-' (y)t™ =exp(-t)f (x,CD)eN 
in,n=0 
h (x, co), y +1, zt 
g(x,co) 
(2.3.4) 
provided that each member exist. 
Proof : As earlier we again consider left hand side of (2.3.4), substitute 
the value of 6,„,„ from (2.3.3) and invert the order of simunation 
involved. 
j ; 0^„(z,o,x)L<r^(y)t-=2] a„(z t )"2; A^„ S _ (x) 
m,a-0 in=0 B=0 
CO" 
i Lr"^(y)^ 
k=0 
which, in view of (2.2.6) and (2.3.1) provides 
= exp(-t)f ( x , « ) | ; a„ S„ (h(x,cD))L<^ -^> (y + t) zt 
111=0 g(x,<o). 
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The First step in this study is to select the source document from 
which data is to be collected. For this purpose, 'Biological Abstracts' which 
is published from BIOSIS (Inf. Service), Philadelphia, U. S. A., Since 1927 
is the most authoritative and comprehensive source on the subject. 
Biological Abstracts is found to be the most authentic and 
comprehensive source of literature in the field of Applied Biology and in 
Medical Sciences also. The informative abstracts given there in, are the best 
and the most used source of information. 
2.2 Collection of Data: 
Two latest available volumes of Biological Abstracts (i.e. 1998-99) 
were chosen as the source document, and 3856 references collected from the 
two volumes of Biological Abstracts. 
2.3 Preparation of Entries: 
With the help of two volumes of'Biological Abstracts' i.e. 1998-99, 
3856 references on the subject 'Haematology' had been collected on 5 x 3 
(inches) Catalogue Cards. Each card contained information about authors 
(upto 2) title, name of the periodical, place, year, language and form of 
document. 
2.4 Analysis and Interpretation of Data: 
In this step all the cards were arranged and rearranged in order to 
complete the following studies: 
2.4.1 Ranking of Periodicals: 
This is to identify the core periodicals containing the research 
literature on 'Haematology'. For this purpose, a ranked list of periodicals 
was prepared. 
2.4.2 Country Wise Distribution of Items: 
With the help of (2.3.2) we can find right hand of (2.3.4), 
It should be pointed out that by setting 
a„ = b„T„(zi, ....,z,)(b„9tO;n = 0, 1,2) (2.3.5) 
where Tn(zi, ...., Zs) is a non vanishing function of S variables zi,...., Zs 
(S>1), Theorem 2.3.1 (and each of its consequences considered below) 
can be applied to derive various classes of mixed multilateral generating 
relations analogous to these considered by [73], [85]. Further more, as 
already observed in ( [85]; P. 222), the definition (2.3.1) can easily be 
transformed to include cases when m is an arbitrary complex parameter. 
Thus, for example. Theorem (2.3.1) appUes also to the familiar Bessel 
function generated by ([91]; P. 141 (5.22 (5)). 
Z K^A^)-= 1 - - J,iVx^-2xt) (2.3.6) 
u=0 n! V x y 
where |i is an arbitrary complex number. Setting \x = v+m in (2.3.6) 
where m is a non negative integer and comparing the resulting equation 
with generating relation (2.3.1), we find that 
1 f 2t^~-^ J i _ 2 t A^. =-V>f (x,t) = 1 - - ,g(x,t) = ^ ^^-^ 
n! \ X J X 
h (x, t) = Vx'-2xt and S„ (x) = J,,, (x) 
consequently Theorem (2.3.1) yields. 
COROLLARY 1: If 
<I>N [x,y,t] = | ^ a„ J,,. (x)L<,^ -^> (y)t» (a. ^0) (2.3.7) 
n=0 
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It is done to identify the place of origin of documents which is given 
in 'Biological Abstracts'. The entries were grouped on the basis of their 
places or Origin. They were then counted and ranked in a table. 
2.4.3 Year Wise Distribution of Items: 
It is useful to know the occurrence of source documents. This type of 
study reveals the number of works in a particular year in which the most of 
the study is conducted. For this purpose a table showing year wise 
distribution has been prepared. 
2.4.4 Language Wise Distribution of Items 
It is also important to know the most dominant language used in the 
scientific communication on the subject, because Biological Abstracts 
reports items published from different countries in different languages. For 
the purpose of language wise analysis the entries were grouped according to 
their language of origin. After this they were counted and then prepared a 
ranked list of language. 
2.4.5 Subject Wise Distribution of Items: 
Though, most of the literature on a given subject is published in core 
journals but sometimes the journals on some related fields/ other subjects 
also published information on that subject. This analysis is done on the basis 
of subject field of periodicals. The informafion about the subject field of 
periodicals was obtained from Ulrich International Periodical's Directory 
(35' ed.). This analysis identifies the core subjects as well as related 
subjects on 'Haematology'. 
2.4.6 Form Wise Distribution: 
Documents on any subject are published in different forms like 
periodical articles, research report^;bulletin, conference proceedings, letters, 
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and 
^^ (Z, to, X) = 2 ^ - 5 ^ ^ - — a„.k J v.m+,.2k (X) 
k=o k ! n - k ! (2.3.8) 
where v and X are arbitrary complex parameters, then 
Z (f)^.(z,(D,x)L<^^'->(y)t"'=exp(-t) 
m,n=0 
Vx^ -2x0 , y +1 , zt f l - — ' V X J (2.3.9) 
provided that each member exists. 
Numerous further applications of Theorem (2,3.1) would involve 
the familiar classes of polynomials considered in the earlier works [71], 
[73], [84], [85] stemming from the definition (2.3.1). For instance the 
polynomials G^ ,"^  (x,y,p,T) introduced by Srivastava and Singhal ( [86]; 
P. 75(1.3)). 
G<;> (x,y,p,x) = ^ ^exp(px ' ' ) {x" 'D J ^ " exp(-pxO}(2.3.10) 
n! 
in an attempt to present a unified theory of the various known 
generalizations of the classical Hermite and Laguerre polynomials 
including for example, the Gould Hopper polynomials (2.1.1). These 
polynomials are known to possess the generating relations 
''m + n^ 
11=0 ^ n y 
GL"?. (x,y,P,T)t- =(l-Ttr-"/< exp|px^(l-(l-xa)px j j 
GL^'(x(l-Tt)-/<,y,P,T)(T,^0;m = 0,l,2) (2.3.11) 
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patents etc. The information regarding the form was collected and tabulated 
to find out the most dominant form of literature. 
2.4.7 Ranking of Authors: 
This is done to know the most productive contributors in the subject. 
For the purpose of ranking of authors the information about all the authors 
was retrieved, arranged and tabulated in the order of decreasing frequency 
of their contributions. 
2.4.8 Application of Bibliometric Laws: 
The whole study is based on bibliometric laws such as Lotka, 
Bradford and Zipfs law. These laws are applied to the analysed data to 
check their validity and results examined. 
and 
''m + n^ 
B=0 V n y 
G!:'(x(l + Tt)'<,Y,|3,x)(T^0;m = 0,l,2) 
(2.3.12) 
Making use of (2.3.11) and (2.3.12) in conjunction with Theorem 
(2.3.1), we obtain the following results on bilateral generating relations 
for the Srivastava and Singhal polynomials defined by (2.3.10) 
COROLLARY 2 : If 
v|;,[x,y,t] = 2 a„G:(x,Y,3,T)Lt°'(y)t ' '(a„^0) (2.3.13) 
and 
S k! V n - k 
a„.,z-'-''o)-''GL^.^(x,Y,p,T) 
(2.3.14) 
then 
I ; M/^ „ (z, CD, x)L^^ (y) t" = (1 - T0))"'/< exp f P x 4 - (l - xc^y^ }-1 
m,B=0 V ^ ' 
VN X (l - x(o) /^, y + 1 , zt (l-TO) (x^O) (2.3.15) 
provided that each member exists. 
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COROLLARY 3 : If 
HJx,y,t]=2; a„Gr->(x,y,P,T)Lr^(y)f (a„^0) (2.3.16) 
and 
^„,. [z,(o,x] = ' ^ f ° ' ^ f " ^ ^ " _ : ^ ^ l a „ . , z - o - GL",^ r-"^ ^> (x,y,p,T) 
n^ k! l^  n -k ^ 
(2.3.17) 
then 
X ^^„ (z,(D,x)Lr"' (y)f" =(l + xa)r"/^expfpx^ {-(l+T(o)^ '^}-t 
in,n=0 ^ 
x(l + TG))'<,y + t , — ^ l ( x ^ O ) (2.3.18) 
(1+XG))J 
provided that each member exists. 
Now we recall the relationship ([84]; P. 315 (83)). 
Y.''(x;S)=S-Gr'>(x,l,l,S)(a>-l;s = l,2,3....) (2.3.19) 
where Y" (x;S) denotes the Konhouser biorthogonal polynomials [51], 
[52], [67], [74]. In particular 
Y.«(x;l)=L<;>(x) (a>-l,n=0,l,2) (2.3.20) 
and the polynomials Y„" (x; x) were encountered earlier by spencer and 
Fano [72] in certain analytical calculations involving the penetration of 
gamma rays through matter. 
In view of the relationship (2.3.19), Corollaries (2) and (3) can 
readily be applied to derive the corresponding bilateral generating 
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Data Analysis, Interpretation and 
Representation 
For collecting the data, two volumes of Biological Abstracts for the years 
1998-1999 were consulted and a total number of 3856 references were 
collected. The 1998 volume contained 1964 references and the volume of 1999 
contained 1892 references on the subject 'Haematology'. Each entry consisted of 
information regarding AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, PLACE, YEAR, 
LANGUAGE and FORMS. The data so collected was analyzed as under: 
Ranking of Periodicals: 
Periodicals are the most important sources of current information. They 
play a significant role in scientific communication. The researchers and the 
scientists require current information to keep themselves abreast of what is 
going on in their fields of study or interest. However, the studies conducted by 
BRADFORD have demonstrated that in every subject there are certain core 
journals which have contributed most of the literature identification of Core 
journals in the subject under study will be useful from the point of view of 
scientists and the users alike. A librarian will be greatly helped by knowing 
what are the core journals in a given subject. The main aim of the present study 
is to identify the most important journals containing the most of the literature of 
research value in the field of'Haematology'. This information of core journals in 
various subjects will go a long in preparing the subscription list of periodicals 
by libraries. The information is useful for the information scientists alike. 
In the collected data, all the 3856 references were found to be published 
in 353 periodicals which have been ranked upto 46* position. However, table 
list only 185 periodicals in which the frequency of occurrence of items is upto 
4. The periodicals with less than 4 items have not been considered. 
3ff 
relation for these biorthogonal polynomials. Furthermore, since ( [86]; P. 
76(1.6)). 
G:(x,y,3,-l) = Gr»^'>(x,Y,P,l)t4-H«('^'«'P) (2-3-21) 
n! 
in terms of the Gould - Hopper polynomials (2.1.1). Theorem (2.2.1) is 
an obvious further special cases of Corollary (2). 
Numerous other special cases of Corollaries (2) and (3) can be 
derived by appealing to the various known relationships ([86]; P. 76) 
2.4 GENERALIZATIONS OF THEOREM 2.2.2 
In terms of a suitably bounded sequence „^}*=o of complex 
numbers, we define 
ol(x)=(v)^± T T " - ^ (2.4.1) 
S (1-v-N), 
where the parameters v and N are unrestricted, in general. Then it is 
easily verified that 
t ML<-(x)t-=(l-t)-/^<f^' 
Setting 
(2.4.2) 
(a,)„ ....(a„) , . 
the generating function (2.4.2) assumes the hypergeometric form 
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Table 1 shows that the first rank was occupied by the journal entitled 
'British Journal of Haematology' covering 10.94 % of the total references. 
Next four positions are occupied by the journals entitled 'Blood (5.44 %) 'Bone 
Marrow Transplantation' (4.82 %) 'American Journal of Hematology' (4.46 
%) and 'Haematologica' (3.96 %) respectively. 
Table 1 and 1.1 shows that most of the literature on 'Haematology' 
appeared in 6 periodicals as a total number of 1289 items, constituting 33.4()rof 
the total, appeared in those periodicals. They may be regarded as core journals 
in the field. 
The journals having their fi-equency of occurrence in the range 50 - 130 
is 5, those in range of 30 - 49 is 8, in range of 18 - 28 is 16, in range of 13 - 17 
is 22, in range of 10 - 12 is 25, in range of 4 - 9 is 103. It is therefore obvious 
that though most of the literature constituting 33.40/references appeared in 6 
core journals, the number of periodicals had been increasing for finding out 
much less number of items i.e. as many as 103 periodicals are required for 
15.56% of items. 
y W. F 
0=0 " ! 
fa,, 
l-;.-n,p,,. 
? 
z 
3 
f =(i-tr,F,,, •,ap ' z ( l - t ) 
(2.4.3) 
which can indeed be proven directly. 
Each of the formulas (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) provides a generalization 
of the generating relation (2.2.12) involving the Gegenbauer polynomials 
(or function). In fact, by suitably choosing the co-efficients Qn in (2.4.1) 
or the various parameters occurring in (2.4.3), the generating relation 
(2.4.2) can be applied to numerous other hypergeometric polynomials. 
Applying the generating function (2.2.6) in conjimction with 
(2.4.2) instead (2.2.12), we have can prove a further generaUzation of 
Theorem (2.2.2) given by. 
THEOREM 2.4.1 
Suppose that these exists a bilateral generating relation in the form 
HM,N [X, y, t]= I ; a. « - • (X) L<r-^  (y) t" (a„ ^ O) (2.4.4) 
n=0 
where v and a are arbitrary (real or complex) parameters. Also let 
inin(m,a)/ 1 \k n-k n-k 
h».-[2.«.x]= g L t L £ _ ^ a „ . J v + m - k ) „ , < - - " ( x ) 
(2.4.5) 
Then 
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Table -1 
Ranking of Periodicals 
s. 
NO. 
Rank Name of the Periodicals Country Frequency Cf %age C%age 
01 01 British Journal of Haematology. England 422 422 10.94 10.94 
02. 02 Blood U.S. A 210 632 5.44 16.38 
03. 03 Bone Marrow Transplantation England 190 822 4.92 21.30 
04. 04 American Journal of 
Haematology 
U. S. A. 172 994 4.46 25.76 
05. 05 Haematologica Italy 153 1147 3.96 29.72 
06. 06 Transfusion (Bethesda) U. S. A. 142 1289 3.68 33.40 
07. 07 European Journal of 
Haematology 
Denmark 125 1414 3.24 36.64 
08. 08 Thrombosis and HaemostatLs Germany 106 1520 2.74 39.38 
09. 09 Acta Haematologica Polonica Poland 65 1585 1.68 41.06 
10. 10 Acta Haematologica (Basel) Switzerland 57 142 1.47 42.53 
11. 11 Blood Coagulation and 
Fibrinolysis 
U.S.A. 51 1693 1.34 43.87 
12. 12 Annals of Haematology Germany 49 1742 1.27 45.15 
13. 13 Sangre (Saragossa) Spain 47 1789 1.21 46.35 
14. 14 Gematologiya i Transfuziologiya Russia 45 1834 1.16 47.51 
15. 15 Vox Sanguinis Switzerland 43 1877 1.11 48.62 
16. 16 International Journal of 
Hematology 
Ireland 40 1917 1.03 49.65 
17. 17 Transfussion science England 36 1953 0.93 50.58 
18. 18 Hemoglobin U. S. A.. 33 1986 0.85 51.43 
19. 19 Lancet (North American Edition) U.S.A. 31 2017 0.80 52.23 
20. 20 Leukemia (Basingstoke) England 28 2045 0.72 52.95 
21. 21 Clinical Hemorheology and France 26 2071 0.67 52.62 
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2 h^„(z,o,x)Lr"'(y)f"=(l-or"'>^exp(-t)H^^ - ^ , y + t , - ^ 
(2.4.6) 
provided that each member exist. 
Proof: For sake of convenience, we consider left hand side of (2.4.6) as 
6, substitute the vahie of h^ .n (z, co, x) 
0 - 2 . a„(ztj 2- ;—®M (x)« 2- " j T T ^ 
m=0 n=0 n ' k=0 "^  ' 
(y) 
which is due to change of order of summation involved. In view of 
equation (2.4.2) and identity (2.2.6) we have 
5 = (l-cD)-^ -'^  exp(-t)|; a ^ o ^ f ^ l l i ^ ^ " ' ( y + t) 
m=o vVl-Oy 
we, thus, arrived right hand side of the assertion (2.4.5) with the help of 
(2.4.2). 
Theorem (2.4.1) can be shown to contain several classes of 
bilateral generating relations analogous to those given by Theorem 
(2.2.2). Indeed the choice of the co-efficients an given by (2.3.5) 
continues to remain valid for Theorem (2.4.1) for each of its 
consequences including Theorem (2.2.2). 
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Microcirculation 
22. 22 Hematology and Cell Therapy France 25 2096 0.64 54.26 
23. 22 Peduitric Hematology and 
Oncology 
England 25 2121 0.64 54.90 
24. 23 American Journal of Clinical 
Pathology 
U. S. A. 24 2145 0.62 55.52 
25. 23 British Journal of Anaesthesia England 24 2149 0.62 56.14 
26. 24 Thrombosis Research England 23 2192 0.59 56.73 
27. 24 Leukemia Research England 23 2215 0.59 57.32 
28. 25 Haemostasis Czech 
Republic 
22 2237 0.57 57.89 
29. 25 Lymphology U. S. A. 22 2259 0.57 58.46 
30. 26 New England Journal of 
Medicine 
England 21 2281 0.54 59.00 
31. 27 Likars'ka Sprava Ukraine 20 2300 0.51 59.51 
32. 28 Platelets (Abingdon) England 19 2319 0.49 60.00 
33. 28 Terapevticheskii Archiv Russia 19 2338 0.49 60.49 
34. 29 Intensive meMzin Und Nat fall 
Medizin 
Germany 18 2356 0.46 60.95 
35. 29 Journal of Clinical Pathology England 18 2374 0.46 61.41 
36. 30 Netherlands Journal of Medicine. Netherlands 17 2391 0.44 61.85 
37. 30 Anesthesia and Analgesia England 17 2408 0.44 62.29 
38. 30 Annates Francaised' Anesthesia 
et de Reanimation 
France 17 2425 0.44 62.73 
39. 31 Artificial Organs U.S. A 16 2441 0.41 63.14 
40. 31 Experimenta-Hematolohgy 
(ChartovestUle) 
U.S.A. 16 2457 0.41 63.55 
41. 31 Journal of Trauma Injury and 
Critical care 
U.S.A. 16 2473 0.41 63.96 
42. 31 Nephrology Dialysis 
Transplantation 
England 16 2489 0.41 64.37 
43. 32 Transplantation (Baltimore) U. S. A. 15 2504 0.38 64.75 
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CHAPTER - 3 
GENERATING RELATIONS FOR LAGUERRE AND 
GENERALIZED BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we consider some general famiUes of bilinear, 
bilateral or mixed multilateral generating relations for the classical 
Laguerre polynomials and for the generalized Bessel polynomials. It is 
pointed out that these results and some of their straight forward 
consequences would provide imifications and generalization of numerous 
generating relations which were obtained by using group - theoretic 
techniques. Some interesting applications of the main generating 
relations are also considered. 
3.2 GENERAL THEOREMS ON LAGUERRE AND 
GENERALIZED BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
The laguerre polynomials (1.5.12) are orthogonal over the interval 
(0, oo) with respect to the weight function x* e"^  in fact we have 
(Rainville [68] and Szego [88]). 
f X" e - L<:> (X)L^ (X)dx = ^"^^-^^6,„ (3.2.1) 
(Re (a) > -1; m, n e No, =N u {0}; N= {1, 2, 3 .... } ) 
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44. 32 Australian and New Zealand 
Journal ofMetScine 
Australia 15 2519 0.38 65.13 
45 32 Blood Purification Switzerland 15 2534 0.38 65.51 
46. 33 BMJ (British Medical Journal) England 14 2548 0.36 65.87 
47. 33 Clinical Nephrology Germany 14 2562 0.36 66.23 
48. 33 Journal of Pediatrics U.S.A. 14 2576 0.36 66.59 
49. 33 Klinicheskaya Laboratornaya 
Diagnostika 
Russia 14 2590 0.36 66.95 
50. 34 Nephron Switzerland 13 2603 0.33 67.28 
51. 34 Pathologic Biologic Clinique France 13 2616 0.33 67.61 
52. 34 Annals de Biologie France 13 2629 0.33 67.94 
53. 34 Annales de Met&dne Interne France 13 2642 0.33 68.27 
54. 34 Annals of Saudi Medidne Saudi 
Arabia 
13 2655 0.33 68.60 
55. 34 Annals of Thoraric Surgery U.S.A. 13 2668 0.33 68.93 
56. 34 BMW (Deutsche MetUzinische 
wochenschryt) 
Germany 13 2681 0.33 69.26 
57. 34 PeSatriya (Moscow) Russia 13 2694 0.33 69.59 
58. 35 Recenti Progressi Medicina France 12 2706 0.31 69.90 
59. 35 Abdominal Imaging U.S.A. 12 2718 0.31 70.21 
60. 35 Anaesthesist Germany 12 2730 0.31 70.52 
61. 35 European Journal of Pediatrics Germany 12 2742 0.31 70.83 
62. 35 Hepato-Gastroenterology Greece 12 2754 0.31 71.14 
63. 35 Hunan yike Daxue Xuebao China 12 2766 0.31 71.45 
64. 35 Journal of laboratory and clinical Medicine U. S. A. 12 2778 0.31 71.76 
65. 36 Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine U.S.A. 11 2789 0.28 72.04 
66. 36 Saudi Medical Journal Saudi 
Arabia 
11 2800 0.28 72.32 
67. 36 Southeast Asian journal of Tropical Medicine and Public 
Health 
Thailand 11 2811 0.28 72.60 
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where 6m,n denotes the Kronecker deha. Just as the other members of the 
family of classical orthogonal polynomials (e.g. Jacobi polynomials, 
Hermite polynomials Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials, 
Legendre (or spherical) polynomials and the Tchebycheff polynomials of 
the fnst and second kinds); the Lagiierre polynomials can be expressed as 
a hypergeometric function (1.3.2) 
K'i^) = '^ n + a^ V a J ,F, (-n;a + l;x) (3.2.2) 
where iFi is the (Kummer's) confluent hypergeometric fimction (1.3.17) 
which corresponds to the special case p = q = 1 of the generalized 
hypergeometric fimction pFq (1.3.11). Since 
u + 1 '• V z 
,Pv , " ( P , ) . . ( 3 v X ^ ^ 
F • - n , l - P , -
l - t t i - n , . 
n,.. . . , l-p,-n ; (-l)"^'' 
, l - a „ - n ; z 
(3.2.3) 
which follows upon reversing the order in the finite simi for either of 
(3.2.3), the Laguerre polynomial (3.2.2) can also be expressed in the 
form 
L r ( x ) = ^ 2 F o ( - n , - a - n , - ; x - ' ) 
n! 
(3.2.4) 
For the Laguerre polynomials, the following generating fimctions are 
well known 
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68. 36 A<^a cytologica U. S. A. 11 2822 0.28 72.88 
69. 36 Anesthesiology (Hagerstown) U.S.A. 11 2833 0.28 73.16 
70. 36 American journal ofMeMdne U.S.A. 11 2844 0.28 73.44 
71. 36 Cancer U.S.A. 11 2855 0.28 73.72 
72. 36 InfusioiUherapie und Transfusion 
meMzin 
Switzerland 11 2866 0.28 74.00 
73. 36 Nippon Sttisan Gakkaishi Japan 11 2877 0.28 74.28 
74. 37 Samaine des Hopitaux Hungry 10 2887 0.25 74.53 
75. 37 Scandinavian Journal of Clinical 
and laboratory Investigation. 
Norway 10 2897 0.25 74.78 
76 37 Uzbeld^an Tibbiet Zhumal Uzbekistan 10 2907 0.25 75.03 
77. 37 American Journal of Surgical 
Pathology 
U.S.A. 10 2917 0.25 75.28 
78. 37 American Journal of Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene 
U.S.A. 10 2927 0.25 75.53 
79. 37 Anesteziologiya i 
Reanimatologiya 
Russia 10 2937 0.25 75.78 
80. 37 Annals of Emergency Medicine U. S.A. 10 2947 0.25 76.03 
81. 37 Histopathology England 10 2957 0.25 76.28 
82. 37 Journal of Clinical oncology Germany 10 2967 0.25 76.53 
83. 38 Journal ofHepatology Denmark 9 2976 0.23 76.76 
84. 38 Pediatric Research U.S.A. 9 2985 0.23 76.99 
85. 38 Chest U.S.A. 9 2994 0.23 77.22 
86. 38 Clinical Chemistry and 
Laboratory Medicine 
Germany 9 3003 0.23 77.45 
87. 38 Fiziitlogiya Cheloveka Russia 9 3012 0.23 77.68 
88. 38 Indian Journal of Pediatrics India 9 3021 0.23 77.91 
89. 38 International Journal of clinical 
& laboratory Medicine 
Germany 9 3030 0.23 78.14 
90. 38 Japanese Journal of 
Anesthesiology 
Japan 9 3039 0.23 78.37 
/in 
X LW(x)t»=(l-tr-'exp 
n=0 
'-^] ('•'<•) (3.2.5) 
2: L(r)(x)f=(l + tf e'- (itl<l) (3.2.6) 
n=0 
In view of representation (3.2.2), the generating function (3.2.5) and 
(3.2.6) are actually contained in the hypergeometric identities : 
n! .Fv 
-n,a,, . . . , a„ ; 
P,, ,Pv ; 
t -=(l- t)- \ ,F, . -X,a,,. ., a„ ; -zt 
P , , , P „ ; i-t 
( | t | < l ) (3.2.7) 
and 
n=0 n! 
-n .a , 
z 
- . . , P „ ; 
f = ( i - t ) - ' „F,. a , , . . 
..,Pv 
;zt 
3 1 - X - n , P,, 
( | t | < l ) (3.2.8) 
Some useful generalization of the classical results (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) 
include the generating relations 
B=0 
''m + n'^  
V n y 
Lt!„(x)t" =(l-t)-"-"-'exp xt 
( | t | < l , m e N o ) (3.2.9) 
and 
a=0 
m + n Lt:^ (X) f = (1 + tf exp (- xt ) L^ :) (x(l +1)) 
( | t | < l , m e N o ) (3.2.10) 
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91. 39 Journal of Formosan Medical 
Association 
Hong Kong 8 3047 0.20 78.57 
92. 39 Journal of Internal Medicine England 8 3055 0.20 78.77 
93. 39 Journal of Korean Medical 
Science 
Korea 8 3063 0.20 78.97 
94. 39 Journal of the Medical Asoci4ition 
of Thailand 
Thailand 8 3071 0.20 79.17 
95. 39 Journal of Pediatric 
Endocrinology ondM^aboUsm 
U. S. A. 8 3079 0.20 79.37 
96. 39 Medical and Pediatric Oncology U.S.A. 8 3087 0.20 79.57 
97. 39 Schweizerische Medizinsche 
Wochenschrijt 
Switzerland 8 3095 0.20 79.77 
98. 39 Acta Anae^hesiologica 
Scadinavica 
Denmark 8 3103 0.20 79.97 
99. 39 American Journal of Emergency 
Medicine 
U. S. A. 8 3111 0.20 80.17 
100. 39 Archives of Disease in Childhood U. S. A. 8 3119 0.20 80.37 
101. 39 Canadian Journal of Anaesthesia Canada 8 3127 0.20 80.57 
102. 39 Clinical Science England 8 3135 0.20 80.77 
103. 39 Orvosi H^ilap Hungary 8 3143 0.20 80.97 
104. 40 Panmincrva Medica Italy 7 3150 0.18 81.15 
105. 40 Pharmacotherapy Netherlands 7 3157 0.18 81.33 
106. 40 Scandinavian Journal of 
Rheumatology 
Norway 7 3164 0.18 81.51 
107. 40 Southern Medical Journal England 7 3171 0.18 81.69 
108. 40 Surgery (St. Louis) U.S.A. 7 3178 0.18 81.87 
109. 40 Tidsskriftforden Nor she 
Laegeforening 
Sweden 7 3185 0.18 82.05 
110. 40 Tropical Medicine & 
International Health 
England 7 3192 0.18 82.23 
111. 40 Acta Academiae MetScinae 
Shanghai 
China 7 3199 0.18 82.41 
112. 40 Acta Pediatrica Norway 7 3206 0.18 82.59 
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which in the special case when m = o would immediately yield (3.2.5) 
and (3.2.6) respectively. 
On the same line Krall and Frink [53] defined the generalized 
Bessel polynomial yn(x, a, P) as 
y. (x,a,p)=2] :^ fn\ fa + n-^k-2] . . fx^ 
k=0 vky 
(3.2.11) 
VP7 
which provides simple Bessel polynomials 
y«(x)=y.(x,2,2)=2; 
k=o v^y V k y 
k! X 1 
V2, 
(3.2.12) 
Bessel polynomials are most important cylindrical polynomials, they 
arise naturally in a mmiber of seemingly diverse context in connection 
with the solution of the wave equation in spherical polar co-ordinates 
[53], in network synthesis and design [41], in the representation of the 
energy spectral functions for family of isotropic turbulence fields [75]. 
Orthogonality of these polynomials provides hypergeometric series 
representation of (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) 
yn{x,a,P)= 2F0 - n , a + n- l ; - ; (3.2.13) 
and 
y . ( x ) = 2F0 -n,n + l ; - ; - -
2 
(3.2.14) 
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113. 40 Annals of Internal Medicine U.S.A. 7 3213 0.18 82.77 
114. 40 Archives of Internal Medicine U.S.A. 7 3220 0.18 82.95 
115. 40 Australian Journal of Me(Scal 
Science 
Australia 7 3227 0.18 83.13 
116. 40 Biochemical and Bittphydcal 
Research Communication 
U.S.A. 7 3234 0.18 83.31 
117. 41 Biodiversity and Conservation England 6 3240 0.15 83.46 
118. 41 British Journal of Biomedical 
Science 
England 6 3246 0.15 83.61 
119. 41 British Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology 
England 6 3252 0.15 83.76 
120. 41 Croatian Medical Journal Germany 6 3258 0.15 83.91 
121. 41 East African Mescal Journal Kenya 6 3264 0.15 84.06 
122. 41 Harefuah Israel 6 3270 0.15 84.21 
123. 41 Hematologiccd Oncology England 6 3276 0.15 84.36 
124. 41 Human Reprtfductivn U.S.A. 6 3282 0.15 84.51 
125. 41 Japanese Journal of Artificial 
Organs 
Japan 6 3288 0.15 84.66 
126. 41 JAMA (Journal of American 
Medical Association) 
U. S.A. 6 3294 0.15 84.81 
127. 41 JN Journal of Nephrology Italy 6 3300 0.15 84.96 
128. 41 Journal of American Society of 
Nephrology 
U. S. A. 6 3306 0.15 85.11 
129. 41 Journal of Interferon and 
Cytokine Research 
U. S. A. 6 3312 0.15 85.26 
130. 41 Jibi Inkoka Tokeibu (ieka Japan 6 3318 0.15 85.41 
131. 41 Kaohsiung Journal of MeiScal 
Sciences 
China 6 3324 0.15 85.56 
132. 41 Pediatrics International Netho-lands 6 3330 0.15 85.71 
133. 41 Turkish Journal of Pediatrics Turkey 6 3336 0.15 85.86 
134. 41 Circulation U. S. A. 6 3342 0.15 86.01 
135. 41 Clevdand Clinic Journal of U. S. A. 6 3348 0.15 86.16 
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For our purpose the following generating relations are useful for 
generalized Bessel polynomials ([85]; P. 419, 8.4 (8)) as well as simple 
Bessel polynomials ([58]; P.50. (12)) respectively. 
00 x D 
Z ym.n(x,a-n,P)—= 
l^c n! 
exp(t)y„ Px P-xt ,a,p 
( m e N o ; i t | < | p / x | ) (3.2.15) 
i y™.„(x)^ = (l-2xt)-'>'^exp 
r 1/ \ f 
l-(l-2xt)'^ 
»=o V Ui-ixty^^ 
(m€No;|xt |<>/2) (3.2.16) 
Observe that the generating relations (3.2.16) can not be deduced from 
(3.2.15) by setting a = p = 2. However, in view of (3.2.13) and the 
identity (3.2.3) we can easily fmd that 
y„(x,a,P) = n! ^-xY . , . . . ) fP^ 
p ; 
(3.2.17) 
which for a = P = 2 yields the relationship 
y.W = „f :^ (-211-1) 
VXy 
(3.2.18) 
(i.e. Bessel polynomials are essentially Laguerre polynomials). Making 
use of this relationship (3.2.18) which incidently follows also form the 
known results ( [85]; P.42 1.4(4) and P.75 1.9(1)) Hansen ( [47]; P.320 
(48.19.14)) recorded the generating relation (3.2.16) in its equivalent 
form 
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Medicine 
136. 41 Clinical Biochemistry U. S. A. 6 3354 0.15 86.31 
137. 41 Clinical Nuclear MetSdne U.S. A 6 3360 0.15 86.46 
138. 41 Diagnostic Cytopatkology U. S. A. 6 3366 0.15 86.61 
139. 42 European Journal of Surgery Norway 5 3371 0.12 86.73 
140. 42 Human Pathology U. S. A. 5 3376 0.12 86.85 
141. 42 Journal of the American 
Osteopathic Association. 
U.S.A. 5 3381 0.12 86.97 
142. 42 Journal of cell Biology U. S.A. 5 3386 0.12 87.09 
143. 42 Journal of Nuclear Mediane U. S. A. 5 3391 0.12 87.21 
144. 42 Journal of Obstetrics & 
Gynaecology 
Japan 5 3396 0.12 87.33 
145. 42 Journal of Rheumatology Canada 5 3401 0.12 87.45 
146. 42 Medical Oncology (Basing Stoke) U. S. A. 5 3406 0.12 87.57 
147. 42 Medicina (Buenos Aires) Argentina 5 3411 0.12 87.69 
148. 42 Nephrologie Switzerland 5 3416 0.12 87.81 
149. 42 New Zealand Medical Journal New 
Zealand 
5 3421 0.12 87.93 
150. 42 Obstetrics & Gynecology U.S.A. 5 3426 0.12 88.05 
151. 42 Pathology England 5 3431 0.12 88.17 
152. 43 Pediatric Nephrology Germany 4 3435 0.10 88.27 
153. 43 Postgraduate Medical Canada 
Journal 
Canada 4 3439 0.10 88.37 
154. 43 Surgery Today (Tokyo) Japan 4 3443 0.10 88.47 
155. 43 Travaux Sciendfiques des 
Chercheurs du service Sante des 
Armes 
Switzerland 4 3447 0.10 88.57 
156. 43 Acta PetSatrica Japonica Japan 4 3451 0.10 88.67 
157. 43 American Journal of Clinical 
Oncology 
U.S.A. 4 3455 0.10 88.77 
158. 43 American Heart Journal U.S.A. 4 3459 0.10 88.87 
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m + n 
11=0 
L-j^-^'Cx)!'=(l + 4t) /iexp 'x{L-(l + 4t)-^[' 
L - r (x(l + 4t)) 
Now we apply all these theory on the following theorems. 
(3.2.19) 
THEOREM 3.2.1 : ([73]; P. 231 Corollary - 8) 
Corresponding tq a non-vanishing ftmction ^^.(y, , . . . y j of 
s-variables yi, ...., ys (SeN) and of (complex) order n, let 
•1=0 
(a.; tO,meNo,p,qeN) (3.2.20) 
where a is a complex parameter. Suppose also that 
N: i . , (y , , . . . , y . ; z )=Z 
k=0 ^n-qky 
k^^.pk(yi> . y J z ' 
(3.2.21) 
where as usual [A,] represents the greatest integer in X, then 
Z L :^lo (X) N - . , (y, ,...,y^ i z )^ = (l-t)-"-- ' exp 
n=0 
f-xC 
l-tj 
ul,B,q 
X Zt** (3.2.22) 
provided that each member of (3.2.22) exists. 
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159. 43 Annals Academy of Medicine 
Singapore 
Singapcre 4 3463 0.10 88.97 
160. 43 Archives de Pediatric France 4 3467 0.10 89.07 
161. 43 Biochemical Archives England 4 3471 0.10 89.17 
162. 43 Biotherapy (Dordrecht) Netherlands 4 3475 0.10 89.27 
163. 43 British Journal of clinical 
Pharmacology. 
England 4 3479 0.10 89.37 
164. 43 British Journal ofNeuro Surgery England 4 3483 0.10 89.47 
165. 43 Cancer Genetics and Cytogenetics Netherlands 4 3487 0.10 89.57 
166. 43 Chinese Medical Journal China 4 3491 0.10 89.67 
167. 43 Clinical Endocrinology England 4 3495 0.10 89.77 
168. 43 Clinical Hemorheology Nethalands 4 3499 0.10 89.87 
169. 43 Diagnostic Microbiology and 
Infectious Disease 
U S. A. 4 3503 0.10 89.97 
170. 43 Drugs of Today Spain 4 3507 0.10 90.07 
171. 43 European Journal of Cancer England 4 3511 0.10 90.17 
172. 43 European Journal of Clinical 
Investigation 
England 4 3515 0.10 90.27 
173. 43 European Journal of Clinical 
Pharmacology 
Germany 4 3519 0.10 90.37 
174. 43 European Respiratory Journal Denmark 4 3523 0.10 90.47 
175. 43 Experimental Gerontology U. S. A. 4 3527 0.10 90.57 
176. 43 Gazetta Medica haliani Archivio 
Per le Sdenze Mediche 
Italy 4 3531 0.10 90.67 
177. 43 Hematopathology and Molecular 
Hanatology 
U. S. A. 4 3535 0.10 90.77 
178. 43 International Angiology Italy 4 3539 0.10 90.87 
179. 43 International Journal of 
Radiation Oncology-Biology-
Physics 
U.S.A. 4 3543 0.10 90.97 
180. 43 Journal of Inherited Metabolic 
Disease 
Netherlands 4 3547 0.10 91.07 
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Proof : We consider the left hand side of equation (3.2.22) and 
substituting the value of N^;^, (y,,..., y,; z) from (3.2.21), we obtain 
I L<:>„(x)N ;^:,^ (y„...,y,;z)f = 2 ''m+qk + n 
B=0 B=0 
i a,Q,.p,(y,,....,yj(zf)' 
k=0 
First series can be summed up by applying the generating relation 
(3.2.9), then after applying defmition (3.2.20) we obtain 
0=0 
= (l-t) expl—jA^p,, J L zt" 
l . t ' y^ ' -y^ ' ( l_ t ) -
THEOREM 3.2.2 : ([73]; P. 231, Corollary 9) 
Corresponding to a non vanishing fiinction fi^Cy,, . , y j of 
s-variables yi, ...., ys (SeN) and of (complex) order m let 
<p.<, [x;y, ,...,y, ; z ]=£ a. L ^ ? (x)Q,,^ (y, ,-,y.)z' ' 
n=0 
(a„;tO,meNo,p,q€N) (3.2.23) 
where a is a parameter. Suppose also that the fimction NJ;;^ , (y,,. y,; z) 
is defined as before by equation (3.2.21) then 
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181. 43 Journal of Tropical Pediatrics England 4 3551 0.10 91.17 
182. 43 Japanese Journal of Geriatrics Japan 4 3555 0.10 91.27 
183. 43 JPMA (Journal of the Pakistan 
Medical Assodi^on) 
Pakistan 4 3559 0.10 91.37 
184. 43 Kidney International U.S.A. 4 3563 0.10 91.47 
185. 43 Korean Journal of Internal 
Medicine 
Korea 4 3567 0.10 91.57 
Table-1.1 
Showing Range of Frequency 
S.No. Frequency 
Range 
No of 
Periodicals 
No. of Items Percentage Cumulative 
percentage 
01. 130-430 6 1289 33.40 33.40 
02. 50 - 129 5 404 10.47 43.87 
03. 30-49 8 324 8.40 52.27 
04. 18-28 16 357 9.25 61.52 
05. 13-17 22 320 8.29 69.81 
06. 10- 12 25 273 7.07 76.88 
07. 4 - 9 103 600 15.56 92.44 
08. 1 -3 168 289 7.49 99.93 
Total 353 3856 99.93 
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Z Lt"r (x) N::;;:^, (y, ,...,y, ;z) f = (l + t)" exp(-xt) 
0=0 
"».?.<! x(l + t);y, , ..,y,; 
zt" 
(1 + t)' It|<l (3.2.24) 
provided that each member of (3.2.24) exists. 
Proof : We consider left hand side of (3.2.24) along with (3.2.21), 
obtain 
I L<:;:>(x)NS;:„(y,,...,y.;z)f = Z 
0=^0 n=0 
m + n + qk L^:::L"'(x)f 
'' m! qk I o 
Z a,a^,pk (y , , - ,y j (z t ' ' ) ' 
k=0 
which in view of generating relation (3.2.10) with the help of (3.2.23) 
provides 
i L<:::>(x)NS;i:,.,(y,,...,y3;z)t" 
= (l + trexp(-xt)At,^. 
u>.P.<l 
(1-ft) Y i 7 • • • • ? ) ' « J zt^  (l^t)^J 
As already observed by Srivastava ( [73]; P. 232, Remark 9), since. 
f / ( x ) = (-l)"'L(rUx) = ^ C „ ( a ; x ) (3.2.25) 
Theorem (3.2.2) can easily be restated in terms of the (so called) 
modified Laguerre polynomials f" (x) defined by ([58]; P. 4 (9), [65]) 
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2. Year wise Distribution: 
Currency of information is an important factor of any good Indexing 
and Abstracting service. The main objective of the chronological study is to 
find out current information published by Biological Abstracts. This study is 
too much useful in knowing the currency of information and also in 
knowing the most productive year of items ranked with the help of this 
study we know that how many articles were published in which year. The 
information about the period of origin of items can be easily found out by its 
bibliographical information. The analysis shows that the publications in two 
volumes of Biological Abstracts varied fi-om 1996 to 1999. Most of the 
articles on the subject 'Haematology' occurred in the year 1998. 
Table 2 shows the Chronological Scattering of all references 
collected fi-om Biological Abstracts. The analysis shows that 52.20 % 
literature on the subject were produced in the year 1998, 35.34 % literature 
on 'Haematology' was published in 1999. While 1997 reported the 
publication of only 12.29% of literature on the subject 
Table-2 
Year wise Distribution of Items 
S.No. Period of Origin Frequency of Occurroice Total Freq. 
of 
occurrence 
% £^e freq 
of 
occurrence 
Cumulative 
freq. %age 
Volume of 
1998 
Volume of 
1999 
01 1996 06 GO 06 0.15 0.15 
02 1997 466 08 474 12.29 12.44 
03 1998 1483 530 2013 52.20 64.64 
04 1999 09 1354 1363 35.34 99.98 
Total 1964 1892 3856 99.98 
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(l-trexp(-xt) = 2; fn^Wf ( | t |<l) (3.2.26) 
n=0 
or of the Paisson - Charlier polynomials Cn(x, a) given explicitly by 
([88]; P. 35(2.81.2)) 
C,(x,a) = X ( - l )^ f " lMk!x- (a>0;xeN„) (3.2.27) 
k=0 ^ky vky 
In view of the frequent occurrence of the various special cases of 
Theorem (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) (and of the aforementioned known 
consequence of Theorem (3.2.2) involving, for example, the modified 
Laguerre polynomials) in the current literature on the subject especially 
from the view point of Lie algebras and Lie groups ( [85]; Chap. 6), we 
aim here at developing some substantially more general families of 
mixed multilateral generating relations for the Laguerre polynomials by 
further appljdng (3.2.9) and (3.2.10). We also present an analogus 
application of the generating function ([6]; P. 142 (18)) 
,k 
2 L^'')(x)i- = e'L<«>(x-t) (3.2.28) 
k=o k! 
which incidentally is an immediate consequence of the Taylor expansion 
of 
e' L<:' (x-t) 
in power oft. Now our concern here are the following classes of bilateral 
or mixed multilateral generating relations for the Bessel polynomials 
[64 - 67] in the form of following theorem. 
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DIAGRAM-1 YEARWISE 
DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS 
E1996 E1997 01998 E1999 
3 
U 
YEARS 
THEOREM 3.2.3 : ([73]; P. 228. Corollary 1) 
Corresponding to a non - vanishing function Q^ ( ,^ ,....,4,) of s-
complex variables ^,, ,^, (SeN = {1, 2, 3, .... }) and involving a 
complex parameter jx called the order, let 
CO Y% 
^l.p., k ^ , , - ,^s ; T I 1 = Z *« yn.-<.n (x,a-qn,(i)a^,^ ( ,^ , . . . , ^ , ) -
n=0 qn! 
(a„;^0,mGNo=No{o}, p,qGN) (3.2.29) 
where a and P (^ 0) are complex parameters, and the co-efficient an are 
assumed to be non-vanishing in order for the fimction on the lefit hand 
side to be non null. Suppose also that 
M!::^(^.,...,4,;TI)=X' 'l Wn,.^t,-;Or]' (3.2.30) 
k=0 \^K 
where, as usual [k] represent the greatest integer less than or equal to X. 
Then 
t 
n=o n ! 
' xt * 1-o-m 
exp(t) 
V My 
ni.P.q 
px 
P-Xt 
;4 , , ..., 4, ;nt'' ( | t |<l) (3.2.31) 
provided each member of (3.2.31) exists. 
Proof; We consider left hand side of (3.2.31) as A, then 
A = S y„..o(x,a-n,p)M^;:;(4,,...,4,;tl)-
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3. Language wise Distribution: 
Language is the prime medium of communication in the exchange of 
ideas and scientific information amongst the scientists. It is, therefore, 
important to know the most dominant language (s) in which the literature on 
•Haematology' is being produced in the world. This type of study will be 
useftil for both the users and die information scientists also. Information 
about the most dominant language is very much useful for the libararians in 
the acquisition of periodicals. 
Table 3 shows the distribution of items according to the language of 
their publication. The total number of items i.e. 3856 were published in 17 
different languages out of which English was found to be the most dominant 
language, as 3284 items constituting 85.16 % were published in that 
language. The second and third rank goes to Russian and Spanish languages 
with 228 (5.91 %) and 76 (1.97 %) items respectively. This is followed by 
French, Polish, German, Japanese, Chinese, Italian etc. 
Thus the most dominant language of Scientific Communication on 
'Haematology' is found to be English, followed by Russian, Spanish, French, 
German etc. languages. 
Table - 3 
Language Wise Distribution of Items 
S. No. Rank Name of the language Frequency 
Occurrence 
Frequency 
%age 
Cumulative 
%age 
01. 01 Ejiglish 3284 85.16 85.16 
02. 02 Russian 228 5.91 91.07 
03. 03 Spanish 76 1.97 93.04 
04. 04 French 69 1.78 94.82 
05. 05 Polish 53 1.37 96.19 
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Now again, we substitute the value of MJ;^  (4, ,...,^^;r\) from (3.2.30) in 
the above equation, manipulate the resulting series and apply (3.2.15) 
A = 
v " P y 
exp(t)£ a^y m+qlt 
fc=0 
Px 
iP-xt ,a-qk,3 f^..p.fe., -,^3) qk! 
/' \ l-a-m 
1 '^ 
^ py P 
exp(t) A^^p, Px 
p-xt 
; ^ , , - - , ^ , . n t ' 
THEOREM 3.2.4 : ( [ 73]; P. 229. Corollary 2) 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem (3.2.3) let 
Al„,p,, [ x ; 4 , , . . . , ^ , ; t l ] = X ^n Ym+qn ( x ) ^^..po (^, , . . . , ^ J -
n=0 qn' 
(3.2.32) 
Suppose also that the function M ;^^  (4, ,...,^, ;ri) is defined as before 
(3.2.30). Then 
Z y».o(x)M-(^,,. . . . ,^, ;Ti)^=(l-2xt)-(^2Mexp(x-{l-(l-2xt)>^J) 
n=0 n! 
«n.P.q x(l-2xt)-/2 ; ^,, . . . . ,^, ;nt '( l-2xt) '^j (3.2.33) 
provider that each member of (3.2.33) exists 
Proof: We denote the left hand side of (3.2.33) as D for convenience 
a = i : y„.n(x)M^,-(^.,....,^, ;ti)^ 
n=0 n! 
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In above equation, on putting the value of M^ -^  { ,^,...., ^ , ;TI) from 
(3.2.30), interchanging the order of double summation involved and 
applying (3.2.16), we obtain 
n= (l-2xtp">2 exp(x-> {\-{\-2xt)y^})± a ,Q , , ^ fc , ....,^J 
k=0 
y m+qk 
V 
nt''(l-2xtp2 
(l-2xt) qk! 
: (l - 2xt)"^"'/2 exp (x"' J - (l - 2xt)''21 
' / • Atn,p.Jx(l-2xt)"-,^,,....,^,,nt''(l-2xt)/^ 
A closer examination of assertion (3.2.31) and (3.2.33) would reveal the 
remarkable fact that, inspite of the relationship (3.2.12). Theorem (3.2.4) 
can not be deduced as a special case of Theorem (3.2.3). In fact. 
Theorem (3.2.3) happens to yield the most general family of bilateral or 
mixed multilateral generating relations for simple Bessel polynomials, 
which has been found so far. Numerous obvious special case of Theorem 
(3.2.4) are being rediscover in the literature, especially by group theoretic 
means. 
3.3 GENERALISATIONS OF THEOREM ON LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS 
Now we generalize the above theorem on Laguerre polynomials 
and apply it to give some well known results. 
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06. 06 German 34 0.88 97.07 
07. 07 Japanese 26 0.67 97.74 
08. 08 Chinese 22 0.57 98.31 
09. 09 Italian 18 0.46 98.77 
10. 10 Ukrainian 16 0.41 99.18 
11. 11 Hungarian 9 0.23 99.41 
12. 12 Norwegian 7 0.18 99.59 
13. 13 Hebrew 6 0.15 99.74 
14. 14 Turidsh 4 0.10 99.84 
15. 15 Greek 2 0.05 99.89 
16. 16 Portugese 1 0.02 99.91 
17. 16 Uzbek 1 0.02 99.93 
Total 3856 99.93 
4. Country Wise Distribution: 
It is a well known fact that certain countries give more research 
output in a particular subject. This information is very much useful not only 
for the information managers in organising and finalising the subscription 
list of periodicals but also for the research scholars as they tend to know the 
countries that are leader in the field. 
Table 4 contains a list of 69 countries are producing research material 
on 'Haematology'. These countries have been ranked on the basis of 
fi-equency of occurrence of items. It was observed that 19.19 % of articles 
were published fi-om U. S. A. only. This is followed by Italy and Japan 
which produced 9.80 % and 8.79 % research items respectively. 
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THEOREM 3.3.1 : Under the hypotheses of Theorem (3.2.1), let 
AL,p„ [x;y, ,...,y, ; z ]= | ; a„ L ^ ^ « " . . . » (v, ,-.ys)z" 
n=0 
and 
(a„ ;^0,mGNo,p,qe^^^-^ Azadtg^J) 
C. "^'o ) 
n/l , . 
, , ^4V fm + n) 
e r j x . y „ . . y . ; z ] = E L ^, 
(a+fxjk) 
where p is a suitable complex parameter. Then 
(3.3.2) 
|;e:;rp[x;y,,...,y.;zlf=(i-t)-«-"-'exp 
n=0 
A' 
«n.p.q 0-t) y y \ 7 — 7 y s ' 
z f 
(1-t) ,(p+l)' t k l 
(3.3.3) 
provided that each member of (3.3.3) exists 
Proof: We take notation A for left hand side of assertion (3.3.3) 
A = Ze:;r ,(x,y, , . . . ,y, ;z)f 
n=0 
Then, upon substituting the poljoiomials 6";2;,p (x;y,, ..,y, ;z) from 
(3.3.2) in above expression 
A = i ;a ,n^, , , (y , , . . . ,y j (z t ' ' | '2 m^ + qk + n" 
k=0 n=0 
i^'::ti (X) 
by inverting the order of the double summation involved. 
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The analysis not only shows the most potent countries of research on 
Haematology but also indicates the wide coverage of Biological Abstracts, 
as the publication from 69 countries of the world have been listed. 
Table - 4 
Country Wise Distribution 
S. No. Rank Name of the country Frequency 
Occurrence 
Frequency 
%age 
Cumulative 
%age 
01. 1 U. S. A. 740 19.19 19.19 
02. 2 Italy 378 9.80 28.99 
03. 3 Japan 339 8.79 37.88 
04. 4 U.K. 312 8.09 45.87 
05. 5 GoTtiany 265 6.87 52.74 
06. 6 France 254 6.58 59.32 
07. 7 Spain 182 4.71 64.03 
08. 8 Russia 135 3.50 67.53 
09. 9 Netherlands 115 2.98 70.51 
10. 10 Sweden 93 2.41 72.92 
11. 11 Poland 90 2.33 75.25 
12. 12 Austria 69 1.78 77.03 
13. 12 Canada 69 1.78 78.81 
14. 13 Turkey 63 1.63 80.44 
15. 14 Australia 59 1.53 81.97 
16. 15 Israel 55 1.42 83.39 
17. 16 Switzerland 51 1.32 84.71 
18. 17 Belgium 45 1.16 85.87 
19. 17 China 45 1.16 87.03 
20. 18 India 40 1.03 88.06 
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The inner series can be summed by applying the generating 
relation (3.2.9) with m and a replaced by m+qk and a+pqk respectively 
(qeN, keNo) and we thus find that 
A = (l-tr-"- ' e x p f ^ l x a, L t ; f ^ f ; ^ l O .^.^  (y, ,...,y,) 
U-t k=0 U-t. 
^ ' ( l t l < l 
Interpreting this last infinite series by means of definition (3.3.1) we 
arrive immediately at the right hand sides of assertion (3.3.3). 
This evidently complete the proof of Theorem (3.3.1) under the 
assumption that the double series involved in the first step of our proof 
are absolutely convergent. Thus in general, Theorem (3.3.1) holds true 
for those values of the various parameters and variables involved for 
which each member of the assertion (3.3.3) exists. 
For p = 0, Theorem (3.3.1) would reduce at once to our earlier 
assertion (3.2.22) given by Theorem (3.2.1). A similar generalization of 
Theorem (3.2.2) can be proven by applying the generating relation 
(3.2.10). 
Theorem 3.3.2 : Under the hypotheses of Theorem (3.2.3), let 
< , , [x;y, ,...,y. ; z ]=f ; a„ L<r^ '^>-> (x)n , ,^ (y, ,...,y.)z» 
n=0 
(a„;tO,meNo,p,q€N) (3.3.4) 
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and 
i-ZiJ ^m + n^ 
k=0 
KZ[x;y.,...,y.;zl= I " a,L^T^^(X)Q,,^(y....yjz" 
(3.3.5) 
where p is a suitable complex parameter. Then 
i Cpfey.' =ys;z)t" =0+0"exp(-xt) 
0=0 
<M[x(l + t);y,„...,y.;zt'(l + ty-'^] 
(3.3.6) 
provided that each member of (3.3.6) exists. 
Proof : As obvious, we take left hand side of assertion (3.3.6), put the 
value of <|)^ ^^  and apply series rearrangement technique and generating 
relation (3.2.10), we obtain 
S Crp(x;y,,...,ys;z)t'' =(i+t)"exp(-xt)|; a,Lti-'^^(x) 
0=0 k=0 
which provide right hand side of (3.3.6) with the help of (3.3.4). 
Now we consider the generating function (3.2.28) which 
obviously is unusual in the sense that the summation index k appears 
only in the order of the Laguerre polynomials. Nevertheless, on replacing 
a trivially by a + m (m e No), it jdelds the generating function, 
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21. 19 Denmark 37 0.95 89.01 
22. 20 Greece 32 0.82 89.93 
23. 21 Taiwan 29 0.75 90.58 
24. 22 Thailand 26 0.67 91.25 
25. 23 Finland 24 0.62 91.87 
26. 24 Argentina 22 0.57 92.44 
27. 24 Brazil 22 0.57 93.01 
28. 25 Norway 21 0.54 93.55 
29. 25 Saudi Arabia 21 0.54 94.09 
30. 26 Pakistan 20 0.51 94.60 
31. 26 South Kcrea 20 0.51 95.11 
32. 27 Ukraine 17 0.44 95.55 
33. 28 Hungary 14 0.36 95.91 
34. 29 Czech Republic 13 0.33 96.24 
35. 30 New Zealand 12 0.31 96.55 
36. 31 Mexico 11 0.28 96.83 
37. 32 Hong Kong 10 0.25 97.08 
38. 33 Yugoslavia 9 0.23 97.31 
39. 34 Croatia 8 0.20 97.51 
40. 35 Ireland 7 0.18 97.69 
41. 35 Singapcre 7 0.18 97.87 
42. 36 Egypt 6 0.15 98.02 
43. 36 Nigeria 6 0.15 98.17 
44. 36 Portugal 6 0.15 98.32 
45. 36 South Africa 6 0.15 98.47 
46. 37 Uzbekistan 5 0.12 98.59 
47. 38 Sri Lanka 4 0.10 98.69 
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f L(r-'=' (x)f-= e' L^- ' (x -t) (meNj (3.3.7) 
• ^ k ! k=0 
which incidentally fits easily in to the Singhal - Srivastava definition 
([71]; P. 755(1)); 
Z A^, S„,, (x)t'' =f(x,t){g(x,t)}- S„ (h(x,t)) (meNj (3.3.8) 
k=0 
With of course 
A^,=T^,f = e ' ,g = l , h = x-t andS,(x) = Lf"' (x) (keNj 
(3.3.9) 
Thus the entire development stemming fi^om the Singhal - Srivastava 
generating fimction (3.3.7) will readily apply also to the generating 
fimction (3.2.28) or (3.3.7). Alternatively, by appealing directly to the 
generating function (3.2.28), we can obtain a usual family of bilinear, 
bilateral or mixed multilateral generating relations for the Laguerre 
polynomials, given by -
THEOREM 3.3.3 : Corresponding to a non vanishing function 
^n (vi. »y.) of s - variables yi, ...., y, (S e N) and of (complex) order 
mlet 
A ; , [x;y, ,..,y.;z]=± a, Lr-'>*> (x)n,.^^ (y. , . . . ,y j4[ 
k=o qk! 
(a, ;^0,neNo,p,qeN) (3.3.10) 
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48. 38 Tunisia 4 0.10 98.79 
49. 38 Venezuela 4 0.10 98.89 
50. 39 Cuba 3 0.07 98.% 
51. 39 Jordan 3 0.07 99.03 
52. 39 Kenya 3 0.07 99.10 
53. 39 Malaysia 3 0.07 99.17 
54. 40 Belarus 2 0.05 99.22 
55. 40 Bulgaria 2 0.05 99.25 
56. 40 Georgia 2 0.05 99.32 
57. 40 Kuwait 2 0.05 99.37 
58. 40 Lebanon 2 0.05 99.42 
59. 40 Slovenia 2 0.05 99.47 
60. 41 Augusta, G A 0.02 99.49 
61. 41 Bahrain 0.02 99.51 
62. 41 Congo 0.02 99.53 
63. 41 llasharon 0.02 99.55 
64. 41 Iran 0.02 99.57 
65 41 Jamaica 0.02 99.59 
66. 41 Oman 0.02 99.61 
67. 41 Panama 0.02 99.63 
68. 41 Qatar 0.02 99.65 
69. 41 Zimbabwe 0.02 99.67 
Total 3856 99.67 
5. Subject Wise Distribution: 
As we know that most of the materials on a given subject appears in 
certain core journals. Generally, the information on a given subject is 
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where a and p are complex parameters. Suppose also 
Tk/l 
. .^. 
<t:{^;y.,...,y.;z)= l ' f^V.Lr^'"^(x)Q,,,(y.,...,yjz' 
r=0 
(3.3.11) 
where as before [k] represents the greatest integer in X. Then 
Z <Zi^^y^'-'y^'^)n=e'K.^-t;y^^ -y .M (3-3.i2) 
k=o K! 
provided that each member of (3.3.12) exists. 
Proof : We take left hand side of (3.3.12), substitute the value of 
M^ t'mp (x; y,, ,ys iz). invert the order of summation involved and apply 
(3.3.7), we obtain. 
k=o K! ,=0 q r ! k=o K! 
= e'|;a,Lri-"*)(x-,)n..> ,y.)fe^ 
r=o qr! 
which gives out right hand side of assertion (3.3.12) with the help of (3.3.10). 
3.4 GENERALIZATION OF THEOREM ON GENERALIZED 
BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 3.4.1 : Under the hypotheses of Theorem (3.2.3), let 
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published in the journals belonging to the same subject. However, some of 
the vital information is also found to occur in some related and marginal 
subject disciplines oVHaematology'. This phenomenon is called Scattering. 
The present analysis has been done to know the Scattering of literature of 
Haematology' in other subject fields. Ulrich International Periodicals 
Directory (SS**" ed.) has been consulted to know the subject fields of various 
periodicals out of a total of 353 titles, 12 periodicals could not be traced in 
the directory and therefore, have been put under the category unknown. 
It is observed fi-om Table - 5 that all the collected items belong to 26 
different subject areas which have been ranked from 1 to 23 on the basis of 
fi-equency of occurrence of articles. The analysis shows that 53.34 % of the 
literature belongs to 'Medical Sciences - Hematology', 25.31 % belongs to 
'Medical Sciences', 5.65 % belongs to 'Medical St.- Pediatrics', 3.11 % 
belongs to 'Medical Sciences - Internal Medicine', 1.50 % belongs to 
'Medical Sciences -Obstetrics and Gynecology.' The firequency of 
occurrence of items on other subjects is less than 1 %. 
Table - 5 
Subject Distribution of Items 
s. 
No 
Rank Name of the language Frequency 
Occurrence 
Frequency 
% ^ e 
Cumulative 
%age 
01. 01 Medical Sciences - Hematology 2057 53.34 53.34 
02. 02 Medical Sciences 976 25.31 78.65 
03. 03 Medical Sciences - Pediatrics 218 5.65 84.30 
04. 04 Medical Sciences - Internal 
Medicine 
120 3.11 87.41 
05. 05 Medical Sciences - Obstetrics and 
Gynecology 
58 1.50 88.91 
06. 06 Medical Sciences - Surgery 46 1.19 90.10 
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A ; , [ X ; ^ , , . . . , ^ , ; T I ] = X a, y„.^ (x,a + (p-l)qn,P)Q^,^ (4, , . . . , ^ J ^ 
n=0 
(a„;tO,meNo,p,qeN) (3.4.1) 
where p is a complex parameter. Suppose also that ^^^^ (x;^, ,...,4, ;TI) 
is a polynomial of degree [n/q] in T] (with co-efficients depending upon 
a, P, |i, p, n, p, q, x as well as on 4,,. ., 4 , ) , defined by 
[o/l 
k=0 vqky 
then 
(3.4.2) 
11=0 n ! 
exp (t) 
Al 
".p.q 
Px . 
p-xt 
;4, ,...,4. ;Tit'' 1 - — 
V PJ 
t|<|P/ (3.4.3) 
provided that each member of (3.4.3) exists. 
Proof: For the sake of convenience, let % denote the fnst member of the 
assertion (3.4.3) of Theorem (3.4.1). Then, by substituting the value of 
Kt^ (x;4,, ,4. ;ri) fi-om (3.4.2) in to the left hand side of (3.4.3), we 
obtained 
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n=0 k=0 " qK! qK! 
qk! ^ '" -^"^ n! 
where we have inverted the order of the double summation involved. 
The inner series in above equation can be summed by appealing to 
the familiar generating relation (3.2.15) with of course m and a replaced 
by m + qk and a + (p-l)qk respectively (k e No ; q e N) and we thus 
fmd. 
% = 
f ^ A ' — 
V My 
y - ^ V 
h qk! '^"^ * 
^-P^,a-f(p-l)qk,P p-xt 
n,.p,fe,,....,^ J- nf* t < 
which in view of definition (3.4.1) is precisely the second member of 
assertion (3.4.3) of Theorem (3.4.1). 
In its special case when p = 0, Theorem (3.4.1) reduces 
immediately to Theorem (3.2.3). Moreover, Theorem (3.4.1) with 
m = 0 , p = q = l and Q^ fe ,....,^.)=1 
would yield one of the two main results of Chongdar ( [16]; P. 151 
Theorem 1). His other main result ([16]; P. 151 Theorem 2) corresponds 
to the special case of Theorem (3.4.1) above when 
m = 0 and p = p = q = s = l 
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07. 07 Medical Sciences - Oncology 38 0.98 91.08 
08. 08 Medical Sciences - Radiology and Nuclear 
Medicine 
35 0.90 91.98 
09. 09 Medical Sciences - Rheumatolc^ 32 0.82 92.80 
10. 10 Medical Sciences - Urology and Nephrology 28 0.72 94.24 
11. 10 Medical Sciences - Endocrinology 28 0.72 94.24 
12. 11 Biology - Physiology 26 0.67 94.91 
13. 12 Medical Sciences - Psychiatry and 
Neurology. 
24 0.62 95.53 
14. 12 Medical Sciences - Abstracting, 
Bibliographies, Statistics 
24 0.62 96.15 
15. 13 Biology - Biological Chemistry 23 0.59 96.74 
16. 13 Medical Sciences - ophthalmology and 
optometry 
23 0.59 97.33 
17. 14 Medical Sciaice - cardiovascular disease 20 0.51 97.84 
18. 15 Gerontology and Geriatrics 18 0.46 98.30 
19. 16 Pharmacy and Hiarmacology 15 0.38 98.68 
20. 17 Medical Sciences - Respiratory Diseases 12 0.31 98.99 
21. 18 Biology - Cytology and History 10 0.25 99.24 
22. 19 Biology - Microbiology 6 0.15 99.39 
23. 20 Biology - Biotechnology 4 0.10 99.49 
24. 21 Conservation 2 0.05 99.54 
25. 22 Physics - Nuclear F^ysics 1 0.02 99.56 
26. 23 Unkno^vn 12 0.31 99.87 
Total 3856 99.93 
6. Form wise Distribution. 
Information is available in a variety of forms like periodical, articles, 
conference proceedings, research reports, letters, bulletins, patents etc. The 
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For each suitable choice of the co-efficients ak(keNo), if the 
multivariable function Q^ (y,, .. ,yj(s>l) is expressed as an 
appropriate product of several simpler functions, each of our results 
considered here can be applied to derive various families of mixed 
multilateral generating relation for the Laguerre and Bessel Polynomials. 
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main aim of this study is to find out most used form of source material. It 
will help the information scientists and their users to know the most 
dominant forms of documents in which information is being produced on 
the subject. 
Table - 6 gives the form wise distribution of items. It was found from 
the analysis that periodical articles are the most dominant form in which 
scientific information is communicated in 'Haematology'. It is obvious from 
the fact that 91.49 % literature on the subject appeared in the form of 
periodical articles. Case Reports and Research Reports constitute 4.20 % 
and 2.23 % of the total, while the other forms like Conference Proceedings, 
Case Study, Meeting Report, Case Report and Review of the literature, 
Review^Pilot Study and letter constitute less than 1 %. 
This analysis may help the information scientist to decide as to which 
form of documents he has to procure in the library to meet the information 
needs of the researcher in the field of'Haematology.' 
Table - 6 
Form wise Distribution 
S. No. Rank Name of the Form Frequency 
Occurrence 
Frequency 
%age 
Cumulative 
%age 
01. 01 Articles 3528 91.49 91.49 
02. 02 Case Reports 162 4.20 95.69 
03. 03 Research Reports 86 2.23 97.29 
04. 04 Conference Proceedings 25 0.64 98.56 
05. 05 Case Study 18 0.46 99.02 
06. 06 Meeting Reports 14 0.36 99.38 
07. 07 Case Report and Review 
of the literature 
12 0.31 99.69 
08. 08 Review 8 0.20 99.89 
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CHAPTER - 4 
ON GENERALIZATIONS OF JACOBI AND BESSEL 
POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The theory of generalized Bessel functions has witnessed a rather 
significant evolution during the last years. Their importance has been 
recognized by Dattoli et. al. [24], [25], [26], [28], [29], [31], [62] and the 
use of generalized Bessel functions is now a well established tool to treat 
synchrotron radiation [30] and crystallographic problem. 
In this chapter we consider the Jacobi polynomials of two 
variables, three variables and m - variables [79] and the Bessel 
polynomials of several variables [63], Their integral representations and 
generating relations are also obtained. Some relationship are established 
and finally ultraspherical polynomials, Gegenbauer polynomials, 
Legendre's polynomials and Chebyshev polynomials of m - variables are 
considered as particular cases of Jacobi polynomials. 
4.2 JACOBI POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
AND THEIR INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The Jacobi polynomials of a single variable (1.5.21) for a = P = 0 
reduces to Legendre polynomials of single variable (1.5.162. 
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Now we consider the Jacobi polynomials of two variables 
pK.P,;a..P:)(xy) defined as 
)(a,,p,;aj,pj (x,y)= (l-Ha,)„(l + a J , x Z S (-nU(l+a,+j},+nX 
7=0 S=0 
( l+a ,+p ,+nX f l -xY (Izl 
y!s!(l+a,X(l + a,)^ I 2 (4.2.1) 
The relation (4.2.1) can be expressed also in terms of Appell's function 
of two variables (1A2)] 
(l+a,). (l + a j . 
>((x,,p,;a2,P2) (x,y)=- (my 
-n,l + a3,p2 +n,l+a,,p, +n,l + a2,1 + a, ' ^ ^ ' ^ 
(4.2.2) 
The definition (4.2.1) can also be represented as follows 
p(a..P.;a,.P,) (^ ^ y) _ r(l + g, + n) r(l + a , + n) ^ ^ ^ (-l)Ml + a ,+p ,+n)^ 
p^ y! r ( l + a , + n - y ) rO + a^+y) 
A - y V 
I 2 , 
p(ai.Pi) 
n-r 
( X ) (4.2.3) 
The integral representation of Jacobi polynomials of two variables 
defined in (4.2.1) is given by 
£ { x«'(s-x)' '-y"'(t-y)- 'P^-'^- '-P')(l-2x,l-2y)dxdy 
_ 0 + « , ) . (l + a j „ p(a, +l,u)p(a, +l,v)s"--'' t° 
(l+a,+u)„ (l + a,+v)„ 
. ^  pK*».P,-»;a,.v,p,-v) j^ _ 2s, 1 - 2t) 
(4.2.4) 
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p i ; -1)5-330^ yf 
09. 09 Pilot Study 
' < • > 1 
'?i:'^\jui:c:s^^^ 99.94 
10. 10 Letter 1 0.02 99.96 
Total 3856 99.96 
7. Ranking of Authors: 
In every subject there are a number of contributors. However, some 
authors do establish themselves as eminent personalities in the field. 
Therefore, it is important to know them and also the most productive author 
in that subject during a particular period. This information is useful for the 
librarians and the users alike. 
Table - 7 shows the ranking list of significant authors, in order of 
their frequency of occurrence. This analysis has been done to know the 
eminent personalities in the field of 'Haematology' i.e. who is the most 
producfive author. From the analysis it was found that 398 (10.32 %) items 
were written by single author, 599 (15.53 %) items by two authors, and 
2859 (94.14 %) items by more than two authors. It can, therefore, be 
inferred that the modem trend of research in the field of 'Haematology' is 
joint authorship involved to complete a research project. 
Although this study is not sufficient to yield the name of the major 
contributors yet the present ranking list may be of considerable help to know 
the names of significant authors in the field of Haematology'. 
During the analysis, top three eminent authors are found to be : 
Lawrence Tim Goodnough - 18 items 
M. J. Seghatchean - 16 items 
A. V. Belyaev . u items 
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For the proof of (4.2.4), in the left hand side of (4.2.4) expressing Jacobi 
polynomials of two variables in terms of series given in (4.2.1), using the 
definition of Beta fimction, adjusting the parameters and again using the 
definition (4.2.1) we obtain the right hand side of (4.2.4) 
Similarly another integral representation of Jacobi polynomials of 
two variables is given as follows 
r r (s+xr(s-x)^'(t+yr(t-yrpi"-''>^--^4-'-ld'^-dy 
J-t J-s \S t J 
_(l + a,)„ (l + g j , p(a. +l,u)p(a, +l,v)(2s)"- (2t)"--
(l + a,+u)„ (l + aj+v)„ 
p(a,+u.P,-u;a,+v,p,-v) /•_ J _ j \ (4.2.5) 
Further we defme the Jacobi polynomials of three variables 
p ( a „ p . ; a „ p , ; a 3 . P 3 ) ( x ^ y ^ 2 ) a S 
p(a,.p,;a„p,;a,.p,)(^ y^ -^) ^ {^ + C^X (l + CL,\ (l + O.,), (-n) T+s+k 
(my 
n n-lf y-s 
h h h y!s!k! 
(l + g, +P, +n), (l + g, +p, +nX (l + a3 +P3 +n\ 
(l + a.XO + a J . O + ttj).^ 
i-xYri-yVn-z^ 
2 J 2 J (4.2.6) 
The relation (4.2.6) can be expressed in terms of triple hypergeometric 
fimction as follows 
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Table - 7 
Ranking of Authors 
S. No. Rank Name of Authors Frequency 
01. 01 Goodnough, Lawrence Tim 18 
02. 02 Seghatchian, M. J. 16 
03. 03 Belyaev, A. V. 12 
04. 04 Caltaneo, Marco 9 
05. 05 Contreras, E. A. 8 
06. 06 Burke, Jeromes 7 
07. 07 Komamicki, Mieczyslaw 6 
08. 07 Lugassy, Gilles 6 
09. 07 Campisi, C. 6 
10. 07 Rosborough, Terry K. 6 
11. 07 Yakunina, L. N. 6 
12. 08 Mannucci, P. M 5 
13. 08 Domen, R E. 5 
14. 08 Rosenson, Robert 5 
15. 08 Tangney, C. 5 
16. 08 Mc. Mullini Mary F. 5 
17. 08 Hambin, T. J. 5 
18. 08 Teffere, Ayalew 5 
19. 08 Galloway. M. J. 5 
20. 08 Localetti, Franco 5 
21. 08 Konda, Aaruki 5 
22. 08 Rolston, Kennett. V. 5 
23. 08 Habler, O. 5 
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(my 
;F (^ ) (-^y - ; - ; - ; (l+a3-fP3+n), ( l+a,+p,+n), (l+a,+p,+n), 
^"•' • ' " ' • ' ^^^"^^ ' (^  + « ^ ) » ( U a , ) , 
hi i-y i-x 1 
2' T ' -r J 
(4.2.7) 
where F<^> (x, y, ,) denotes a general triple hypergeometric functions 
(series) (1.4.18). 
The definition (4.2.6) is equivalently represented as follows 
p('x,.ft;a,.p,;a,.p,)/ y x^r(l + a ,+n)r( l + a2+n)r(l+a3+n) 
-z 
/ ,\Y . (l + a, +3, +n) ' l -zV 
2 
^ y!r(l+a3+y) r ( l+a ,+n-y) r( l+a,+n-)y 
^p(a,.P,;a„p,)(^yJ (4.2.8) 
The integral representation of Jacobi polynomials of three 
variables (4.2.6) is given by 
t c r xr(t.-x,rx-(t,-x,rx-a3(t3-x3r 
^ p(a.,p, ;a„p,:a,.P3) j^ _ 2x^ 1 _ 2X2 ,1 - 2 X 3 ) d x , . d X j . dXj 
(l + a,+uX (l + a,+v)„(l + a3+wX 
x^a.+l,u)3(a,+I,v)p(a3+1, w ) t r t r ^ t r " 
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24. 08 Exner, T. 5 
25. 09 Zander, T. 4 
26. 09 Marcus, R. E. 4 
27. 09 Trepinska, Ewa 4 
28. 09 Imamura, T. 4 
29. 09 Reid, M. M. 4 
30. 09 Tangpey, C. 4 
31. 09 MessmCT, K. 4 
32. 09 El-Kalla, Salah 4 
33. 09 Baysal, E. 4 
34. 09 Bauersachs, R. M 4 
35. 09 Beuzard, Y. 4 
36. 09 Catellani, S. 4 
37. 09 Collazos, J. 4 
38. 09 Dale, Jeorge T. 4 
39. 09 E>alen, T 4 
40. 09 D' Andrea, Carl C. 4 
41. 09 De Cristafaro, R. 4 
42. 09 Ehrly, A. M. 4 
43. 09 Engstrom, K. G. 4 
44. 09 Eskeland, B. 4 
45. 09 Finogenova, N. A. 4 
46. 09 Fortin, Pascal 4 
47. 09 Giorgio, Pier 4 
48. 09 Hunskaar, S. 4 
49. 09 Jary, L. 4 
50. 09 Kao, K. J. 4 
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^pK+»,ft.„:a,+v.p,-v;a3+w,P3-w) (l . 2 t , , 1 - 21^ , 1 - Z t j ) ( 4 . 2 . 9 ) 
Jacobi polynomials of m - variables is defined as follows 
(>-«A p(a„p,;Oj,Pj;.... a„.p„) / " - . . . Y W T T s B-Ti "i-ri Yiu-i 
V /Ti+y2+--YB , , j=i 
TlU-rl-i "I 
n friO n (i+«i), , 
n ( l - X ; 1 
^ 2 y 
(4.2.10) 
In terms of generalized Lauricella function of m - variables, it can be 
defined as 
>(a„p,;ai,Pj;.... a „ ,p„ ) (x, ,X2, . ,x„)=f ] 
j=l 
(l + a.) („.)-
pl:l;....;l 
^-n ; ( l+a„+P„+n) ; ;(l + a ,+p ,+n) ; ^ 
l-x_ 1-x M 
0+a„); ; (l+a.) ; y 
(4.2.11) 
The definition (4.2.11) can also be equivalently put in the following form 
n r ( l + a . + n ) 
p(a,.p,;a2,P2:--;am.Pm) ^v \ ^ H 
(n!) 
f (-l)Mn-Y.)!(l + a„+P„ + n), ^  ["Vj 
,^0 y , ! r ( l + a ,+n-y , ) r (H-a„_ ,+n-y , ) r ( l+a„+y , ) 
p(a..p,a,.p,;..„;a„.pj.. (^^ , ^ ^ ^ ...., _^_^  J (4.2.12) 
6 7 
51. 09 Adams, P. C. 3 
52. 09 Apperley. J. F. 3 
53. 09 Abramson, Neil 3 
54. 09 Baglin,T. 3 
55. 09 Benzon,R 3 
56. 09 Barbui, Tiziano 3 
57. 09 Barton, L. M 3 
58. 09 Boccardo, F. 3 
59. 09 Campbell P. J. 3 
60. 09 Cairo Mitchell S. 3 
61. 09 Cawrie, A. S. 3 
62. 09 Grgicevic, Damir 3 
63. 09 Gieseler, F 3 
64. 09 Gibson, J. 3 
65. 09 Gaidano, Gianluca 3 
66. 09 Golyshenkov, S. P. 3 
67. 09 Gomber, Sunil 3 
68. 09 Gray, P. H. 3 
69. 09 Grooteman, M P. C. 3 
70. 09 Gutierrez, David 3 
71. 09 Invemizzi, Rosangela 3 
72. 09 Issa, Ragaa M. 3 
73. 09 Isbister, James P. 3 
74. 09 Joroslav, Cermak 3 
75. 09 Jeffrey, G. 3 
76. 09 Jung,F. 3 
77. 09 Kis, Anne M. 3 
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The integral representation of Jacobi polynomials of m - variables 
defined in (4.2.10) is given by 
£' f: t x- (t, -x.)--'x-(t. - x . r - x-( t„ -X J - ' X 
pf"-P>-"='P^ - •"-P»)(l-2x,,....,l-2x„)dx,....dx„ 
n(i+aj„np(a,+i,u3)ntp 
j=l j=l tl 
n{i+«j+"jl 
^p(a, .„„p, .u,- . . . . ,a„.«„,p„-oJ^^_2t, , . . . . , l -2t„) ( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
Equation (4.2.13) can be proved on the similar lines as proceeded in the 
proof of (4.2.4) 
4.3 BESSEL POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
AND THEIR INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
Exton ( [37]; P. 4(3.1)) has introduced Bessel polynomials in 
several variables, which is defined as follows 
ym......,m.(x,, • , x , , a ) - X S (a-l + m,+.... + mJ,^^ 
k,=0 k„=0 
(-m.X., ,(-mJ.„ %f^, ,%t (4.3.1) 
° k,! k j 
If all but one of the variables are suppressed, we recover the same Bessel 
polynomials (3.2.13) with different notations. 
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78. 09 Kitchen, S. 3 
79. 09 Wine, Ronald M. 3 
80. 09 Kreimeier, Uwe 3 
81. 09 Labie, Duminique 3 
82. 09 Lay, Maria J. 3 
83. 09 Leppanen, Esa 3 
84. 09 Lim. Young Ac 3 
85. 09 Lubenko, A. 3 
86. 09 Maniatis, A. 3 
87. 09 Mauger, Etavic C. 3 
88. 09 Mercuriali, F. 3 
89. 09 Mitsuyama, Hiroki 3 
90. 09 Mrad, I. Ben Hamouda 3 
91. 09 Nakamuraj, Naoya 3 
92. 09 Navaneetham, Neena 3 
93. 09 Nisli, Gungor 3 
94. 09 Nube, M. J. 3 
95. 09 Papadaki, Helen a 3 
96. 09 Parker, S. P. 3 
97. 09 Pietrangelo, Antonello 3 
98. 09 Pradhan, Dileshwari 3 
99. 09 Rana, Sdiaii 3 
100. 09 Rogers, M S. 3 
101. 09 Russel, ITiomas J. 3 
102 09 Santini, Valeria 3 
103 09 Singer, Sylvia 3 
104. 09 Taskinen, M 3 
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Several other authors including Agarwal [1], Carlitz [7], 
Grosswald [45], Al-Salam [3], Chatterjea [8] and Mumtaz and 
Khursheed [61] have contributed to the study of Bessel polynomials. 
A class of multivariable Bessel polynomials y S^ ;,... „^ "° '^ ^ (x,, , x „) 
is defined as follows 
yL:v:::.;:"^ ''('^ >> ' '^J^Z Z (i+P+a,m, a.mj,, , . 
.+k„ 
k,=0 k„=0 
n ^ (4.3.2) 
If in (4.3.2) we set Oj = 1 Q = 1> 2, - n) and P = a-2, we shall readily 
obtain Exton's Bessel polynomial (4.3.1). On setting n = 1 and replacing 
X by x/2, (4.3.2) reduces to 
yr(x)=.F, •m,am + p + l;-; — (4.3.3) 
a polynomial introduced by Mumtaz and Khursheed ([61]; P. 152 (2.1)). 
Also, Bessel polynomials due to Al-Salam ( [3]; P. 529 (2.2)), 
Chatterjea [8] and Krall and Frink [53] are contained in (4.3.2). 
Erdlyi [32] defined the multivariable Laguerre polynomials by the 
relation. 
Lt^  ^(x.....,xj=^^^^^°--7(|)i°)[-m.,....,-m„;a + l;x,. . . . ,xj 
m,! mj 
(4.3.4) 
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105. 09 Tsai, Han-Mou 3 
106. 09 Tsai. T. 3 
107. 09 Urban, T. 3 
108. 09 Uzan, Omrum 3 
109. 09 Widman, Jan 3 
110. 09 Wu, Guang 3 
111. 09 Yeh, Kun-Huci 3 
112. 09 Yetgin, Sevgi 3 
113. 09 Ylming,Li 3 
114. 09 Zambello, Renato 3 
115. 09 Zhang, Xiaowu 3 
155 Authors contributed 2 papers each 
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where J^"^  is a confluent hypergeometric function of n - variables. 
In view of identities (1.1.8) and (1.1.10), One can write (4.3.4) in 
the form 
Ltu(x,. .xj=n \^\t I (-«-">.- -.u... 
a r^m.vn"' 
^U K^'U 
(4.3.5) 
From (4.3.2) and (4.3.5), we see that the Bessel polynomials are 
essentially Laguerre polynomials. In fact we have 
v ( « . anSP) 
J m^ m„ V ' l ' — ' " a 
..-m„-v) 
where throughout this work 
V = ttimi + Onnin, mj (j = 1, 2, ...., n) are integers 
For n = 1, a = 1 and x replaced by x/2, (4.3.6) reduces for 
V'^l '^nV 
(4.3.6) 
(4.3.7) 
y:'(x)=m! ^~x^ L^ : (-2m-P-li 
V ^ y 
rn\ 
vx; 
(4.3.8) 
a result due to Al-Salam ([3]; P. 530 (2.5)). 
Now we will present a number of integral representations for the 
generahzed Bessel polynomials of several variables (4.3.2) in terms of 
Euler and Laplace integrals. 
Indeed, it is easy to derive the following integral representations. 
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Chapter 5 
v(". "«--P)(x X )=~^ . r t^ P^ e'' t] (l + XitsP dt (4.3.9) 
p2:l;- l 
4:0:-0 
1 + P + v, X ; -m, ;. 
X + n : -; 
•;-m„; 
- X , ,. • , - x . 
= I I T ^ I ' ^"0-tryLr::C^ '^(^.t, x,t)dt (4.3.10) 
p2:l; ....;1 
M:0; .... ;0 
rx r^ i 
1 + 3 + v, X : -m, ; ;-m„; 
X+n : -; ; -; 
- X , , -x . 
^iTT^Jo ^" (i-0 '^-'yL"::...:;::^ ''(x.(i-t), x,(i-t))dt (4.3.11) 
rx rn 
where F^; ,^'; ^ I^T,' [x,, .. . . ,xj is generalized Kamp'e de F'eriet function 
of n - variables. 
-7tsin7i(u + u' + p + Y)r(u + u' + P + Y) (a^ p.y) / \ 
sinTC(u' + Y) sinTC(u + p)r(u' + Y + l) r(u + p + l) '^"'-''•-••-"" '^'" '^  ^ 
_ C Y(ai.....a;P) 
Jo " m i + - + m „ 
X X v(ai « ;Y) 
> k,,..,.,k„ U - t ' '1-t, 
t-<" '^'*')(l-t)"<"'"''"dt 
(4.3.12) 
where u = a (mi + .. . .+ nin) and u' a (ki + .... + kn). 
Some special cases of the results mentioned above are worthy of 
note. Indeed upon setting n = 1 in (4.3.9), if we set S = 1, a = 1, P = a-2 
and replace x by x/b, (4.3.9) readily yields. 
^•^-'-^-T(~V)^^-"'H. e- dt (4.3.13) 
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Application of Bibliometric Laws 
The next step after analysis and interpretation of data is to apply the 
bibliometric laws on the analyzed data to check the validity of these laws. 
1. Bradford's Law of Scattering: 
This law states that, "If scientific periodicals are arranged in order of 
decreasing productivity of articles on a given subject that may be divided 
into a nucleus of periodicals more particularly devoted to the subject and 
several groups or zones containing the same number of articles as the 
nucleus and succeeding zones will be 1 : n : n ". 
In the formula 1 : n : n ,^ '1' is the number of periodicals in the nucleus 
and 'n' is a multiplier. 
To check the validity of this law, 353 periodicals were divided into 
three zones, according to their frequency of occurrence. 
In the first zone, 6 periodicals contained 1289 items; in the second 
zone, 43 periodicals contained 1301 items and remaining 304 periodicals 
contained 1266 items in the third zone. 
In other words, we can say that first 6 periodicals in the first zone 
covered almost 1/3 of the total items, next 43 periodicals have covered 
almost 1/3 of the total items in second zone and 304 journals in the third 
zone covered almost 1/3 of the total items. This data has been taken from 
Table - 1 'Ranking of Periodicals'. The analysis very clearly shows the 
phenomenon of scattering of items in different zones of journals. 
As the nucleus zone contains 6 journals, followed by 43 journals in 
the second zone and 304 journals in the third zone. The Zones, thus 
identified will form an approximately geometric series. 
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a result due to Aganval [1]. On putting M = P, ^ = v + 1 in (4.3.10), we 
get 
(4.3.14) 
On other hand, setting A, = mi + .... + nin + |3 + 1, p = v - mi ... -
mn in (4.3.10), we obtain 
v(^ . ;^i^ )(x X )= r-(v + p + l)  
^" -"^ " ' "^  r(m,+. . .+m„+p + l)r(v-m,+....m)„ 
£ j™,.....n...p(^_^)v-o.,-...,.»„.. y(«.;;;;;^=P)(x,t,....,x„t)dt 
(4.3.15) 
Further, if in (4.3.11), we replace A, and n by ]X and v+P-|j,+l 
respectively, (4.3.11) yields 
v K oc;P-^)/ ^ ) - r ( v + p + l ) 
•^^  -^  '^^ .'•••''^ o>' rn r (v+p-n+i ) 
£ t-'(i-t)-^^y<:;::-^«(x.(i-t),....,x„(i-t))dt 
(4.3.16) 
for 1^ = 1, A, = V + P, (4.3.10) reduces to 
yL";.::;^^^%„....xJ=(v+p)£ t-^' yir:;^-%.t,....x„t)dt 
(4.3.17) 
Finally, putting A, = 1 and n = v+p, (4.3.11) reduces to 
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6 : 43 : 304 
Here, 43 = 6 x 7 (Approx.) 
304 = 6 X 7 X 7 (Approx.) 
Therefore, 
6 : 6 X 7 : 6 x 7 x7 
Substituting 7 = n 
We get, 
6 : :6n :6n2 
i.e. 1 ; : n : n^  
(Where, 1 is the number of journals in the nucleus and n is a 
multiplier). Thus, Bradford's law is proved. 
The number of journals in the nucleus can be obtained by plotting f(r) 
and log n on semi logarithmic graph paper (a bibliograph), where f(r) is 
cumulative frequency and log n is log of rank of journals as shown in the 
graph. This graph is drawn with the help of data analyzed and computed in 
Table - 8. 
Log value of 6 journals in the first Zone is - 0.7781 
Log value of 43 journals in the second zone is - 1.6334 
Log value of 304 journals in the third zone is - 2.4828 
Taking log n on X-axis and taking number of items in each zone on 
Y-axis a graph was plotted as shown. The bibliograph thus obtained is found 
to be, by and large, similar to Bradford's Bibliograph. As the graph begins as 
a rising curve API and continue as a straight line. The rising part of the 
graph represents the nucleus of highly productive journals. The points PI, 
P2, and P3 on the bibliograph are the boundaries of three equi-productive 
zones in which almost the same number of articles as the nucleus 
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yt:.X-*"'^(xn....,xJ={v-hp)I r^'yt::'::-^Hx.(i-tV...x„(i-t))dt 
(4.3.18) 
4.4 GENERATING RELATIONS OF MULTIVARIABLES 
JACOBI AND BESSEL POLYNOMIALS 
The generating relation of Jacobi polynomials of m - variables is 
given by 
n=0 
j=l 
. pmjO; ...;0;1 
•^^1:0 ;..., ;1;0 
(l + a,+(i,;!,....,1,2,0), 
{\+a,+^,;l,....,1,2,1,0), 
(l + a„+p„;2,l,....,l,0) :-; .-;-;-; 
x„-n /x,-n 
V 2 y 
(n;l,....,l):(l + a„,l);....; 
(l + a i , ! ) ; - ; 
.t , t 
(4.4.1) 
where on the right hand side of (4.4.1) is a generalized Lauriceiia 
function of m - variables. 
Now we describe several relationships and particular cases of 
Jacobi polynomials of one, two, three and m - variables. 
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(i) Following relationships can easily be obtained from the 
definitions (4.2.2), (4.2.7), (4.2.11) 
, " ' • pK'P.=«-P )^ (x,l)=P;"'-P')(x) (4.4.2) 
0 + a2)„ 
n! pK.P.;a,.P,) (l,y)=pf"^-P''(y) (4.4.3) 
p(0,0,a„pj^^^y^^p^0,p,:a,.p,)^j y^^pK.P2) (y ) (4 .4 .5 ) 
n! 
(l + a3X 
pja..p,aa.Pa;«..PW(x,y,l)=P;"'-P-"'-P'*(X,y) (4 .4 .6 ) 
n! p(a,.P,.aj.P2:aj.Pj)/ | y 2 ) = P*°»'^ ' ' "^-P* ' (y z ) ( 4 - 4 . 7 ) 
(l + a,)„ 
p(a„p„a2,Pj;0,0)/ j \ _ p(ai .P^aj.Pj.O.Pj)/^^ 2\ _ p(ai .Pi;a:.Pj)/^jj y \ 
(4.4.8) 
Similarly many more relationship can be obtained from (4.2.11) 
by taking m = l , m = 2, m = 3 etc. 
(ii) In (4.2.11), taking pi = ai, ^2 = 0L2 . . . , Pm = Wm we get, the 
ultraspherical polynomial of m - variables 
Pl""'"^ "'"^ ^ "-""•X'^^x,, , x „ ) 
. '° . / \ " "'^ 1 n-Ti"-Yni-i (-n) 
n (T;|) ' m Yi=0 Y2=0 r „ = 0 
J=l 
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(represented by OYl = Y1Y2 = Y2Y3) derived from an increasingly larger 
number of journals (represented by 0X1, X1X2 and X2X3). The 
Bradford's law is proved thus. 
Table- 8 
Bradford's - Table 
S.No. No. of Journals Cumulation of Journals No. of Items Cumulation of 
Items 
1. 1 422 422 
2. 2 210 632 
3. 3 190 822 
4. 4 172 944 
5. 5 153 1147 
6. 6 142 1289 
6 1289 
7. 2 8 231 1520 
8. 3 11 173 1693 
9. 4 15 184 1877 
10. 5 20 168 2045 
11. 6 26 147 2192 
12. 7 33 146 2338 
13. 8 41 135 2473 
14. 8 49 117 2590 
43 1301 
15. 10 59 128 2718 
16. 12 71 137 2855 
17. 14 85 139 2994 
18. 18 103 149 3143 
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n (l + 2aj+l) ,, 
m . . 11 
n (i+«J,. '' 
(4.4.9) 
V ^ ^ 
(iii) From (4.4.9), it is easy to obtain a relation between Jacobi 
polynomials of m - variables and Gegenbauer polynomials of 
m - variables and in turn, we define the Gegenbauer polynomials 
of m - variables as follows 
p(a„p,;aj.P2; a^.P^)/ V _ ± ! C '"^^ "'"'"•2 (^ ^ ^ \ < « • + - a„+-: 
n i*^x 
i=i 
(4.4.10) 
and 
n (r.o 
j=l 
n (l + 2a.) 
n 
' 1 - X > 
n ^^^\ '^ V 2 J (4.4.11) 
(iv) In (4.2.14) putting a, = p, = aj = ^2 = a„, = Pm = 0, we get 
Legendre polynomials of m - variables as follows 
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19. 24 127 157 3300 
20. 28 155 147 3447 
21. 32 187 126 3573 
22. 46 233 125 3698 
23. 54 287 92 3790 
24. 66 353 66 3856 
304 1266 
2. Zipfs Law of Word Occurrence: 
This law was put forth by 'George K Zipf. The law states that, "In a 
long textual matter if words are arranged in their decreasing order of 
frequency, then the rank of any given word of the text will be inversely 
proportional to the frequency of occurrence of the word". 
Formula 
y a j / (where y is rank and f is frequency). 
r = (a constant) Vr-
.•.rf= Constant 
Taking log on both the sides 
Log (r) = log (c) - log (f) 
Or log (f) + log (r) = C (where C is a constant.) 
To apply this law, the words were collected from the title of the 
articles and ranked according to their frequency of occurrence in decreasing 
order. Only those words occurring upto 42 items are given in the Table - 9. 
On application of this law, it was found that log of frequency of 
occurrence of words when added to log of their rank, the results are almost 
same for each words. 
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n n-Yi n-Yi Tm-i ( - n ) ^ ^ 
n o+nL-,-,n 
j=i j=i 
/• Nm+l- j 
V 2 , 
fi 1. .'1 
(^X,, X j j . - . j X j ^ j (4.4.12) 
(v) In (4.2.14) taking a = P = - ^^2 and a = P = V^2, we get relations 
between Jacobi polynomials of m - variables and Chebyshev 
polynomials of first kind !„ and second kind U„ respectively and 
introduce the Chebyshev polynomials of m - variables of first and 
second kinds as follows. 
1 2 ' 2 • 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 j 
V^X,, X j , ....,X^) — -
. 2 , 
(n!)" • ^n V'^13'^2 ' ' ' ^ m / 
(4.4.13) 
» n-Yi "-Ti r™-i ( - n ) 
y,=0 y,=0 v__=0 n (r.o 
j=l 
^ 2 , 
(4.4.14) 
j - i V ' ^ ^ r „ , , . j 
11 i 1 i ll 
^3^ 
<2. 
{(n+1)!}" U„(x„X2,.... ,x„) 
(4.4.15) 
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1. Words - Bone Marrow Transplantation = 818 times 
Log of frequency + log of Rank 
Log 818 +log 1 
= 2.9127 
2. P - thalassemia = 689 times 
= 3.1392 
3. Sickle cell Disease =602 times 
= 3.2567 
Thus, it is proved that Zipfs law holds good even today. 
Table - 9 
Ranking of Words 
S. No. Rank Words Frequency Log c = Constant 
01. 01 Bone Marrow Transplantatioi 818 2.9127 
02. 02 p-thalassemia 689 3.1392 
03. 03 Sickle Cell Disease 602 3.2567 
04. 04 Aplastic Anaemia 518 3.3163 
05. 05 Myeloproliferative disorder 406 3.3074 
06. 06 Acute lymphoblastic Leukemia 354 3.3271 
07. 07 Multiple Myeloma 298 3.3193 
08. 08 In Vitro 204 3.2127 
09. 09 ITirombopoietin 156 3.1473 
10. 10 Hematopoietic 134 3.1271 
11. 11 Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura 116 3.1058 
12. 12 Myelodysplastic Syndrome 108 3.1126 
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n n-Y, n-y, Y„.i ( - f l ) 
U„(X,,X2,....,X„)=2^ 2- 2- m , , 
y,=o r.=o Y..=o ]-[ (Y.,) 
n (2+"U 
J-1 
n 
r v2/ 
111 
n ' 1 - X ^ (4.4.16) 
j=i ^ ^ y 
T'm+l-j 
Now we derive the following basic generating relations for Bessel 
polynomials. 
m, ..,.ni„ =0 
m,t 
*>"„ 
m J 
(4.4.17) 
•^' ^ ' " ( l -x, t , , ,x„tJ- ' '^P- Z yL.!:'«„ "^" (^x„ , x j 
m, ....m„=0 
t™ii 
. m, 
_M 
m,! m j (4.4.18) 
In fonnula (4.3.9), put s = 1, v + 3 = k, where v is defined by 
(4.3.7) and k is integer, multiply throughout by (-X)^ and then sum to get 
yWi a „ ; P - v ) ( ^ 
o .•»»« \+x \+x 
(4.4.19) 
fc = 0 
Similarly, we find that 
k=o K! "" j=, 
(4.4.20) 
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13. 13 Acute lymphoblastic Anaemia 102 3.1225 
14. 14 Acute Aplasia 94 3.1192 
15. 15 Eosinophilia 92 3.1398 
16. 16 Non-Hodgkin's Disease 86 3.1386 
17. 17 Platelet Transiusion 78 3.1225 
18. 18 In Vivo 75 3.1303 
19. 19 Stem Cells 73 3.1420 
20. 20 a-thalassemia 68 3.1335 
21. 21 Chrtnic myelogenous leukemia 65 3.1351 
22. 22 Von Willebrand Disease 54 3.0748 
23. 23 Red Cell aplasia 46 3.0429 
24. 23 Plasmapheresis 46 3.0429 
25. 24 Chrc«iic idiopathic neutropenia 42 3.0034 
26. 24 Thrombocythaemia 42 3.0034 
3. Lotka's Inverse Square Law: 
The Lotka's Inverse square law states that the number of scientists 
who contribute n papers will be j / 2 of those who contributed only one 
/ n -^  
paper. During the present analysis it was observed that 4,684 authors have 
contributed 3856 items. Out of 4,684 contributors only 269 authors have 
contributed more than one paper and rest 4,415 authors have contributed 
only one paper i.e. single contribution. However, according to Lotka's Law, 
single contributors should account for 60 % of the total. 
Lotka's Law was applied to know the number of scientists 
contributing 2 papers, 3 papers and 4 papers respectively as given below: 
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Evaluating the right - hand side, we get 
Z yLr:,:.°;^ '-'(x, x . ) i ^ = e - 2 , z n 
k = 0 '^- k, = 0 k„=0 j=l 
(-.l(-x> 
k i ! 
r(k,+ + k „ + i ) ^ , .,^(x) 
(4.4.21) 
where Ln(x) is Laguerre polynomials (1.5.9). 
On setting n = 1, a = 1 in (4.4.21) and replacing x by x/2, it 
reduces to a known resuh due to Al-Salam ( [3]; P. 536 (6.5)). In the 
same manner one can derive the following formulae 
i y^:::::'''^''(^r, •••,-.)M=[ e-'fl fi+x,tMcos(xt)dt 
k = 0 
(4.4.22) 
i yi";::.°-''"-"(x,,...,'c.)(x'y = f|]jr e-fl {(Hx,t)-'}smOu)dt 
k = 0 \ ^ / j=l 
(4.4.23) 
Z yl::::-=^ -^--^ "»(x,. u^ '-M 1^ 
k,....k„ = 0 j=i ! ^ j 
r(p : ^ f e- 'fl Kl + x,tM(t4-u.+....uJ-^dt (4.4.24) 1- V + I^ j=l 
Now we consider partly bilateral and partly unilateral generating 
relations. An interesting generating relations for Laguerre polynomial 
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3.1 Scientists Contributing Two Papers: 
As we know the number of authors contributing only one paper is 
4,415, the number of scientists contributing 2 papers may be calculated by 
the formula. 
r. ur u- r. No.of Scicntlsts publishing 1 paper 
iNO.oi ;3Cieiuisis ruuiiMiuig ii r<ipci:> — n' 
On Substituting, 
n = 2 in the above formula, 
4415 
No. of scientists publishing 2 papers = 
_ 4415 
4 
-1103.75 
The number of scientists publishing 2 papers should be 1103.75. 
However, an analysis of the data indicates that only 155 authors have 
contributed 2 papers which is far less than the figure obtained by applying 
Lotka's law. 
3.2 Scientists Contributing Three Papers: 
On Substituting 
N = 3 is the formula we get, 
No. of Scientists publishing 3 papers = 
^ 4415 
9 
= 490.51 =491 
During the analysis it was found that only 64 authors contributed 3 
papers each, which is again far less than the calculated figure i.e. 491. 
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LW (X) ( [68]; P. 200 (1)), due to Exton ( [87]; P. 147 (3)), is recalled 
here in the following (modified) from. 
exp s + t = 1 Z T^AriL^-Kz) 
in=-oc p=m* (m+p)! 
(4.4.25) 
where m* = max (0, - m) 
On putting s = (1-s-t+zt/s) in (4.3.9) and making use of (4.4.25), 
we find that 
/ 
l - s - t + — 
S J 
-(v+p-1) 
^(<xi . a „ ; P ) 
«>i " I l l 
M 
zt 
l -s-t + 
V S 
l-s-t + zt 
s J 
00 CO 
m=-oo p=ni* m ! p ! 
v + |3 + m+p + l:p,-m,;....-m„; 
-:m + l: ; 
Z, - X , , . . . . , - Xji 
(4.4.26) 
Equation (4.4.26) gives a number of generating relations as special case. 
We present some interesting special cases here. If in (4.4.26), we set 
n = 1, replace x by x/2, it yields generating relation involving the Bessel 
polynomials y^"''^ ^ 
r .\-(<ai+P+i) 
1-s-t + ^ l y<-^ ) 
k—% 
m=-«> p=m* m ! p ! 
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an + P + m + p + l:-p;-n; -x 
-:m + l; - ; 2 
(4.4.27) 
3.3 Scientists Contributing Four Papers: 
On Substituting, 
N = 4 in the formula we get, 
4415 No. of scientists publishing 4 papers = —— 
4 
4415 
16 
= 275.93 = 276 
The analysis of the actual data shows that only 26 authors contributed 
4 papers which is again farless than the calculated figure i.e. 276. 
It may, therefore, be calculated that the trends of research in modem 
era has changed as compared to the period when Lotka's law was 
formulated. That is why, on the basis of the analysis of present data it is 
difficult to testify the validity of Lotka's law. 
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which for p = a - 2, a =1 and X replaced by 2x/b, reduces to 
l - s - t + - y„ a,b;-
l-s-t + zt 
OO CO o " +P 
m=-oo p=m* m ! p ! 
a + n + m + p - 1 ; -p;n ; -x 
- :m + l; - ; ' 2 
(4.4.28) 
Next, for z -> 0 equations (4.4.26) to (4.4.28) reduce to the following 
elegant results. 
(l _ S _ tV*"""*" „K,....,a„;P) f ^ A 
• " i n i n 1-s-t 1-s-t; 
OO <» m . p 
Z Z £T^(v-P+iUyt::^^^'-''(x 
m=.oo p=m* m ! p ! 
1 ' 
(4.4.29) 
(i_s-t)-<'"^p^"y(;-'^) ^ X ^ 
2(l-s-tX 
00 o) m ^p 
m-oo p=m* m ! p ! 
(4.4.30) 
and 
(i-s-t)-^*^""': a,b; (1-s-t). 
CO 00 o " f P 
m=-=o p=m* m ! p ! 
(a + n - l L , y„(a + m + p,b,x) (4.4.31) 
respectively. 
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Chapter 6 
CHAPTER - 5 
DOUBLE GENERATING RELATIONS OF SINGLE 
HYPERGEOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we consider results of Exton [37] on confluent and 
generalized hypergeometric functions whose applications give certain 
double generating relations for polynomials of Gauss and Jacobi and 
fimctions of several variables of Kamp'e de F'eriet, Lauricella and 
Appell. Special cases of these double generating relations provide 
interesting known results. 
5.2 GENERATING RELATIONS 
Throughout this chapter we consider two generating relations 
given by Exton [37] as main working tools*to develop a theory of double 
generating relations of single polynomials given as 
£ (g + lL.x- (-x)° p^  
m,a=0 m! n! 
-m ; 
a + 1 1 
,F, -n : 
a + 1 ; 
= exp (xy-xz) ^F, 
a + 1: 
-X yz (5.2.1) 
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f (('')L.((u)L.((v)L.x"(-x)-
^.. &))... ((e)L. ((f))... ml n! 
E+V+Q+I'U+F+P 
l - ( e ) - m - n ,(v) + m + n ,(q),-m; 
(-1)'"* "^^  y 
l - ( u ) - m - n ,(f) + m+n ,(p); 
D+2V+Q^G^2F+P 
(d), 
(g), 
ry^ 
K^J 
ry\ 
+:r'(q)' 2) 2 
1 
J V - F 4^-'xy 
2 / 2 ' ^ ^ ' 
(5.2.2) 
where for brevity (q) denotes Q parameters qi, .. ., qp with similar inter 
Q 
n pretation for (d), (g) and so on. Also (( q ))m stands for Y\ (QJ)„ ^ ^ so 
on. In (5.2.1) if we replace z by zt, multiply both sides by t*^  e"^  and take 
their Laplace transform with the help of the result ([85]; P. 219 (6)). 
"(a); f t - e- .F3 (b). zt = r ^ s " A+iFfi 
(a) , ^ ; z 
(b) ; s (5.2.3) 
(Re (>.) > 0, A < B ; Re (s) > 0 if A < B ; Re (s) > Re (z) if A=B), we 
obtain 
2 ^ ^ ^ ^ " (-)• .F. 
n,,„=o ni! n! 
-m, / ; 
z iFi 
-n ; 
y a + 1 ; [a + l; J^ 
= exp (xy)(l + xz)"' ,F, -X yz 
a +1; (1 + xz) (5.2.4) 
Next, if in (5.2.4) we replace y by yt multiply botii sides by t' e"*" and 
take Laplace transform with the help of (5.2.3), we get 
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X ^Llik^x- (-x)" ,F, 
nj,B=0 m! n! 
-m,/ ; -n , r ; 
z .t, y 
a+1 ; . [a + l ; 
= (l-xy)-'(l + x2)-' ,F, / , r ; - x ^ z 
a + 1 ; (l + xz)(l-xy) (5.2.5) 
Now starting from (5.2.5) and making use of the Laplace and inverse 
Laplace transform ([33]; P. 297 (1)). 
^"\s-\Y, (a); (b); sj '7 rx \t}= F 
(a) ; 
(b), I ; zt 
(Re(X)>0 , A<B + l) (5.2.6) 
It is not difficult to show by induction that ([34]; P. 305 - 311) 
± fc^x" {-.)' ,.,F,„ 
ni.n=0 m! n! 
-m,( / ) ; 
a + l ,(k); F a + l,(a)) ; 
V ((/))• ((r)).(-x'yzr p 
L ' K 
(/Ks; 
_(k)+s; xz F R^ W 
(r)+s ; 
W + s ; xy 
(5.2.7) 
Similarly, in case of equation (5.2.2) if we use the same method of proof 
of formula (5.2.7) we get 
y ( (d)L„((u)L,( (v)L„((h)L„x°(-x)° 
^=0 ((g)L.„ ((e)L. ((f L . . ((t)L. ml n! 
E+V+Q+A+l* U+F+P+B 
l - ( e ) - m - n ,(v) + m + n ,(q), (a),(-m) ; 
l - ( u ) - m - n ,(f) + m + n ,(p);(b) ; (_l)--v y 
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D+2V+Q+A+H*^ G+2F+P+B+T 
W.z 
(g). 
2 
\^J 
V 
r 
v2j 
'4,(q),(a),(h); 
2 4V-F xy 
(5.2.8) 
Now we mention some interesting special cases of the equations (5.2.5), 
(5.2.7) and (5.2.8). On setting r = a + 1 in (5.2.5), we get 
m=0 
(« + !)„ 
m! l + x(l-y). 2F. 
-m,/ ; 
a + 1 ; -O-xy)' 
; - (a+i) 
(1 - x>' + xz) ' (1 + X - xy) ,a+l (5.2.9) 
which for y = 1 reduces to a known result ( [85]; P. 293 (12)). For y = 0 
(5.2.7) reduces to 
(i+x)-2 (cx + lX 
m=0 m! 1 + xj KLFK-
-m,( / ) ; 
a + l,(k); LFK (k); 
(5.2.10) 
If in (5.2.10) we put L = L'+l, /L+I = a+1, we then have known 
result ( [36]; P. 267). Further, if in (5.2.7) we put K = W = 0, L = R = 1, 
l\ = Xx = 111 and a = 0 then it reduces to another known result due to 
Exton ([37]; P. 9 (5.10)) in its corrected from 
y (m + n)! 
m,B=o m! n! z + ( z ' - l ) ^ y + ( / - i ) ^ Yi 
P„(z)P«(y) 
(I + XX,)(1 + X T J - K ( V ^ (5.2.11) 
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where x, = j f e l l l l L . , , = ^ M _ . p J , ) , s Legendre 
z + {,'.,f' y.{,'-xf 
polynomials 
(1.5.15). 
vSx)^\x + (x'-\f .F. 1 , •m - ; l ; x 
K 2(x--iy 
K(^) is the complete elliptic integral of first kind ( [35]; P. 318 (5)) and 
^ = - "'^•'^^ (l + XX,)(l-XT,) 
. If we replace x by - ^ in (5.2.8) together with 
1-x 
V = U = E = F = D = G = Q = P = T = O a n d H = l , w e g e t 
h, (a) ; - xy 
m! 
-m,(a) ; 
(b), ' 
x'"=(i-xr u,F, (b), (1-x). 
(5.2.12) 
I x I < 1, which is a result due to Chaundy ([85]; P. 138 (8)). 
For E = U = V = F = 0, the left hand side of (5.2.8) becomes 
separable in the form 
m=0 
(W). ((h)). _ 
((«))„ ((0). "•"'-' 
"(d)+m, (h)+m ; 
(g)+m,( t )+m; ^+A+KP+B 
r(q),(a),(-m); 1 
(p),(b); " ' . 
x° 
m 
= F -(d), (q), (a), (h) ; 
.(8),(p),(b),(t); "" 
-| 
(5.2.13) 
Now, on putting A = B = H = T = 0, (5.2.13) reduces to a known 
result due to Exton ([37]; P. 11 (66)). Next, we turn to some generating 
relations involving the Jacobi polynomials P^ "^ ^^  (x) (1.5.10). On setting 
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B = E = U = V = Q = P = 0, F = A = l , a i = ^ a n d replacing y by -y 
equation (5.2.8) reduces to 
y ((d)L„((h)L.(f^m^nLx'°(-x)- ^ 
i^o ((g)L„ ((/ ) L . (fX..n m! n! ^ ' 
-m, X; 
f+ m + n;' 
= F 
l+D+H^G+T-
r(d), (h), (X); 
f f 1 
( g X ( t ) , - , - + - , 
•xy (5.2.14) 
For f = -a-p, X = -a, equation (5.2.14) yields an interesting generating 
relation for Jacobi polynomials given by 
r ((d)L.((h)L„(-xr 
- ((g)Lo ((t))„:„ ( - a - P L 
2x 
1-v 
p(a-m,p-2m-n)/' \ 
U D + H * G - T + Z 
(d), (h). a 
-2x 
( g ) , ( t ) , — — ' — ^ — + ^ ' 4(l-y) (5.2.15) 
which follows from ([77]; P. 593 (15)). 
p(a- i i ,p - i i ) / ' ^ \ _ fn-a-p-1^ 
n 
'1-xY 
^^^ 
• n , - a ; 2 
•a, -P ; 1-x 
(5.2.16) 
On replacing z and y respectively by r i - z^ 
V ^ y 
and 1-y 
. 2 J 
in (5.2.5), 
setting / = r = l + a + Pand using the definition (1.5.20), we get 
m,n=0 
l _ ^ ^ . ^ l f l + ^ _ ^ 
-(1+a+p) 
2 2 2 2 
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>J^ xHi-z)(i-y) l+a + P,l+a + p ; a + 1 ; (2 + x-xz) (2-x + xy) (5.2.17) 
5.3 DOUBLE GENERATING RELATIONS FOR HYPER-
GEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
We shall now generalize the relations of section 5.2 and we will 
show how Laplace and inverse Laplace transform of equation (5.2.7) and 
(5.2.2) would yield generating relations of several variables which are 
double generating relations [66]. We recall the definition of the 
generalized Kamp'e de F'eriet function of several variables (1.4.6) 
On multiplying both side of equation (5.2.7) by 
Ci-l «-s< irA:B' B" 
C:D' D" t"'-'e"' F [z,t,....,z,t] 
replacing z by zt and taking Laplace transform with the help of (5.2.3), 
we obtain 
- ^ (a + l)m.n X"(-X)" ^ ^f . 
m,o=0 n i ! 11! „ | n^^=o 
F 
2+L * K+1 
a , + m , + , ,m., (/),-m; 
a + 1 , (k). F l+R * W+1 a + 1, (w); 
- L n (m. , . . n , )2 . ((k)X((<o)X(a + lXS. 
m|,...,ci,=0 
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F 
a i + m i + , ,m„+s, (/), 
k + s: 
•xz F 
(r)+s; 
l<o)+s; (5.3.1) 
where 
Now, replacing y by yt in (5.3.1) and multiplying both the side by 
and taking the Laplace transform with the help of (5.2.3), we get 
r (« + 0».„ x"(-x)" 
m,n=0 m! n! 
I ; Q(m,,...,m„)A(k,,...,k,) 
m, ni„-t] kr=0 
F 
a ,+m, + + m„, -m, (/): 
a + 1 , (k). 
F 
u,+k,+.. . + k^,-n, (r);^ 
a + 1, (©); 
i Q(m, , . . ,m jA(k , , . ,k ,)f ; ^ ' ' 7 , \ w r ^1"°^' 
(u.+k, + ....+k,X((/)X((r)X(-xV)r 
(a + lX s ! 
UL^'K 
a,+m,+, ,m„+s, (/) + s ; 
k+s ; xz UR^W 
u,+k,+,...,k^+s,(r) + s; 
(coj+s; 
(5.3.2) 
where 
^(, ,t_(WX -., (( ' '))v«/"l, yf 
*'' • ''"((v)X -., ((f)X,.. ( ( f ' i k, 
yr k. 
! .... k I 
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Now starting from (5.3.2) and making use of inverse Laplace and 
Laplace transfomi with the help of the results (5.2.3) and (5.2.6), the 
method of mathematical induction and the relation (a)ni+n = (a)m (a + m)n, 
we obtain an obvious simplification 
I 
injn=0 m! n! 
cA:B';....;B"";L+l 
C:D';....; D<"';K+1 
(a):(b'),...,(b<"a(0,-n^; 
z,,....,z„,z 
pU:E',....,E'":R+l 
V:P F*";\V+1 
(u):(e-),.,.(e-).(r).-„. 
.(v):(r); .;(fl);(o>>,a + l / ' -^-^ 
= 1. 
s-0 
((/)).((f)).((a)).((u)).(-x'yz)f 
((*((».)). ((c)). ((v)).(a + l). si 
pA:B' ,B**;L 
C:D', D*";K 
a + s:(b');....,(b'"0,(O+s, 
c + s:(d');...;(d^"0;(k)+s;'•'•••"'"'"^. 
pU.-E' , E ' ' \ R 
V:F F*>;W 
(u)+s:(e'); .,(e<'0,(r)+s, 
L(v)+s:(r),...;(f^'^);(<o)+s/"-''"'^_ 
(5.3.3) 
Similarly on multiplying both the side of (5.1.2) by 
^a,-l -St pA:B' .B** 
C:D' D<"> [x,t,....,x„t] 
replacing y by yt using Laplace transforms formula (5.2.3) and 
evaluating the integrals on both the sides and then multiplying both the 
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sides of the resulting expression by replacing x by xt and again taking the 
Laplace transform with the help of (5.2.3), we obtain 
f ((d)L„((u)L„((v)L, ((h)L„x"(-x)° 
n.4^ 0 ((gL.„ ( ( eL . . ((f)L„ m! n! 
2; <j)(m„...,mj 
«ni mn=<' 
E i V i Q i 2 ^ U i F i P 
l -(e)-m-n,(v) + m + n,(q),a,+m, + .... + m„,-m; ,^ E-U 
l - (u)-m-n,( f ) + m + n, (p); 
= ^ (j)(m„...,mj 
mi ,...,m„=0 
F 
where 
(d),f^J ,[^] + -Mlo.i+^i+ •• + m„,h; 
<*Hi f^ ff') 1 
4"-''xy 
+ 2'^) ' 
(J>(m, ,...,mj= ((a)L.. ....„„ (ML. .•••Cb^°l„xr. . . .x:° 
(5.3.4) 
Again starting from (5.3.4) and making use of Laplace and inverse 
Laplace transform techniques with the help of the result (5.2.3) and 
(5.2.6) and the method of matiiematical induction, we obtain. 
y ((d)L.((u)L.((v)L. ((h))„„x-(-x)-
i-- ((g)L. {(e)L. {{f)L. ((t)L. m! n! 
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"cay D^°*-,u+F+p 
(a).(b'),....,(b<''0'l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m + n,(q),-m; 
(c):(d'); . ;(d*"0;l-(")-m-n,(f) + m + n,(p); x,,...,x„,(-l) 
l+E-U 
_ pA:B',...,B'°';D+2V+Q+H 
"~ CS>' D*°';G+2F+P+T 
(a):(b'),....;(b^»)Md){^),(^)4'W'h^ 
(c):(d')r....,(d(»^)(g),[( 
2; .2J 4'(p)'W' 
x,,...,x„(4)'"'xy 
(5.3.5) 
5.4 SPECIAL CASES 
It is easy to observe that the equations (5.3.3) and (5.3.5) give a 
large number of generating relations, new as well as known. In this 
section, we will mention only some special cases of our formulas (5.3.3) 
and (5.3.5). We recall the well known Kamp'e de F'eriet function of two 
variable defined as (1.4.5). By specializing the various parameters in 
(5.3.3) and (5.3.5) to suit case (1.4.5) above and letting Zi = yj = Xq = 0, 
i = 2, 3, .., n, j = 2, 3, ... , r and q = 2, 3, ... , n, we obtain the generating 
relations 
f^ (^ + 0:n... X-(-x)° 
ni,n=o m ! n ! 
7W • (a ) : ( / ) ; -m;(b) ; 
.(c).(k),l-.a;(d);'''j F^^) 
(u): (r);-n;(e) ; 
(v):(w),l + a;(f);_ 
^ ^ ((k)X((w)X((c)X(a + lXs! s-O 
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7(2) (a)+s:(/)+s;b; 
(c) + s.(k)+s,(d); xz, t 
:W (u)+s : ( r )+s ; (e) ;^^ ' 
(v)+s.(w)+s,(f). 
(5.4.1) 
^ ((d)L„((u)L„((v)L, ((h)L„x°(-xr 
»r=o ((g))„.„ ((e)L„ ((f )L„ ((t)L„ m! n! 
(a): l - ( e ) -m-n ,{v ) + m + n,(q),-m;(b'); uE-u 
(c): l - ( u ) - m - n , ( f ) + m + n,(p),(d'); 
_ p ( 2 ) 
(a):(d),W . W + i (qUh);(b'); 
(c):(s),(f).(g4,(pM.);(n 
(5.4.2) 
Note that when y, co ^  0, x = , L = L' + 1 and /L+I = a +1, fonniila 
1-x 
(5.4.1) would reduces to a results due to Srivastava ( [78]; P. 94 (7.1)). 
Also D = G = U = V = E = F = T = 0 , H = 1 , (5.4.2) reduces to the same 
result of Srivastava mentioned above. It may be of interest to remark that 
the relations (5.3.3) an (5.3.5) can also be specialized fairly easily to 
yield a large number of results involving series of the type 
Z ^^  . . ^ <l>(co,y)<|)*(u,v) 
ni,n=0 m! n! 
(5.4.3) 
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(«-^lL, >^°'(-^)''<|>(ca,y,z)r(u,v,s) (5.4.4) 
,^0 m! n! 
i fe^i%4iin(x„....x.) n.(y .y,) (5.4.5) 
,^0 m! n! 
m,n=o ml n! 
^ C(m + n) x"'(-x)" . X ^. . 7 . 
m,„=o m! n! 
C(m + n)x°'(-x)- ^(^^ ^ J (5.4.8) 
n i^o ml n1 
where <|) (co, y) and <|)* (u, v) are one or the other of the Appell's fiinctions 
F,, F2 and F3 (1.4.1, 1.4.2 and 1.4.3), 4^  (co, y, z) and ^ * (u, v, s) are 
hypergeometric ftinction of three variables F^ ^^  (1.4.18) Q (xi, ... , Xn) 
and Q* (yi, ... , yn) are one of the other of the Lauricella's functions 
Fi•^Fi''' and F^"> (1.4.11, 1.4.12 and 1.4.14) and c(m+n) is ftmction of 
(m+n) only and is independent of any variable. 
For instance, in terms of Lauricella functions FJ'^  and F '^^ , 
equation (5.3.3) would give us the following special cases of type (5.4.5). 
Z (<^ + l)m+n X ° ( - x ) ° (,^t) f . W A A \ 1 ~r~~^ *^A ia,,b, ,...,b„,-ni;d,,...,d„,k;z,,...z„zj 
m,n=0 i n ! n ! 
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Fi""[u,e,, ..,e,,-n;f,,..,f,,ci);yi,. .y,,y] 
s-0 
(aX(uX(a + lX(-xVy 
Fi"*"[a + s,b, , . . . ,b„,l+a + s;d,,. ,d„,k + s;z„...z„,-xz] 
Fi'^"[u + s,e,,...,e,,l + a + s;f„...,f,,(o + s;y„...y,,xy] (5.4.9) 
I ; ( ^ ^ ^ ) - " ' ;^-^) ' 'Fr 'M,, . . - .b„,-m;c;z. , . . . ,z„ ,z] 
in,n=0 m! n! 
Fo^'^u^e, ,...,e^,-n;v; y,,...,y,,y] 
s-O 
(aX(uX(a + lU-xVzr 
( 4 (vX S ! 
FD '^^ [a + s,b, ,. . . ,b„,l+a + s;c + s;z,,...z,,-xzj 
Fi'"'^[u + s,e,,,..,e„l + a + s;v + s; y „ . . . y „xy ] (5.4.10) 
If in (5.4.9), we set yi = , . . . . , y, = 0 and u = CO, we obtain 
l i+x(i-y)r'|; (a + l)„ 
m=0 m! [ l + x(l-y) 
F^•)[a,b,,. ,b„,-m;d„...,d„,k;z„...,z„,z] 
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(i-xyr'Z (aX(a + l)„ 
s=0 (kXs! 
-x^yz 
O-xy) 
Fl°-')[a + s,b, , . . . ,b„,l+a + s;d„...,d„.k + s;z,;...;z.,-xz] (5.4.11) 
For y = 1, (5.4.11) reduces to a multivariable extension of a known result 
( [85]; P. 293 (12)). 
On taking Z2= .... = z„ = y i= ... =yr = y = 0(5.4.9)reducesto 
i k t i k i i : F j a , - m , b ; k ,d ;z ,o ]=(l-x) < - " F , 
m=0 m! 
xz 
a J + a, b; k, d; , o 
1-x 
(5.4.12) 
X . Now, on replacing a + 1 and x by X and — in (5.4.12) respectively. 
setting ?. ^ oo and using result ([78]; P. 94 (7.3)) 
lim f>--r = e^andlim(X) - =z° (5.4.13) 
equation (5.4.12) reduces to a known result of Srivastava ( [78]; P. 94 
(7.5)). On setting Z2 = ... = Zn = z, yi = . . = yr = y and using the 
reduction formula ([83]; P. 34 (6)). 
Fi"^[a,b,,. . ,b . ;c;x, . . . ,x]= ^F, [a,b, + .. + b. ;c;x ] 
Equation (5.4.10) reduces to 
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min=0 
( « - M L „ X°( -X)° 
m! n! 
2F, 
b,+ + ... + b„,-m,a; 
c; 
2F. 
e,+,...,e,,-n,u; 
-v; 
^y (^H");(<^;0^(-^^y^)^F,[a+s,l + « + s;b. + ...-hb,;c + s;-xz,z] 
F, [u + s,l + a + s;e, +... + e,; v + s;xy,y] (5.4.14) 
On putting y -> 0, bj = 0, i = 2, 3, ... , n (5.4.14) evidently reduces to a 
known results ([85]; P. 150 (44)). For bi = 0, i = 2, 3, ... , n and u = v, 
formula (5.4.14) may at once written in the form 
(a + On 
m=0 m ! | l + x(l-y) ,F, 
b - m, a; 
c; 
= ( l - x y ) - ( l + x ( l -y ) rF '^ ) a::a + l ; - ; - ; - ; - ;b ; -x^yz 
-xz =^—,z 
c . - ~^ ~t'^~t'i~t ^~xy i 9 9 1 5 5 
(5.4.15) 
where F^ ^^  [x, y, z] is Srivastava's triple hypergeometric series (1.4.18). It 
is important to note that, the left hand side of equation (5.4.15) can be 
summed by using one or other of the results ( [85]; P. 150 (43), (44) and 
P. 151 (45)), to obtain some transformation formula for F^ ^^  ( r i^ t hand 
side of (5.4.15)) in the form of functions of Gussian 2F1, Appell Fi and a 
special case of Kamp'e de F'eriet of two variables F^ ^^ . For example, if in 
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(5.4.15) we set a + 1 = >., t =7 -.—vv and use ( [85]; P. 150 (44)), 
(l + x(l-y)) 
we get the transformation formula. 
a,b,>,,c;z, zx 
xy-1 = p 
a : : A , ; - ; - : - ; - ; b ; -x^yz 
c:: - , -;-:-;-;-; 'O-xy ) ' 
(5.4.16) 
Also a similar transformation can be obtained from the main result 
(5.3.3). Further, on setting yi = ... = yr = y = Z2 Zn = o m 
(5.4.10), replacing a + 1 and x by >. and - respectively, letting 1 -> 00 
A. 
and using (5.4.13), formula (5.4.10) reduces to another known resuh 
( [85]; P. 94 (7.4)). 
On other hand, as particular cases of our result (5.4.2) we obtain 
three linear generating relations involving the Appell function F2 and F3. 
Indeed we have the following generating relations of the type (5.4.6). 
I ; ( " L , ( h L n >c°(-^)°Fja,-m,b;l-u-m-n,d,y,(o] 
111,0=0 (t)„,„ m! n! 
-Fja,h,b;t,d;xy,G)] (5.4.17) 
n, ;—; F3[-m,b,,l-e-m-n,bj,c,y,a) J 
n.o=o (e)„^„ m! n! 
= F, d,b,,h,b2 ; c ;^ ,<o 
4 
(5.4.18) 
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^„=o m! n! 
2 2 2 
(5.4.19) 
Finally on settingH = B'= 1, D'= 0, i = 1, ... , n andE = F = V = U = T 
= Q = P = D = G = Oin (5.3,5) together with the reduction formula for 
the generalized Kamp'e de F'eriet series of several variables ([44]; P. 39 
(32)) we get a generalization of (5.2.12) given by 
m=0 m! 
b,+... + b„,-m,(a). 
.(1-xr 
•(a):b,+... + b. ;h; xy (5.4.20) 
Now, if in (5.4.20), we set b; = 0, i = 2, 3, ... , n then it reduces to a 
known resuh of Srivastava ([85]; P. 150 (43)). 
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